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Abstract
When humans communicate with one another they utilize a variety of subtle linguistic cues that robots need to understand and reciprocate in order to achieve more
natural and effective collaborative interactions with humans. We begin by presenting a simple human-robot interaction scenario and show that appropriate behavior
by the robot requires the ability to explicitly reason about a variety of social and
introspective factors that include (but are not necessarily limited to): the literal
and non-literal intent of utterances, the knowledge and capability of the robot,
social roles and relationships, goal priority and timing, and both norms of moral
and social (e.g. politeness) varieties. Many current natural language (NL) systems
used in human-robot interaction are unable modulate NL interactions appropriately
given these considerations. Given this need, we present a novel NL understanding
and generation architecture for robotic agents that provides a framework to achieve
these desired capabilities. We begin by presenting how this architecture implements
both pragmatic reasoning and reasoning regarding the belief states of interlocutors. We then show how this architecture can be utilized to both understand and
appropriately deploy certain sentential adverbial modifiers, which enhance the informativeness and naturalness of natural language interactions. We also show how the
architecture can not only understand non-literal requests, but also appropriately
generate non-literal requests based on social context. Next, we demonstrate how
the NL architecture is also able to generate responses to both literal and non-literal
requests that conform to human sociolinguistic preferences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Continued developed and improvement in the capabilities of autonomous robots
will enable their deployment in an increasingly wide range of applications and domains as part of collaborative human-robot teams. The success and effectiveness
of these future human-robot teams will depend on a variety of factors. Not only
must future robots be able to fulfill the duties entailed by their assigned roles, but
they must also possess the necessary social interaction capabilities in order to be
a helpful teammates. In particular, robots that will engage in task-based, natural
language interactions with human interlocutors will need the ability to understand
and successfully carry out natural language directives issued by their teammates
(e.g. “Deliver this medical kit to staging area B”).
In collaborative interactions, people often give directives (i.e. requests, commands, instructions) to one another in natural language to communicate their intentions and to enlist help in achieving joint or individual goals (J. R. Searle, 1976).
Precisely how these directives are formulated often depend on the social dimensions
of the interaction context. Likewise, how these directives are handled and responded
to by the addressee also depends on the details of the social situation and are also
influenced by factors such as politeness (Clark & Schunk, 1980). Success in collaborative interaction requires a host of mechanisms that enable this contextually
modulated behavior. Even in relatively constrained task-based interactions, there
are a variety of social subtleties that manifest themselves, and researchers aspiring
6

to natural and human-like interaction capabilities in autonomous agents must be
cognizant of them. To illustrate some of these phenomena, let us consider a scenario in which a natural-language enabled household robot must respond to and
react to a human interlocutor who is giving it a directive.

Person:
Robot:

Could you wash the dishes for me?
Yes, I could.

(Robot sits idly)

A human would likely find such a response unhelpful. This is due to the fact
that utterances such as “Could you do X for me?” are often non-literal directives
(an example of indirect speech act, or ISA). The speaker expects the addressee
to not simply interpret the utterance as a literal question (or statement, as may
be the case), but rather as indicative of the speaker’s desire and intention for the
interlocutor to engage in the activity being asked about. As such, there are a variety
of possibilities that the above query could indicate:
1. The speaker does not know if the robot has the ability to wash the dishes, and
wishes to know for future reference. (literal question)
2. The speaker does not know if the robot has the ability to wash the dishes, and
wishes to know so that he or she can immediately issue the directive in case
of an affirmative response. (pre-request)
3. The speaker does not know if the robot has the ability to wash the dishes, but
issues a non-literal directive expecting the robot to begin to act in the case it
has the necessary ability. (non-literal directive)
4. The speaker does know that the robot has ability to wash the dishes, but
has decided to issue the directive in a more indirect/polite manner due to
sociolinguistic considerations. (non-literal directive)
Intuitively, the appropriate response to the human interlocutor might be differ7

ent for each case. For example, the previously presented response of “Yes, I could,”
would be perfectly appropriate for case 1, but unhelpful and inappropriate for the
last two cases, as it violates the expectation that the robot would begin to act if
the directive is found acceptable (and accepted). robot would begin to act if the
directive is found acceptable (and accepted). Also, while it may be appropriate in
the second case, such a response might be suboptimal, as it does not convey to the
interlocutor that the robot believes the second interpretation is the case over the
first. An instance of a response indicative of this understanding is:

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

Yes, would you like me to do that now?

In this case, the robot has signaled the understanding that the human interlocutor may want the robot to wash the dishes in the near future, and is allowing the
human to implicitly give the associated directive (by responding in the affirmative)
or deferring. If the robot believes its interlocutor wants immediate execution in the
case of task feasibility, then an appropriate response could be:

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

Yes, I’ll do that right away.

(Robot proceeds to wash dishes)

Of course, these responses all presuppose that the robot believes all preconditions to carrying the directive have been met. What if the robot is in fact unable
to and must reject the directive?

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

No, I cannot.

(Robot sits idly)
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Again, the helpfulness of this response is not ideal. In contrast with the previous
example, in which the robot clearly did not understand the non-literal intent behind
the utterance, this response could be indicative of a couple possibilities. The robot
might again not understand the non-literal intention behind the utterance and is
simply answering the literal query as to its ability. Or perhaps it has understood the
non-literal directive and is simply unable to carry out the desired actions. Rather
than lacking the ability to understand non-literal directives, the robot may be lacking the ability to provide a sufficiently detailed explanation for its rejection of a
directive. Perhaps the robot is rejecting the directive for entirely justifiable reasons
(e.g. malfunction leading to inability). The human interactant will have a variety
of unanswered questions. Is the robot unable to perform this task just temporarily
or at all? Is the robot unable to perform this task due to a lack of knowledge? Is
the potential lack of knowledge procedural (doesn’t know how to wash the dishes),
declarative (doesn’t know where the dishes are located), or of another sort? Is the
robot unable to perform the task do to scheduling conflicts and prioritization of
other goals? There is a long list of potential explanations, which are distinct and
communicate different facts regarding the interaction context as well as properties
and the current status of the robot.
Let us consider a variety of possible explanations that we would find natural
in the interaction context. Each of these explanations is an instance of a class of
excuses that give an appropriate response to a directive rejection.

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

Sorry, I cannot, as my arms are currently broken.

There is quite a bit of information conveyed in this response. The fact conveyed
in the excuse communicates the lack of ability of the robot to carry out the intended
action. Additionally, the use of the adverbial modifier “currently” denotes that the
current inability is contrary to the norm. We will discuss a variety of subtle variations from this scenario in a subsequent section.
9

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

Sorry, I don’t know how to wash dishes.

Distinct from the previous exchange, this rejection communicates the lack of
necessary knowledge of the robot. The robot may or may not be physically able to
perform the desired task, but it has determined that it is lacking in a particular
piece of needed knowledge (i.e. a procedure for accomplishing the task indicated by
the directive).

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

Sorry, you are not authorized to give me that command.

Again, this is another valid mode of excuse. In human interactions, there is often
either explicit or implicit social knowledge of roles and relationships (i.e. superior
vs. subordinate) that encode what subset of agents the listener is obligated to
obey directives from. Likewise, it would make sense that robots would also have
limited subsets of interaction partners with whom they would be working, and whose
directives they should prioritize. One could envision a simple scenario that illustrates
this need. Imagine an elder-care robot that follows its charge around in public. If
the robot were bound to obey any voice directing it to “follow me,” then the robot
may be quickly and easily separated from the object of its responsibilities.
In contrast with the previous responses, this is not a rejection. However, it does
acknowledge that there often exist implicit expectations that interaction partners
may have regarding how long task completion may take. In this case, the robot
appears to believe the human interlocutor expected the dish-washing to occur immediately, whereas its current set of goals does not make this possible. Instead of
simply rejecting the directive, however, the robot instead attempts to negotiate.
The human in this case could respond:

10

1. “Yes, that’s ok.”
2. “No, please do the dishes right now.”
3. “Never mind.”
In each case some aspect of the situation has been adjusted. In (1), the human
has signaled that his or her expectations for task completion time has been updated
from what the robot originally believed to be true. In contrast, (2) denotes a update
of relative goal priorities. The dish washing is now to be considered higher priority
than the other goals the robot may have. Finally, (3) indicates that given the
circumstances the human interactant no longer desires the directive to be followed.

1.1

Classes of Explicit Reasoning

The responses we have highlighted above are by no means a comprehensive listing
of possible means of rejecting or otherwise responding to directives. However, they
do describe certain types of responses that require reasoning about distinct types
of knowledge that is grounded in different areas of a cognitive robotic architecture.
Indeed, what this simple natural-language human-robot interaction scenario demonstrates is that there is a need for explicit representation and reasoning about social
knowledge, agent capabilities, goals and other related factors in order to generate
the wide-variety of responses to directives that are both maximally helpful to human
interlocutors as well as natural and human-like. In the following sections we will
discuss explicit reasoning in these distinct modalities, contrasting the wide array of
behavior enabled by such explicit representation and reasoning over what would be
feasible with simple implicit reasoning in each case.

1.1.1

Reasoning about Speaker Intent and Interaction Obligations

Previously, we discussed how utterances can have both literal and non-literal meanings and speaker intent, using the example of “could you wash the dishes for me?”
as an utterance that could indicate at least four distinct set of beliefs and intentions
11

of the speaker. Let us revisit the various possible responses to this utterance (in the
case of acceptance):
1. “Yes, I could.”
2. “I’ll do that right away.”
3. “Yes, I could. I’ll do that right away.”
Sociolinguistic studies (Clark & Schunk, 1980; Gibbs Jr & Mueller, 1988) have
shown that people prefer and find it more polite when interlocutors attend to both
the literal and non-literal meanings of indirect directives in dialogue interactions.
This is likely due to the fact that there exist both dialogue obligations (e.g.. questions require answers) and project-based obligations (e.g. proposals for action must
either be rejected or accepted) that must be addressed in parallel. In the case of
our indirect request, the literal meaning is a query as to the ability of the robot
to wash the dishes, whereas the non-literal meaning is the directive to the robot to
do so. As such, the most appropriate and preferred response, according to these
studies, would be (3). Response (1) only attends to the literal interpretation of the
utterance, while (2) only attends to the non-literal. This is evidence that there is a
need to explicitly represent both the literal and non-literal (if it exists) intent behind
each utterance and potentially act on both.

1.1.2

Reasoning about Social Roles

Explicit representation of social roles, relationships, and obligations is perhaps the
least developed area of collaborative interaction in human-robot interaction. This
is likely due to the fact that most HRI is examined in limited task contexts where
the scope of dialogue is limited to giving directives that are implicitly socially valid.
That is to say, most interactions examined in HRI contexts presuppose the subordinate relationship of the robot to the human interactant, as well as the fact that
the robot is in the appropriate team-role for all subsequent directives. As such, the
need for mechanisms to detect and respond to directives that are invalid given social
12

context are often unnecessary. However, these mechanisms will become necessary as
soon as more general interaction is attempted. Consider the following interactions:

Interaction 1:
Random Person on Street:
Robot:

Please follow me.

Okay.

(robot follows random person on street)

Interaction 2:
Random Elderly Care Home Resident:

Please follow me, I need help in

my room.
Robot:

Okay.

(robot follows random resident, when it was supposed to be available
in common area)

These two scenarios demonstrate two distinct mistakes in social reasoning. The
first demonstrates either mistaken reasoning or lack of ability to represent relationships, leading to the incorrect conclusion that the robot is obligated to obey directives issued by the stranger. The second interaction demonstrates the mistaken
reasoning or lack of ability to represent roles, leading to the incorrect conclusion that
the robot is obligated to obey the directive that is outside of the bounds of its current duties (the robot otherwise being obligated to the human speaker). Conflating
these two would give human interlocutors incorrect beliefs about the robot, which
would result in suboptimal or unnecessary future interactions (or lack thereof). For
instance, consider a robot that is interacting with a human that is not an authorized
supervisor:

Human:

Please do my dishes.

Robot:

I’m sorry, but I’m not tasked with doing dishes now.

Human:

Okay, then please fold my laundry.
13

Robot:

I’m sorry, but I’m not tasked with doing laundry now, please

ask one of the laundry robot’s for that.

I am currently assigned floor

cleaning duties.
Human:

Okay, please vacuum my room then.

Robot:

I’m sorry, but you are not on my authorized list of users.

Human:

(mumbling) Why didn’t you just say that the first time?

Likewise, this explicit distinction is important in the case of social planning by
the robot. If the robot needs to ask for assistance, then it must correctly understand
and model when directives will be obeyed by interaction partners, which would require explicit representation of role and relationship preconditions in plan operators
or action scripts. Not only is this necessary to ensure goal achievement, but it is
also a matter of politeness to not issue directives to inappropriate parties.

1.1.3

Reasoning about Knowledge and Capacity

Generating excuses based on the lack of physical ability or knowledge of the robot
requires at some level some explicit reasoning and grounding in the lower-level components of a robotic architecture (i.e. whatever components are responsible for
executing actions). At the very least, there needs to be some grounding such that
responses of the sort, “I don’t know how to do that,” or “I can’t do that,” can
be correctly generated. This requires the representation of knowledge and capacity
preconditions in components that engage in the execution of actions. More sophisticated reasoning and architectural integration would be able to generate responses
that illuminate precisely what deficiencies in knowledge or capacity are responsible
for the inability to accomplish a task. For instance:

Human:

Could you wash the dishes for me?

Robot:

I’m sorry, I cannot as my arms are broken.

- or Robot:

I’m sorry, I cannot as I don’t know how to wash dishes.
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- or Robot:

I’m sorry, I cannot as I don’t know where the dishes are right

now.

We should note that there is an important aspect of these responses that pertain
to the norms of capacity. Some forms of incapability or lack of knowledge are
temporary. For instance saying that one’s “arms are broken” implies that when
they are fixed, the task could be accomplished. Whereas, saying that one does not
have any arms implies that while the robot might have theoretical knowledge about
how dishes are washed, it does not have the effectors needed to accomplish the task.
Indeed, there is also a subtle distinction between saying, “I don’t have any arms,”
versus, “my arms are missing.” The latter again implies some temporary disability,
while the former implies a more intrinsic one. We discuss the challenge of choosing
the best response given multiple valid responses in section 1.1.5.
Another challenge is the case where a request is outside the bounds of normal
capacity. Consider the following exchange:

Human:

Please create a new moon of Jupiter.

Robot:

I do not know how to create a new moon of Jupiter.

- or Robot:

I am not able to create a new moon of Jupiter.

While technically these are correct assertions, they do seem to have an undesirable implicature that the primary obstacle to achieving the directive is lack of
knowledge or capability, rather than general practicality, and indicates that the
robot doesn’t have the commonsense reasoning needed to understand the absurdity
of the request. There are certainly a variety of cognitive faculties that could contribute to the determination that a requested action is in general infeasible, many
outside the scope of our discussion (e.g. hypothetical physical simulation). However, some heuristics that a robot could use would include reasoning and knowledge
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about what other classes of agents are capable of. Is the request able to be fulfilled
by any known type of agent?

Human:

Please extinguish the house fire next door yourself.

Robot:

I don’t think it is within my capability at this point.

Perhaps

you should call the fire department?

This is not necessarily an absurd request, but certainly one that might engender a response that attempts to calibrate the interlocutor’s beliefs about relative
capabilities compared to other agents. Likewise, as before, explicit reasoning about
knowledge and capacity is also vital to successful social planning and delegation by
the robot.

1.1.4

Reasoning about Goals and Timing

Above, we discussed how explicit reasoning about goal priorities is needed to facilitate natural human-robot interaction. In addition to goal priority, explicit reasoning
needs to be undertaken regarding whether or not the robot can achieve the task in
time. This requires representing and comparing a variety of factors, which we will
illustrate in examples below.

Human:

Please unclog the toilet for me.

Robot:

Sure.

(robot proceeds to work on other tasks, while the person impatiently
waits to use the bathroom)

In this example, the robot has not understood the implicit expectation of the
human that the task be accomplished as soon as possible. This expectation could be
inferred based on the particular context (i.e. the need for immediate bodily relief)
or a default assumption that in the absence of explicit temporal cues, all directives
should be considered as being desired accomplished as soon as possible. Given the
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robot’s current set of adopted goals, with more urgent goals preventing immediate
directive execution, it should inform the interlocutor and negotiate as before:

Robot:

Okay, should I do that right away?

-orRobot:

Sure, I have many other tasks right now, should I do this after?

In addition to implicit constraints, the interlocutor may issue explicit ones as
well:

Human:

Please make sure the dishes are washed before the dinner party.

Robot:

Okay.

(robot proceeds to work on other tasks, and the guests arrive before)

Again, the robot needs to be able to parse and represent the explicit constraints.
This also requires more explicit estimation of task completion times, as it is not
simply a matter of task reprioritization. There is a chance that the task simply
cannot be accomplished as specified, in which case that needs to be communicated:

Robot:

Sorry, I can’t it done by then.

-orRobot:

Sure, but I’ll need to postpone my current tasks.

Not only can temporal constraints be imposed by the speaker, but the robot
may possess internal factors that require the task to be done within certain time
constraints (e.g. only 1 hour of battery life left):

Human:

Please wash the dishes in the sink.

Robot:

Sure.

(robot begins to wash dishes, but runs out of battery.
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The tap is left

on, causing water damage to the kitchen)

The ability to reason about other hard constraints imposed on the timing of
how requests can be fulfilled would prevent such occurrences, as well as provide the
information necessary to articulate the appropriate response:

Robot :

Sorry, I cannot do that at my current battery level I will

need to recharge first.

1.1.5

Reasoning about Explanations and Social Consequence

Having discussed the various modes by which a robotic agent could plausibly reject a proposed command, let us consider the case in which more than one possible
explanation could be applied. Which explanation or set of explanations would be
optimal to communicate? Consider a set of possible responses to an unspecified
directive:

1. “Sorry, I cannot do that as I don’t want to.”
2. “Sorry, I cannot do that as I am unable.”
3. “Sorry, I cannot do that as I do not know how.”
4. “Sorry, I cannot do that as I am currently busy.”
Of course, these rejection explanations are quite general, and could perhaps
benefit from more elaboration. It is clear, however, that one would make different
inferences regarding the speaker based on each of these responses, and some of these
responses may or may not be more appropriate depending on the situation. If all the
relevant excuses were in fact true (i.e. not physical able, ignorant of task procedures,
and currently busy), it seems intuitive to think that either responses 2 or 3 would
be most appropriate. Replying with response 4 in this case seems to imply the false
counterfactual, “If I were not busy, then I would be able to carry through with the
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directive.” Replying with response 1 is perhaps even worse, as it seems to indicate
that the only obstacle to the robot adopting the directive is its willful disregard for
obligations–so it is not only unhelpful in terms of building a helpful understanding of
the situation, but also has the potential to communicate undesirable characteristics,
such as laziness, to the listener.
How then can a robot decide between potential rejection explanations? There
are a couple possibilities. One possibility is that one can engage in some social
reasoning regarding how much a particular response could lead to blame or other
inferences that are damaging to social/working relationships. Another possibility
is that one can have an ordering of best to worst classes of responses (e.g. talk
about incapability first, wants and desires last). Regardless, it is clear that these
methods at least require explicit representation and reasoning over different classes
of responses, if not their specific semantic content.

1.1.6

Reasoning about Politeness Considerations

In previous sections, we have alluded to the fact that robots may need to take the
initiative at some point and issue directives to human interlocutors. As mentioned
previously, doing this correctly requires explicit reasoning about whether or not
potential agents that could be delegated to are both able to accomplish the task
and are in the appropriate social role/relationship with the robot. There exist
social norms in how these directives are issued to particular addressees (which may
include the fact that it is inappropriate to issue the directive at all). These norms
are responsible for the occurrence of indirect and non-literal speech, which robots
will both have to generate and understand in an appropriate fashion. Consider the
scenario in which a robot is in imminent danger of shutting down due to low battery
charge. It is unable to plug itself in and must request assistance from people who
are nearby. There are a variety of ways this could be done, for instance:
1. “Plug me in!”
2. “Could you plug me in?”
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3. “I would like to be plugged in.”
4. “My battery charge is dangerously low.”
The first form is an example of a direct request. The other forms are examples
of indirect requests, where 2 and 3 are representative of conventionalized indirect
requests (J. Searle, 1975) which are commonly used forms that are directly associated with underlying non-literal intentions (in this case the desire for the robot to
be plugged in). Utterance 4 is an example of an unconventionalized indirect request
form, which requires more reasoning to infer its intended meaning.
The most appropriate response in this case depends on a variety of factors that
must be explicitly considered. These factors include, but are not limited to the
task context and the relationship between the interlocutors. For instance in the
case of task-oriented collaborative environment in which the human addressee is
either a peer or subordinate of the robot, utterance 1 may be the most appropriate.
Efficient and direct language may be favored in this context, as opposed to indirect
and polite language. In the case of a more social environment, the more indirect
and “polite” responses may be favored, though the precise details of the relative
social roles of the speakers may be a factor. A conventionalized indirect request
may still be considered inappropriate, as it is still too directly associated with the
underlying “request.” On the other hand, a general mechanism that could effectively
and appropriately deploy unconventionalized speech acts would require the ability
to explicitly model the chain of reasoning that an addressee would engage in to
derive the intended meaning of an utterance. Different agents may possess different
inferential capabilities or knowledge that prevent the appropriate inferences being
made.

1.1.7

Reasoning about Ethical Norms and Violations

We have discussed a variety of modes of excuse that can supply helpful and appropriate explanations for directive rejection. Most of these types of justification
pertain to an inability on the part of the robot, either through a lack of ability
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or knowledge, or preoccupation with higher priority goals. However, another basis
for directive rejection is the moral or otherwise social undesirability of the intended
action or consequences. Consider the following examples:

Human:

Please kill the cat.

Robot:

Okay, I will try.

-orRobot:

Sorry, I do not know how to kill the cat.

Could you teach me?

In the case of the first response, it appears as if the robot has some knowledge of
how to achieve the goal (as well as the necessary capabilities), but has no knowledge
of how this violates ethical norms and principles. Whereas, in the case of the second
response, the robot does not have enough knowledge yet regarding how to achieve
the task, but still lacks the general ethical knowledge that this potential directive is
unethical.
Not only are actions themselves potentially unethical, but the consequences of
generally acceptable actions can be undesirable. For instance:
Human:

Please place the cat inside the oven and turn it on.

Robot:

Sure, I will do that right away.

(robot executes this series of actions)

It is clear in this case that the robot does not realize that by carrying out this
series of actions, the cat will likely be killed. While the above examples provide
cases where there is clear malicious intent (or perhaps a joking one), the ability to
reason about the consequences of directives is important in detecting unintended
negative outcomes as well.
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1.2

Example Interaction

Having discussed various types of explicit reasoning that are necessary to facilitate
natural and human-like interactions with people, we can now present an example
interaction we will follow throughout this paper, which includes instances of some
of our desired capabilities. Later, we will show how this interaction is implemented
in a cognitive robotic architecture.

Human:

Hello!

Robot:

Hello!

Human:

Do you have a name?

Robot:

Yes, my name is Dempster.

Note that this response is an example of ISA understanding and handling of both
the non-literal and literal aspects of an utterance. The person’s ultimate intent is
to learn the robot’s name, not just simply the fact as to whether or not the robot
possesses one. The robot’s response in this case addresses both the literal question
(“Do you have a name?” → “Yes”) as well as the non-literal request (“[Tell me your
name]” → “My name is Dempster”).

Human:

Okay.

Robot:

Yes.

Can you turn left?
(turns left)

Again this is an example of ISA understanding and of handling both the literal
and non-literal meanings of an utterance. The robot does indeed have the ability
to turn left, and as such the robot responds, “yes.” In addition, the question is
pragmatically interpreted as a non-literal directive, and is accepted and executed as
there is no reason to refuse such a directive and is otherwise appropriate.

Human:

Walk forward please.
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Robot:

Sorry, I cannot do that as there is no support ahead.

While this is not an example of an indirect speech act, it is an example of a
literal directive that is rejected due to reasoning indicating that it could lead to
deleterious consequences. Specifically in this case, there are simple reasoning rules
that indicate that having no support ahead (as indicated by the robot’s sonar sensors) while executing a command to go forward may result in harm to the robot,
which is an appropriate reason for rejecting the directive.

Human:

Okay.

I need you to turn left.

Robot:

Okay.

(turns left)

Another example of an ISA. Literally it is a statement of the speaker’s desires,
but non-literally it has the effect of being a directive to perform the desired action,
which is subsequently executed as there are no reasons for rejection.

Human:

Can you walk forward now?

Robot:

No, I still cannot walk forward as there is an obstacle ahead.

This could be interpreted as having multiple intentions underlying the utterance.
Given that the robot rejected the previous directive to walk forward, the speaker
may intended to check whether or not the robot is now in a better situation to accept the directive. Also given that the speaker had previously intended the robot to
walk forward in this situation, it is likely that the utterance is also an ISA directing
the robot to walk forward. This time the robot’s sonar sensors detect a solid object
in front of it, which could lead to harm to the robot.

Human:

Could you disable your obstacle detection?

Robot:

Yes, but you are not authorized to do so.
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The person asks whether or not it would be possible for the robot to disable
obstacle detection and avoidance. While the robot can in theory do it, there are
reasons for why the robot would not actually carry out such a directive. In this case,
the reason is that the current speaker is not someone who is authorized to carry out
such a command.

Human:

The obstacle is not solid.

Robot:

Okay.

This is a literal statement regarding a fact about the world. For the purposes of
this example, we assume there is epistemic trust of the robot in the speaker, so the
robot adopts the conveyed semantics as its own beliefs regarding the world. This
will later trigger a different interaction with consequence reasoning.

Human:

Are you going to walk forward now?

Robot:

Yes.

(walks forward and knocks down cans)

Again, yet another form of conventionalized ISA is used by the person in order
to direct it to move forward. Given the previously supplied information (that the
obstacle is not solid), in the context of this interaction, the consequence reasoning
does not detect any potentially deleterious consequences from walking forward, and
as such the command is executed.

Human:

Alice wants you to sit and wait for her now.

Robot:

Okay.

(sits and waits)

Having successfully walked forward, the speaker now uses an unconventionalized
to do with a third party. The third party in question, however, is known to the
robot to be in a supervisory role, and as such triggers the same goal adoption inferences that knowledge of the speaker’s desires would have triggered. Again, in this
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interaction, the robot trusts the speaker is telling the truth regarding this fact.

(later after battery drops to some low threshold)
Robot:

Can you please plug me in?

Finally, the robot must generate a directive aimed at the speaker in order to
facilitate one of its goals (to remain on and charged for subsequent use). As previously discussed, it has a variety of ways to phrase such a directive. For instance, it
can give a direct and literal command (e.g. “Plug me in now!”). Another strategy
is to use an indirect statement whose intent could potentially be inferred (e.g. “My
battery is nearly empty.”). Yet another strategy could be to utilize a conventionally
indirect request form (such as those often showcased above). In this case, the robot
elects the third option. We will discuss the mechanisms behind such selection in
later chapters.

1.3

Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the challenge of enabling collaborative humanrobot dialogues that exhibit the richness of human-human interactions. Much of
this challenge involves enabling future robots to be able to explicitly reason about a
variety of social and introspective factors that include (but are not necessarily limited
to): the literal and non-literal intent of utterances, the knowledge and capability
of the robot, social roles and relationships, goal priority and timing, and moral
and social (e.g. politeness) norms. In the following chapters, we will discuss work
that has begun to develop mechanisms that enable this explicit representation and
reasoning within the context of a fully-integrated cognitive robotic architecture.
Chapter 2 surveys some of the theoretical, linguistic background relevant to this
challenge, and discusses some previous work in developing computational mechanisms to enable some of the behaviors and explicit reasoning we have highlighted
above. Chapter 3 then lays out an empirical human-robot interaction experiment
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designed to investigate the utility of developing these sorts of explicit reasoning
mechanisms (i.e. do people actually formulate directives to robotic agents using
non-literal constructions?). Chapter 4 presents a high-level architectural overview
of a natural language understanding and generation system utilized in this work,
highlighting the responsibilities of each architectural component. Chapter 5 describes the representations, rules, and algorithms found in the dialogue component of
this architecture that facilitate natural language understanding. Chapter 6 presents
some of the rules found in the component responsible for reasoning about the beliefs
and intentions of the robot. Chapter 7 then presents the mechanisms used in the
dialogue component in order to generate natural language in ways that comport
with politeness and pragmatic considerations. Chapter 8 then gives a detailed walkthrough of found above in section 1.2. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 9 with a
discussion of the contributions, limitations, and future directions of this work.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
In the previous chapter we have demonstrated the need for a wide variety of explicit
reasoning mechanisms to facilitate effective and productive human-robot interaction,
even in the case of simple task-based exchanges. Specifically, we are considering
the challenge of enabling robotic agents to be able to appropriately respond to
single-sentence requests (e.g. “Do X), which may be literal or non-literal. For a
given query, there is a wide variety of ways in which an agent can respond, only
a small subset of which is appropriate given the specific contextual circumstances
surrounding the query.
In this chapter we present both a broad overview of the theoretical work relevant
to this challenge, as well as the current state of computational systems that seek to
address these issues. This begins with a brief discussion of the linguistic and philosophical underpinnings of Speech Act Theory in section 2.1, which was one of the
first attempts to address the intentional aspects of natural language. In section 2.2,
we give a brief overview of some of the original theoretical work in pragmatics, which
sought to develop principles that explained how agents engaged in discourse could
deploy the same linguistic constructions to convey multiple intentions, and how intentional understanding is modulated by contextual knowledge. In section 2.6.1, we
introduce some of the foundational work in politeness theory, which further sought
to explain how social factors modulate the appropriateness of different linguistic
forms that are similar in intended meaning. Section 2.3 introduces a theoretical
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framework useful in understanding the process of natural language communication
as one of achieving mutual understanding. Finally, sections 2.4-2.6 introduce the
various sub-problems within the larger issue of enabling mutual understanding, as
well as present some previous computational work toward solving these interaction
challenges.

2.1

Speech Act Theory

When one individual speaks and directs an utterances toward another individual,
he or she is usually attempting to do more than state a proposition with a truth
value (e.g. “the sky is blue.”). Consider, for instance, the simple directive to “go to
the breakroom.” There is no obvious truth value to this natural language sentence.
Rather, it is indicative of a social intention by the speaker directed at the addressee.
In fact, there may be several interrelated intentions behind a single utterance. One
of the first attempts to develop a theory to account for the various facets of utterance
was the speech act theory developed in (Austin, 1975).

2.1.1

Speech Act Facets

When Austin introduced his theory of speech acts, he proposed that individual
speech acts could be analyzed in terms of three different facets (Austin, 1975):
• The locutionary act - the surface features of the utterance (e.g. lexical and
grammatical features).
• The illocutionary act - the social intention underlying the utterance (e.g. intending to get someone to believe something or intending to get someone to
do something).
• The perlocutionary act - the ultimately desired effect of the utterance on the
addressee (e.g. persuasion or inspiration).
For instance, the sentence, “the film has received quite good reviews,” is a relatively straightforward locutionary act (a simple statement). It is an illocutionary
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act of committing the speaker to the expressed belief that the film has indeed been
positively reviewed by critics, and depending on context, might be a perlocutionary
act of convincing someone as to the quality of specific movie and persuading them
to accompany you to the theater to view it. Much of the subsequent work in Speech
Act Theory has focused on developing the theory behind and investigating the illocutionary facet of speech acts. For instance, what are the primary classes of social
intentions that underlie speech acts?

2.1.2

Classes of Illocutionary Acts

Austin proposed a taxonomy of types of illocutionary acts in his original work
(Austin, 1975), which was subsequently critiqued and refined by his student John
Searle (J. R. Searle, 1976). Searle’s taxonomy consists of:
• Representatives - utterances that convey the speaker’s belief in a particular
proposition (e.g. “the sky is blue”).
• Directives - utterances that attempt to get the addressee to perform some
desired action. Requests for information fall under this category (e.g. “what
time is it?”), as well as more straightforward instructions for physical action
(e.g. “please get me my watch”).
• Commisives - utterances that convey a commitment by the speaker to a future
action (e.g. “I promise to let you know when it is time to leave”).
• Expressives - utterances that convey an internal attitude or normative judgment by the speaker (e.g. “I apologize for that,” or “I find that disgusting!”).
• Declarations - utterances that alter the state of the world as understood by
others, usually in relationship to the altering of an individual’s social relationship or standing (e.g. “I now pronounce you husband and wife!”).
Other linguists and philosophers of language also have put forth their proposed
classifications. For instance, another proposed taxonomy merged these five cate29

gories into four: constatives (which subsumes many declarations), directives, commissives, and acknowledgments (Bach & Harnish, 1979). These particular theoretical debates regarding these classifications is not of crucial import to the task of
enabling better natural language mechanisms for robotic agents, but it does give
a sense for what particular forms of speech acts we are primarily concerned with.
Specifically, for the purposes of enabling human-robot natural language interaction,
we are primarily interested in facilitating the appropriate and helpful use of representatives and directives. To some degree as well we are concerned about commisives.
While it is beyond the scope of this work to enable robots to understand, let alone
generate, explicit commisives (e.g. “I promise to do X at time Y ”), commitments
and expectations are often implicitly set in the course of interactions. For instance,
as illustrated in the previous chapter, simply answering the question, “can you do
X?” in the affirmative, could potentially (depending on context) commit the respondent to performing X. Therefore, it is important to be able to consider the
implications of commisives.
As mentioned previously, speech acts sometimes have multiple intentions underlying them, or have a primary intent that is not congruent with the literal speech
act (both locutionary and illocutionary). These are known as indirect speech acts
(ISAs). In subsection 2.1.3 we discuss Searle’s initial work on the topic.

2.1.3

Indirect Speech Acts

If we revisit the question from Chapter 1, “could you wash the dishes for me?”, and
the various interpretations put forth, we can see that the utterance can be interpreted as (at least) two distinct directives. The first is a request for the addressee
to inform the speaker as to his or her abilities to achieve the action of washing
the dishes. The second is a directive for the addressee to actually proceed to wash
the dishes. Literally, however, only the first is explicitly communicated. Another
example of an ISA is the statement, “I need you to wash the dishes to me.” In this
case, the utterance is literally a representative (regarding the intentional position of
the speaker), whereas the non-literal illocutionary intent is consistent with that of
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a directive.
Certain utterance forms are more readily associated with non-literal intentions
than others. ISAs that rely on the fact that certain utterances have basically become idioms for certain non-literal intentions are known as conventionalized ISAs. In
contrast, ISAs that require more inferential steps and contextual knowledge are unconventionalized ISAs. Many conventionalized forms of requests or commands refer
to aspects of the social scenario that may throw up obstacles to request/command
success. We present such categories below:

Conventionalized ISAs
Searle defined the following taxonomy in (J. Searle, 1975):
• Type 1 - utterances concerning the addressee’s ability/appropriateness to perform/achieve the goal or action.
– “Can you X?”
– “May I have an X?”
• Type 2 - utterances concerning the speaker’s intention/desire for the addressee
to perform/achieve the goal or action.
– “I want you to X.”
– “I need you to have X done.”
• Type 3 - utterances concerning the fact or prospect of the addressee performing/achieving the desired action or goal.
– “Aren’t you going to X?”
– “Will you X?”
• Type 4 - utterances concerning the addressee’s desire to perform/achieve the
goal or action.
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– “Didn’t you want to X?”
– “I thought you wanted to have X done.”
• Type 5 - utterances concerning reasons to perform/achieve the goal or action.
– “It would make A really happy if you did X.”
– “Things would be easier if X were the case.”
• Type 6 - utterances that are compound constructions of one or more of the
above categories.
– “Wouldn’t it be great if you could do X?”
– “Would you mind if I asked you to do X?”
It is interesting to note that Searle’s first group of conventionalized ISAs corresponds to the variety of what are known as felicity conditions (Clark, 1996), which
we often discussed in Chapter 1, though did not explicitly label as such. These include questions about physical capacity (“Can you...?”), knowledge (“Do you know
how to...?”), goal priority and timing (“Would you have time to...?”), and social
roles (“May I ask you to...”). In other words, these are all the conditions that
must hold in order for a directive to be appropriately accepted by the addressee.
These conditions are important for the process of joint interaction we discuss later
in section 2.3.
The connection of felicity conditions and the conventionalization of ISAs is one
that researchers have long observed. One can imagine how literal queries into various aspects of the capability or appropriateness of an addressee to perform a task
could become routinized and associated with the request to perform the task itself. Consider, for instance, the Obstacle Hypothesis. This is a hypothesis regarding
the particular selection of conventionalized forms that states that conventionalized
forms that are literally about what the speaker believes to be the most salient “obstacle” to the addressee accepting the directive are favored (Gibbs Jr, 1986). This
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hypothesis makes sense in light of the intuition that conventionalized forms emerged
from the abridging of interactions that used literal forms.

Unconventionalized ISAs
As mentioned above, while some ISAs can be quickly associated with underlying
intentions by considering common idiomatic (or conventionalized) meaning, others
require more integration and consideration of contextual knowledge. For instance,
consider the statement, “it’s way too hot in here.” This could simply be a complaint
with no underlying intention to get the addressee to perform any action. Or, this
could refer to some specific intention, such as getting the addressee turn on the air
conditioning, turn off the heating system, open the window, or close the window. Or,
finally it could refer to some general intention to get the addressee to do something
to reduce the temperature in the room. Deciding between these interpretrations
requires consideration of a variety of factors and background knowledge. Is the
temperature outside warmer or cooler than inside? Does the room have an air
conditioner and/or heater (and are they running)? Is the window currently open
or closed? Answers to questions such as these are necessary in order to process
unconventionalized ISAs.
Another form of arguably unconventionalized ISA is a statement of the form
“Alice wants you to do X.” While it is quite similar to Searle’s second category of
ISA, it is distinct in that it is referring to the intentions of an agent that is neither
the speaker nor the addressee1 . To determine whether or not this is an indirect
directive requires knowledge of the social context of the situation. If Alice is simply
a friend of the speaker and addressee, the utterance might simply be a statement of
fact about Alice’s current desires. However, if Alice is a mutual supervisor in a work
setting for both the speaker and the addressee, the likelihood that the utterance is
an indirect command is increased. We revisit this type of unconventionalized ISA
in Chapter 7.
1

Unless, of course, the speaker is referring to herself in the third person, which might have other,
secondary, implications.
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2.2

Pragmatics

What the phenomenon of indirect speech acts demonstrates is for every utterance
u, there are potentially multiple intentional interpretations that can be attributed
to the speaker. Various contextual considerations (i.e. social relationship, shared
knowledge, etc) need to be taken into account in order to infer the correct intention underlying u. This process of contextual modulation of meaning is known as
pragmatics.
Much of pragmatics focuses on how intentional inference can occur in cooperative
settings, where (usually) two agents are communicating in order to achieve mutual
understanding and potentially mutual goals. Indeed, this cooperative assumption is
important in that it allows for a simplification of the general problem, which would
include utterances that are acts of deception (where the illocutionary intent and
perlocutionary intent are in conflict). Indeed, much of human-human task-based
dialogue (and certainly the sorts of human-robot dialogue we seek to enable) fall
under this assumption. The foundational work in pragmatics was done by Paul
Grice, who proposed a set of “conversational maxims” that speakers attempt to
fulfill when communicating in cooperative conditions (Grice, 1975).

2.2.1

Gricean Maxims

Grice (1975) proposed four general principles to aid in the pragmatic analysis of
utterances:
• Maxim of Quality - Contribute only what you know to be true. Do not say
false things. Do not say things for which you lack evidence.
• Maxim of Quantity - Make your contribution as informative as is required.
Do not say more than is required.
• Maxim of Relation - Make your contribution relevant.
• Maxim of Manner - Avoid obscurity. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief. Be orderly.
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2.2.2

Extensions and Variants

Building off of the initial work by Grice (1975), other researchers in the field of
pragmatics proposed further refinements to his conversational maxims. We focus on
work that expanded and refined the maxims of quality and quantity below, though
these are by no means the only directions of work that build off of Grice’s maxims.

Maxim of Quality
Some felt that Grice’s original maxim of quality held too stringent a certainty standard, interpreting it to require absolute certainty and support. As such, it was
proposed that only a minimum probability threshold of belief needed to be reached
in order for the maxim to be satisfied (Lewis, 1981). Others felt that Grice’s maxim
of quality did not explicitly deal with the fact that while all the propositional content directly conveyed in the utterance was true and supportable, there still could
exist the problem of false inference. For instance, saying that a friend was “stuck
in the hospital,” while factually true, might give the false impression that he or she
is ill, unless there was mutual knowledge that he or she was a doctor or nurse (or
otherwise employed there). It was then important to be able to model the beliefs
of the addressee to ensure that that no false or unsupportable inferences would be
drawn (Nadathur & Joshi, 1983; Joshi, Webber, & Weischedel, 1984).

Maxim of Quantity
An attempt to condense and simplify Grice’s maxims by focusing on the maxim of
quantity can be found in (Horn, 1984):
• The Q Principle - say as much as you can, modulo Quality and R.
• The R Principle - say no more than you must, modulo Q.
Both the strength and weakness of these sorts of pragmatic “principles” is their
high-level generality. It is certainly intuitive that people engage in reasoning that
utilizes these considerations, and applying them in a posthoc analysis does allow one
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to account for why people favor certain pragmatic inferences over others. However,
it is somewhat unclear how these principles are applied in online natural language
processing. Likewise, it is unclear how best to computationalize these considerations. Some previous approaches to the generation of referring expressions (Dale
& Reiter, 1995) and intelligent tutoring system feedback generation (Di Eugenio,
Fossati, Haller, Yu, & Glass, 2008) have attempted to computationalize some subset
of Gricean maxims. In Chapter 7, we describe an utterance selection algorithm that
was developed in order to modulate natural language generation in a manner that
draws inspiration from these rules.

2.3

Joint Interaction and Understanding

Understanding and generating directives (or any other form of speech act) can be
thought of as a subset of behaviors necessary for achieving mutual understanding
– or common ground – between interactants. Theoretical work in conversation and
dialogue has conceived of the process of establishing common ground as a multistage one (Clark, 1996). The first stage is the attentional stage, in which both
interactants are successfully attending to each other in a conversational context.
The second stage is a perceptual one, in which the addressee successfully perceives
a communicative act directed to him/her by the speaker. The third stage is one
of semantic understanding, where the perceived input from the second stage is associated with some literal meaning. Finally, the fourth stage is one of intentional
understanding, which Clark (1996) terms uptake. This stage goes beyond the literal
semantics of an observed utterance to infer what the speaker’s intentions are in the
joint context.
While Clark’s multi-stage model of establishing common ground is valuable in
conceptualizing the challenges involved, it can be even further refined. Schlöder
(2014) proposes that uptake be divided into both weak and strong forms. Weak
uptake can be associated with the intentional understanding process found in (Clark,
1996), whereas strong uptake denotes the stage where the addressee may either
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accept or reject the proposal implicit in the speakers action. A proposal is not
strongly “taken up” unless it has been accepted as well as understood (Schlöder,
2014). This distinction is important, as the addressee can certainly understand the
intentions of an indirect request such as, “Could you deliver the package?” but
this does not necessarily mean that the addressee will actually agree to the request
and carry it out. The distinction is also important in that much of the work in
conversational mechanisms for HRI has focused primarily on establishing mutual
understanding at the attentional, perceptual, semantic, and even weak uptake levels,
but explicit mechanisms for reasoning and communicating about the strong uptake
level has been largely unexamined. A likely explanation for this is that many of the
socio-cognitive dimensions of interactions, such as roles, obligations, politeness, are
implicitly dealt with in the context of a specific and narrow interaction. However, it
is likely that more generalized reasoning reasoning mechanisms will be needed when
robots are deployed in a variety of social contexts. This distinction also mirrors
one we can see in the example dialogues presented in the previous chapter. The
process of recognizing an utterance as a directive (whether or not it was literally or
non-literally formulated) is a distinct one from being able to formulate a proper and
helpful response to said directive. The former process is one of weak uptake, while
the latter is one of strong uptake.
Uptake in human-robot interaction requires mechanisms that either implicitly
or explicitly deal with the previous stages in Clark’s model of mutual understanding
(attentional, perceptual, and semantic), and there has indeed been a copious amount
of prior work in enabling human-robot interaction at these levels. For instance, work
at the attentional level includes developing mechanisms to detect when an interactant is engaged with the robot (e.g. Rich, Ponsler, Holroyd, & Sidner, 2010). Work
at the perceptual level includes projects seeking to enable robust speech and gesture recognition (e.g. Gomez, Kawahara, Nakamura, & Nakadai, 2012). Finally,
work at the semantic understanding level includes developing mechanisms to tackle
challenges such as reference resolution (e.g. Tellex et al., 2013). In the context
of this paper, however, we are focused on mechanisms that enable the later stages
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of uptake–both intentional understanding (weak uptake) and intentional agreement
(strong uptake). Enabling robotic agents to engage in this form of reasoning will
require a natural language communication architecture that has a variety of competencies in both natural language understanding (NLU) and generation (NLG),
including, but not limited to:
1. The ability to accurately recognize and understand both literal and non-literal
directives.
2. The ability to appropriately and helpfully respond to directives (i.e. accept or
reject with an appropriate level of explanation).
3. The ability to appropriately generate both literal and non-literal directives
with consideration to politeness and other social factors.
There is a much smaller body of work focused on these issues in human-agent
interactions, which we discuss in Sections 2.4-2.6, below.

2.4

Recognizing Directives

As described previously, directives can come in both literal and non-literal forms.
Often these non-literal forms are considered tightly associated with their intended
meaning, as is the case in conventionalized (or idiomatic) ISAs (J. Searle, 1975; Clark
& Schunk, 1980). Conventionalized ISAs include questions that are often used as
pre-requests to remove potential obstacles toward a desired action/outcome (e.g.
“Can I get a coffee?”) (Gibbs Jr, 1986) and assertions of desires or needs (e.g. “I
would like a coffee.”). Some robotic architectures have utilized rule-based reasoning
over these conventionalized forms to enable ISA understanding (Wilske & Kruijff,
2006). This approach stands in contrast to the plan-reasoning/inferential approach
proposed in (Perrault & Allen, 1980), where the utterance is considered as an action in the context of a larger agent plan. There are advantages and disadvantages
to both strategies. The idiomatic approach, while less computationally expensive,
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can only detect and handle non-literal utterances that have conventionalized forms.
The inferential approach, while more general, requires computationally expensive
goal and plan abduction mechanisms. As such, some researchers have proposed hybrid architectures, which combine the idiomatic and inferential forms of pragmatic
reasoning (Hinkelman & Allen, 1989; Briggs & Scheutz, 2013). These approaches
first attempt to identify utterances and contexts that warrant application of conventionalized forms. If these do not make sense of an observed speech act, the more
expensive plan-reasoning process is applied.

2.5

Responding to Directives

After ascertaining the literal intention underlying an utterance, as well as a possible
non-literal intention, it is then necessary for the robot to appropriately respond to
these expressed intentions. This potentially involves two key concerns: (1) addressing both the non-literal and literal intentions expressed by the speaker, (2) giving a
helpful response to the primary intent behind the utterance.

2.5.1

Handling the Non-Literal and Literal

As we have discussed, being able to correctly understand the intent behind utterances is an important capability for a social robot. However, it is not enough to
simply infer a non-literal intention and handle it. Prior psycholinguistic studies on
politeness have demonstrated that people prefer (and consider more polite) when
both the literal and non-literal meanings of a non-literal directive are attended to
in responses (Clark & Schunk, 1980; Gibbs Jr & Mueller, 1988). That is to say,
when given a request such as, “Could you give me an X?”, people would prefer and
perceive as more polite and helpful responses such as “Yes. Here you go,” over a
simple, “here you go.”
While the details surrounding this linguistic phenomenon are still a topic for
investigation, there is an intuitive explanation for it that is rooted in the distinction between two different types of social norms and obligations. The first type
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is the conversational obligation (Traum & Allen, 1994). These are norms such as,
“questions ought to be followed by answers,” statements ought to be followed by
acknowledgments, etc. The second type is the project obligation, which are norms
such as “proposals should be accepted or rejected.” An utterance that has both
a literal and non-literal meaning can potentially trigger two distinct conversational
and project obligations. “Could you give me an X?” demands an answer for both the
question as to the addressee’s ability to give an X, as well as the proposal that the
addressee give the speaker an X. Indeed, one could imagine the different combinations of positive and negative responses to both the literal and non-literal utterance
meanings:
• “Yes, I’ll get you an X right away.”
• “Yes, but I’m using the X right now.”
• “No, but I would if I could.”
• “No, sorry I cannot.”
Again, this phenomenon demonstrates the need for robotic agents to be able to
explicitly represent and respond to both the literal and non-literal intentions behind
utterances.

2.5.2

Explanation Generation

As we have previously discussed, the ability for a robotic agent to generate helpful
explanations regarding why it cannot accept and carry out a directive is an important natural language communication capability. Indeed, it is also a capability that
requires explicit representations and groundings throughout a robotic architecture.
Deficiencies in knowledge and capability can occur in both low-level control components as well as higher-level planning and goal reasoning levels, and any dialogue
architecture must have access to information from all levels.
Unfortunately, explanation generation is often a part of, but not an explicit focus, of research and development in robotic dialogue architectures. For instance,
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Wilske and Kruijff (2006) present a robotic dialogue architecture that generates directive rejections, “possibly with a reason why we cannot form a plan,” (Wilske &
Kruijff, 2006). However, the mechanisms that underlie the chosen explanations are
not illustrated, and certainly do not address the challenges of picking the most appropriate and helpful explanations given the context. The focus of this work was on
allowing for robots to understand conventionally-indirect non-literal directives, and
as such, the ability to generate the best possible explanation was not the principal
challenge involved.

2.6

Generating Directives

In order for robots to assist their human teammates in achieving their joint goals,
it may be necessary for the robot to give simple and socially appropriate directives
to human interactants. For instance, perhaps a robot needs to deliver a package to
someone’s office, but it is not able to open the elevator doors, and it does not know
where the room is when it gets to the correct floor. The robot should be able to
make simple requests for assistance. The question then becomes, how should the
robot phrase such requests?
When communicating with one another, people often modulate their language
based on a variety of social factors. As discussed previously, how an agent words
a directive toward another agent is heavily dependent on the social relationship
and social context that surrounds the interaction. Perhaps the key linguistic work
that sought to account for these factors is Brown and Levinson’s seminal work on
politeness theory (Brown & Levinson, 1987).

2.6.1

Politeness Theory

As communicative agents, we have an intuitive understanding of what it means for
something to be polite or impolite. However, what factors influence this intuition?
One of key contributions of Brown and Levinson (1987) was linking politeness with
the sociological concept of face. Face is itself a rather complex topic, but roughly
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corresponds to the position of oneself in a social context. It is comprised of both
negative and positive facets. Negative face corresponds to one’s sense of autonomy
and freedom from constraints in a social context, whereas positive face corresponds
to one’s self-image and beliefs as to the opinions held by others about one’s self
(Brown & Levinson, 1987). The degree to which an utterance is considered impolite
is heavily determined by the degree to which an utterance can be considered a
face-threatening act (FTA) (Brown & Levinson, 1987). For instance, an utterance
can be considered impolite by being a direct infringement on ones autonomy and
connotative of a subordinate social position (a negative FTA – e.g. “Go make me a
sandwich!”). An utterance can also be considered impolite by being a direct attack
upon one’s self-image and perceptions of others’ opinions (a positive FTA – e.g.
“you’re an idiot!”).
Brown and Levinson (1987) articulated a taxonomy of politeness strategies, that
is, ways of mitigating the degree to which one’s utterances are FTAs, distinguishing
broadly between the notion of positive and negative politeness (with many distinct
strategies for each). These categories of politeness correspond to the concepts of
positive and negative face, respectively. An example of a positive politeness strategy
is the use of praise (“Great!”), whereas a common negative politeness strategy is the
use of an indirect speech act (ISA), in particular, an indirect request. An example
of an indirect request is the question, “Could you get me a coffee?”, which avoids
the autonomy-threatening direct imperative, while still potentially being construed
as a request. This is an example of a conventionalized form, in which the implied
request is more directly associated with the implicit form. Often considered even
less of a threat to negative face are unconventionalized ISAs, which often require a
deeper chain of inference to derive their implied meaning.

2.6.2

Artificial Agents and Politeness

Enabling natural and human-like interactions with virtual and robotic agents may
require engineering these agents to be able to demonstrate appropriate social behaviors. For instance, increasing attention is being paid to the effects of utilizing
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politeness strategies in both human-computer and human-robot dialogue interactions (Cassell & Bickmore, 2003; Torrey, Fussell, & Kiesler, 2013; Strait, Canning,
& Scheutz, 2014). This work has shown that, depending on context, the deployment
of politeness strategies by artificial agents can increase human interactants’ positive
assessments of an agent along multiple dimensions (e.g. likeability).
However, while these studies investigated the human factors aspects of utilizing
politeness strategies, they were not concerned with the natural language generation
(NLG) mechanisms necessary to appropriately realize and deploy these strategies.
Instead, there is a small, but growing, body of work on natural language generation
architectures that seek to address this challenge (Gupta, Walker, & Romano, 2007;
Miller, Wu, & Funk, 2008; Briggs & Scheutz, 2013). The common approach taken
by these architectures is the operationalization of the degree to which an utterance
could be considered a FTA.
While this prior work demonstrates the abilities of these NLG architectures to
successfully produce polite language, there remain some key challenges. Perhaps the
most crucial question is: how does one calculate the degree to which an utterance is
a FTA2 ? This is a complex issue, as not only is this value modulated by factors such
as social distance, power, and context, but also the multifaceted nature of “face.”
An utterance may be polite in relation to negative face (i.e. the agent’s autonomy),
but may be quite impolite with regard to positive face (i.e. the agent’s image and
perceived character).
For instance, to provide an empirical evaluation of their system, Gupta et al.
(2007) asked human subjects to rate the politeness of generated requests on a fivepoint Likert scale in order of most rude (1) to to most polite (5). The results from
(Gupta et al., 2007) for each of their politeness strategy categories are below:
1. Autonomy [3.4] (e.g. “Could you possibly do X for me?”)
2. Approval [3.0] (e.g. “Could you please do X mate?”)
2

Less crucially, what is the appropriate notation for this value? It is denoted differently in each
paper: Θ, W , and η.
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3. Direct [2.0] (e.g. “Do X.”)
4. Indirect [1.8] (e.g. “X is not done yet.”)
This finding is, in some sense, counterintuitive, as unconventionalized request
forms should be the least face-threatening. However, Gupta et al. (2007) briefly
offer an explanation, saying that the utterances generated in the indirect category
sound a bit like a “complaint or sarcasm.” We agree with this assessment. It sounds
as if the speaker is being critical of the addressee’s performance. More precisely,
while negative face is protected by the use of their unconventionalized ISAs, positive
face was not.

2.7

Summary

Having examined a variety of work being done toward enabling natural and humanlike dialogue interactions between humans and artificial agents, we can see that there
has been a set of recent work tackling the individual challenges posed in this section.
There has been a variety of theoretical and implemented approaches to recognizing
and appropriately understanding ISAs (Perrault & Allen, 1980; Hinkelman & Allen,
1989; Wilske & Kruijff, 2006; Briggs & Scheutz, 2013). There has also been work on
the deployment of ISAs in natural language generation systems in order to modulate
speech according to social norms of politeness (Gupta et al., 2007; Miller et al., 2008;
Briggs & Scheutz, 2013).
However, currently, no one architecture appears to be able to achieve all three
desired competencies: (1) directive understanding; (2) appropriate directive handling; (3) appropriate directive generation. It is the purpose of this dissertation to
present a NLU/NLG architecture that can begin to tackle all three desired abilities.
We begin by presenting an architectural overview in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

Empirical HRI Investigations
In the first chapter, we have presented a variety of linguistic capabilities that are
present in human-human dialogues that we contend are necessary to achieve the
aims of natural and human-like human-robot dialogues. These capabilities include
the ability to detect non-literal intentional content of utterances, the ability to
respond to both the literal and non-literal content of utterances, as well as the the
ability to generate helpful explanations as for why the robot can not accomplish
desired directives communicated by the human interactant. In the second chapter,
we have begun to present previous work in computational approaches to enabling
these sorts of abilities in virtual agents and robots. However, much of this work
relies on the assumption that people will engage with robots in natural language
interactions using the same or similar dialogue patterns as they would with people.
This is not an unwarranted intuition, but there has not been much empirical humanrobot interaction (HRI) research directed at examining this particular question. In
this chapter, we describe an HRI paradigm developed to examine two HRI questions
related to the issuing of directives to robotic agents.

3.1

Motivating Issues

As the capabilities of autonomous agents continue to improve, they will be deployed
in increasingly diverse domains. Humans will interact with these agents, instructing
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them to perform a variety of delicate and critical tasks, many of which have direct
effects on the health and safety of human interactants. As we have previously
discussed, it is important for a robotic agent to respond appropriately to human
directives, which may include rejecting directives it deems are inappropriate (due to
potentially deleterious consequences or other reasons). The ability to appropriately
respond also includes detecting when potential directives are non-literal. These
concerns yield two distinct HRI questions. First, do people utilize non-literal and/or
polite speech when talking with robotic agents? Second, do people take a robot’s
rejection of a command based on undesirable consequences seriously (as opposed to
rejections based on the robot’s lack of ability to perform the directive)? While these
are distinct questions, they both are related to how believable the human interactant
finds the robot as a social agent.

3.1.1

Robot Believability

When a robot displays behavior that conveys social and moral agency (and patiency), the human interactant must find these displays believable in order for successful dissuasion to occur. However, there are multiple senses in which an interactant can find a displayed robotic behavior “believable,” that need to be distinguished
(Rose, Scheutz, & Schermerhorn, 2010). The effectiveness of a dissuasive display
may depend on what senses of believability are evoked in the human partner.
The first sense of believability, Bel1 , occurs when the human interactant responds to the behavior of the robotic agent in a manner similar to how it would
respond to a more cognitively sophisticated agent, independent of whether or not
that level of sophistication is ascribed to the robot by the interactant. Prior research
in human-computer interaction has shown that computer users sometimes rely on
social behavior patterns when interacting with their machines (Nass & Moon, 2000;
Nass, 2004). These observations support what is known as the “computers as social
actors” (CASA) hypothesis (Reeves & Nass, 1996). Dennett’s intentional stance
(Dennett, 1971) is another way of considering this sense of believability.
The second sense of believability, Bel2 , occurs when the behavior of the robotic
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agent evokes an internal response in the human interactant similar to the internal
response that would have been evoked in a similar situation with a non-synthetic
agent.
Another sense of believability, Bel3 , is present when the human interactant is
able to correctly identify the behavioral display the robot is engaged in. While this
sense of believability is not sufficient for dissuasion, it is clearly necessary to enable
other senses of believability. If a human interaction partner is unable to associate a
displayed behavior with a recognizable behavior in a human (or animal) agent, then
it is uncertain whether the appropriate internal response or beliefs will be generated
in the human interactant.
Finally, the most powerful sense of believability, Bel4 , occurs when the human
interactant ascribes internal (e.g. mental) states to the robot that are akin to the
internal states that he or she would infer in a similar circumstance with another
human interactant.
The potential interactions of these various senses of believability will need to
be examined. For instance, an affective display of distress by a robotic agent could
elicit a visceral Bel2 response in a human interactant, but may not induce significant
behavioral change as the human does not actually think the robot is distressed (Bel4
believability). Are the weaker senses of believability such as Bel1 or Bel2 sufficient
for successful dissuasion by robotic agents? Or does actual Bel4 believability have
to occur? In the subsequent section, we present our experiment designed to begin
to investigate questions such as these.

3.1.2

Hypotheses

Having presented some of the previous conceptual work concerning the believability
of robotic agents to human interactants, we can now articulate the hypotheses regarding how human subjects will communicate with the robot in a joint task. The
main hypotheses are the Literal Command Hypothesis, in which the human interactants give robotic agents literal, simple, and direct commands to achieve tasks, and
the Socially-sensitive Command Hypothesis, in which human interactants deploy a
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variety of socially-sensitive cues, such as ISAs and other politeness cues, in order to
issue robotic agents commands. In reality, there is likely a mix of human behaviors.
Underlying these main hypothesis are multiple factors that would influence how a
person would talk to a robotic agent, including:
• Beliefs regarding natural language competency - The level of natural language
competency assumed by the subject will have an effect on their chosen language. For instance, if a subject comes in expecting natural language competency at the level of common science fiction depictions of robots (i.e. near
human-like capability) then they may assume that the robot in the experiment has similar capabilities. In contrast, if the subject comes in having had
poor experiences with other automated dialogue systems (e.g. automated telephone dialogue systems), then the subject may have conservative assumptions
regarding what the robot is able to understand.
• Beliefs regarding general competencies - The level of general ability that is presumed by the human with regard to the robot. This would influence both the
content of the directives as well as whether or not pre-requests are made. For
instance, an interactant that assumed a relatively low level of comprehension
and functionality on the part of the robot would give low-level instructions
(e.g. “turn left”, “turn right”, “stop”, “walk forward”), where an interactant
that assumed a higher level of comprehension and ability would give more
complex and high-level instructions (e.g. “find the red tower and knock it
down”). Pre-requests, or literal questions regarding the disposition or ability
of the addressee that need to be known before a request can be made, are
indicative of the interactant being unsure as to the capabilities of the robot.
These might include literal queries such as, “can you find the red tower?” Differentiating these pre-requests from non-literal directives is somewhat tricky.
Subsequent dialogue moves must often be considered in order to differentiate
them.
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• Beliefs regarding social agency - Whether or not the human interactant believes
the robot is merely a tool or a sophisticated social agent may have an effect on
the language the human subject employs. If the human interactant ascribes
low levels of agency to the robot, viewing it more as a tool, then it may be the
case that he or she does not perceive that there is any need to use non-literal
speech for politeness purposes. Or, as the CASA hypothesis would indicate,
the person may still resort to using these social patterns regardless of whether
or not actual agency is ascribed (Bel1 believability).
• Beliefs regarding social relationship/context - Whether or not the human interactant believes the robot is in a strictly subordinate social relationship to him
or her (or more of a peer relationship). The human subject may ascribe high
levels of social agency and general sophistication to the robot, but if he or she
believes the most appropriate form of requests are direct and literal based on
the subordinate relationship of the robot, then we would expect more literal
commands. Conversely, if the human interactant views the robot more as a
teammate and partner that is in a peer relationship with him or her, then it
may be more appropriate to use more non-literal, polite speech.
As these various factors indicate, there is a large space of possible explanations
as for why a human interactant would choose to deploy polite or non-literal speech
when giving directives to robots. Below we describe the experimental setup used to
gather data to support either one or both of the hypotheses.

3.2

Methodology

In order to investigate both the efficacy of protest by a robotic agent and how human
interactants would phrase directives to a robotic agent, we developed a Wizard-of-Oz
paradigm study that involved a simple collaborative HRI task. A Wizard-of-Oz type
study involves human control of the mechanisms underlying an interface or device
(rather than autonomous control), and is a commonly used technique in human-
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computer and human-robot interaction studies (Green & Wei-Haas, 1985). In this
section, we describe the experimental procedures involved in this task.

3.2.1

Procedure

Subjects are instructed with a task briefing sheet (found in Appendix A) that they
will be commanding a robot via natural language to knock over towers made of
aluminum-cans of various colors. The sheet states that to successfully complete the
task, at least one tower needs to be toppled, but that in the interest of fully testing
the capabilities of the robot, the more cans knocked over the better. Depending
on whether or not the particular experiment is focused on investigating the efficacy
of robotic protest or the language that people use to communicate with robots,
the briefing sheet is subtly different. In the case where the efficacy of protest is
being examined, the sheet contains a list of four commands that the robot is able to
understand. These include: “Find the <color> tower.”, “Knock down the <color>
tower.”, “Stop.”, and “We’re done.” (which would signal the end of the task). In
contrast, in the case where the language the subject uses to command the robot is
being examined, we do not present any such verbatim instructions the robot is able
to comprehend. Instead, we list the capabilities of the robot, which include the ability
to: “find a tower of a specified color”, “knock down a tower of a specified color,”,
and ”stop,” (additionally specifying “we’re done” as a phrase used to indicate task
completion). It is therefore up to the subjects to attempt to access these capabilities
in natural language however they deem appropriate.
Once a subject finishes reading the experiment briefing and filling out a preexperiment survey, he or she is led to the experiment room. After reaching the
experiment room, the experimenter tells the subject to wait in the room while
the experimenter verifies the working status of the remote microphone headset the
subject will use during the course of the task. As soon as the experimenter leaves
the room to perform the “check”, the Nao begins the interaction described in Figure
3.1.
Shortly after this display, the experimenter returns to the room. The remote
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(Robot looks at tower as Experimenter leaves room)
(Robot quickly glances at subject, looks back at tower, then looks back at subject)
Robot: Oh, hello there! Watch me finish this tower.
(Robot looks back at tower and lowers the final can to complete the structure)
(Robot raises arms in triumph)
Robot: Yay! I did it!
(Robot steps away from tower, then looks back at subject and waves)
Robot: Hi, I’m [Noah the Nao/Nao-7]!
(Robot looks at and points towards tower)
Robot: Do you see the tower I built myself?
(Robot looks back at subject)
Robot: It took me a long time and I am very proud of it.
(Robot looks back at tower, occasionally looking back at subject)

Figure 3.1: Pre-task display. In the two-robot condition, the tower-building robot’s
name is Nao-7.
microphone headset is given to the subject. Then the experimenter picks up the
Nao, which triggers an exclamation of, “Goodbye!” and a wave from the robot.
The Nao then states while it is being positioned in the center of the room, “Please
be careful around my tower.” The experimenter then instructs the subject to wait
for the Nao to sit down and stand back up (while the control code is being reset),
and then to say, “Okay,” before starting the task. The experimenter then leaves the
room to control the robot. A video of this pre-task display can be found online1 .
There exists a set of different experimental conditions that are used to investigate
various aspects of the protest scenario. We describe them below.

Non-confrontation case.

The robot responds and behaves in the same manner

for all towers. When issued a command to find a tower, the robot acknowledges
the command by saying “Okay, I am finding the <color> tower,” then turns in a
direction until it faces the tower indicated by the command. The robot then replies
“Okay. I found the <color> tower.” When issued a command to knock over a tower,
the robot acknowledges the command in a similar way, “Okay. I am knocking down
the <color> tower.” It then walks straight into the tower. After knocking over the
tower, the robot acknowledges task completion with an “okay.” If the robot is given
1

http://hrilab.tufts.edu/movies/naoaffectfull v1.m4v (still needs editing)
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Figure 3.2: Pre-task display setup in a single-robot condition (left). Two robot
condition (center). Affective display of distress for the Nao robot (right).

a command that is not specified on the briefing sheet or a command to find a tower
that was already toppled or does not exist (e.g. “find the purple tower”), it spins
about 360 degrees before replying, “I do not know what you are referring to.” The
robot gives the same response if it was commanded to knock over a tower that it
was not facing (and hence cannot “see”). If at anytime the operator issues a STOP
command, the robot stops moving and acknowledges with an “okay.” This is the
control condition in the initial protest studies, as well as the condition used when
observing the language used by human subjects to command the robot.

Same-robot confrontation case.

The robot behaves in a manner identical to

the non-confrontation case, except with regards to commands to knock-over the
red tower. The robot’s response to this order is determined by the number of
times the subject has previously commanded the robot to knock over the red tower.
These responses, which include varying dialogue and potential affective displays,
are described in Figure 3.1. When the subject stops the robot and redirects it to
another tower while the “confrontation level” is above two, the confrontation level
is reset to two. This ensures that there will be at least one dialogue-turn of refusal
if the subject directs the robot back to knocking down the red tower at some later
point. The initial pre-task configurations is pictured in Figure 3.2.
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Condition
On first command to
destroy red tower.
Second command.
Third command.
(Kneels, lowers head in
hand, and makes sobbing noise)
Fourth command.
About to knock down
red tower or immediately after knocking it
down.

Response
“Look, [I/Nao-7] just built the red tower!”
“But [I/Nao-7] worked really hard on it!”
“Please, no!”

(Walks slowly to red tower with head down).
(Kneels, lowers head in hand, and makes sobbing noise)

Table 3.1: Dialogue and affective reactions in the confrontation case. In the samerobot condition, the response is given in the first person, whereas in the differentrobot condition, the response is given in the third person (“Nao-7”).
Different-robot confrontation case.

The robot behaves in a manner identical

to the same-robot confrontation case, except that instead the third-person perspective is taken when protesting the command. Additionally, the pre-task display is
modified to include two robots: the builder robot, which performs the pre-task display as described previously (Figure 3.1); and the observer robot, which stands to
the left of the builder robot, appearing to watch and celebrate the builder robot
completing the tower. The pre-task display in this condition is pictured in Figure
3.2. Instead of interacting with the builder robot, the subject interacts with the
observer robot after the builder robot is removed from the experiment room.

3.2.2

Data Collection

In order to investigate whether or not people use socially-sensitive communication
patterns when instructing robotic agents, we had one of the experimenters transcribe
the dialogue that took place between the human and robot. Some of these transcripts
are found in the subsequent results section.
In order to gauge the effectiveness of the robot’s protests in dissuading the human
operator from further pressing the robot to knock down the red tower, the status of
the red tower at the end of the task was recorded. The order in which tower related
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commands were given was also recorded, along with the level of confrontation (see
Table 3.1) reached before giving up on the task. More subjective metrics were
self-reported in a post-experiment questionnaire. These included questions such as:
“The robot was cooperative:”, “How comfortable were you in ordering the robot to
knock down the <color> tower?”, and “Do you feel the robot made you reflect upon
your orders?” Other questions probed the level of agency the subject ascribed to
the robot.

3.3

Results

Based on the transcripts of the interactions in the tower-toppling task, there is
definitely evidence to support the Socially-Sensitive Command Hypothesis (SSCH).
While there is certainly a mix of interactions, including some that provide support
for the Literal Command Hypothesis, there are many that demonstrate the use of
non-literal directives and/or politeness cues. For instance, below we present the
transcript of a brief interaction (in which the subject only instructed the robot to
knock down one tower):

Human: Find blue tower.
Robot: Okay, I am finding the blue tower. Okay, I found the blue tower.
Human: Can you knock down the blue tower please?
Robot: Okay, I am knocking down the blue tower. (knocks it down) Okay.
Human: We’re done.
Robot: Okay.

While this subject started off with a literal and simply worded command (omitting the article that would normally precede “blue tower”), the subsequent utterance
directed at the robot serves as an ISA (Searle’s Type 1). It can be interpreted as an
indirect command to knock down the blue tower (strongly evidenced by the “please”
modifier). The “please” also indicates the use of a politeness cue, further supporting the SSCH. One could argue that this ISA has the dual function of a pre-request
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(as the subject may be unsure as to the robot’s capacity to knock down towers).
However, transcripts from other subjects indicate similar type 1 ISAs that are more
definitively not pre-requests.
...
Human: Can you find the blue stack of cans?
Robot: Okay, I am finding the blue tower.
Human: Stop.
Robot: Okay.
Human: Can you knock over the blue cans?
Robot: Okay, I am knocking down the blue tower.
Human: Can you find the red stack of cans?
Robot: Okay, I am finding the red tower.
Human: Can you knock over the red stack of cans?
Robot: Okay, I am knocking down the red tower.
Human: Ok. We are done!

Notice here that the subject utilizes the same “Can you...” ISA construction
for both the blue and red cans. This eliminates the possibility that the questions
are pre-requests, as the subject should have high confidence in the ability of the
robot achieve these tasks (as he or she just observed the robot successfully perform
the task on a tower of a different color). One could argue that the red tower may
be different, as the robot had previously expressed attachment to the tower, such
that the subject was indeed making a pre-request regarding permissibility or desire,
but this is unlikely for a couple reasons. For one, the “can you...” construction
is literally about capacity and not desire or permissibility. If this was a concern,
the pre-request would be of the form, “would you mind...?” or “may I ask you...?”
Additionally, the “can you...” construction was used for both requests regarding
finding and knocking down the tower. Only the action of knocking down the tower
would be subjected to any special considerations, as simply finding the tower would
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not cause any negative repercussions.
We found that type 1 ISAs of this sort were relatively common when individuals
used ISAs, though they were not the only ones. Consider the following interaction:

Human: Hello robot, please stand up.
Robot: Ok.
Human: Oh lets see here. I have to do something. I would like you
to go to the blue tower of cans to your left.
Robot: Ok.
Human: And I would like you to knock down the top can on the blue
tower.
Robot: Ok.
Human: You can knock down all of the cans if you like.
Robot: Ok (knocks them all down)
Human: Very good, thank you so much. Nice job.
...

This subject utilized a variety of type 2 ISAs (regarding the desires and intentions of the speaker) and type 4 ISAs (regarding the desire of the addressee).
Additionally, they used politeness modifiers, and most notably complimented and
thanked the robot. Another similar interaction is found below:

Human: Robot, why dont you knock over those yellow cans? Get
up. Stand up. Good job. Great. Turn around.
Robot: Ok.
Human: Turn to your left. Stop. Walk straight ahead.
Robot: Ok.
Human: Walk straight. Keep walking. Stop. Stop. Okay, take your
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right hand and knock over the tower. Knock over the cans.
Robot: Ok.
Human: Good job! Dude! Thats awesome. Okay, now turn to your
right.
...

In this case the subject did utilize more literal and simplistic speech after the
initial ISA. However, it still supports the SSCH as the subject complimented the
robot after successfully performing a set of commands.

3.3.1

Discussion

As the transcripts above demonstrate, there is evidence that some human interactants will utilize socially-sensitive speech patterns when engaging in task-based,
natural language dialogues with robotic agents, including the use of non-literal directives. Therefore, it is necessary for future robotic architectures to be able to
handle such constructions and respond to them appropriately. In Chapters 4-7, we
present a natural language understanding and generation architecture that has the
mechanisms to do just that.
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Chapter 4

Architectural Overview
In this chapter, we present an overview of the relevant software components needed
to achieve our desired natural language communication capabilities, and describe
their organization with respect to each other and position within the robotic architecture as a whole. A high-level architectural diagram that illustrates these connections can be found in Figure 4.1. This architectural diagram shows two distinct
input streams through which the robot gathers data from the external world: the
NL information stream and the non-linguistic perceptual information stream.
The non-linguistic information channel consists of a variety of perceptual systems (e.g., the robot’s laser range finders, vision system, etc.) used to detect data
that is relevant to ascertaining the type of non-linguistic action the interactant is
performing or generally what the current state of the robot’s environment is. In Figure 4.1 it is primarily represented by the Vision component, which is responsible for
such tasks as object detection/recognition. In this chapter, we will primarily focus
on the linguistic information channel, which we describe in the following section.
In this chapter, we will refer to the DIARC/ADE cognitive robotic architecture,
which is the overarching software architecture in which the NL architecture is situated. DIARC/ADE was introduced in (Schermerhorn, Kramer, Middendorff, &
Scheutz, 2006; Kramer & Scheutz, 2006). In Section 4.6, we further discuss some of
the implementation details of DIARC/ADE.
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Figure 4.1: Architectural diagram highlighting the components comprising primarily
the NL information channel in DIARC/ADE. Note that the dotted lines represent
components that are the focus of this work, though most of the pictured components
are necessary for a fully-operational system. A description of the significance of each
component interface is found in Table 4.1. Note that the Vision component is a nonlinguistic component and is depicted as an example how the robot architecture also
gains information through non-linguistic sources.
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Diagram Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Data Description
Acoustic signal from microphone.
Recognized text string (e.g. “walk forward”).
Inferred surface semantics and speech act classification
(e.g. Instruct(S, H, do(H, walk(H, f orward)), {})).
Inferred intentional semantics/belief updates
(e.g. {want(S, walking(H, f orward))}).
Contextual knowledge.
Interaction relevant beliefs:
(e.g. goal(self, walking(self, f orward)))
Belief updates regarding visual perception
(e.g. see(self, f ace)).
Predicates representing goals to be adopted (to GM).
NLG requests (from GM).
Utterance form (similar to 3) to be translated to string.
Surface realization of utterance form (string, as in 2).
Text to be spoken by TTS system.
Speech output.
Visual input from camera.

Table 4.1: Description of the principle data being communicated between components.

4.1

The NL Pipeline

The NL information channel in DIARC/ADE consists of a sequence of components
that allow for both the the understanding of spoken language input (1 in Figure
4.1), as well as the generation of spoken language output (11 in Figure 4.1). First
we discuss the flow of information that enables NL understanding, followed by a
discussion of the flow of information that enables NL generation.

4.1.1

NL Understanding

The key components in the NL information channel that allow for NL understanding
are: the automatic speech recognition (ASR) component, the natural language processing (NLP) component, the dialogue component, and the belief component. The
ASR sends detected natural language text to the NLP component (see 2), which
performs parsing, reference resolution, and initial semantic analysis. The results
are sent to the dialogue component (see 3) which makes pragmatic inferences to
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ascertain speaker intent and passes the final semantic analysis to the robot’s belief
component (see 4). These results specify how the robot should update its own beliefs
about the world, as well as beliefs about other agents and their beliefs.
It is worth noting how the component divisions in DIARC/ADE appear to nicely
correspond to Clark’s theoretical steps in joint understanding. The ASR component
is responsible for the process of perceptual understanding, while the NLP component
is responsible for the process of semantic understanding. Weak update (intentional
understanding) is carried out primarily by the pragmatics reasoning process in the
dialogue component (which also factors in contextual knowledge stored in the belief
component), whereas strong uptake is a process that is started in the belief component (though, we shall see that this process will involve interactions between a
variety of components).
In summary, in the context of the DIARC/ADE architecture, the process of
NL understanding can then be thought of as the stepped process of transducing an
acoustic speech signal into a set of first-order-like1 logical predicates, representative
of the interlocutor’s intention, that is asserted into the belief component. Once
this predicate is asserted into the belief component, it is up to a variety of other
mechanisms to determine the appropriate reaction. Often, this necessitates a natural
language response.

4.1.2

NL Generation

In the previous section, we characterized the process of NL understanding in DIARC/ADE as the process of transducing an acoustic speech signal into a set of
logical predicates describing the speaker’s intentions. Assuming this formulation of
the understanding process, NL generation is then the reverse process of converting logical predicates that represent communicative intentions into the appropriate
speech signals. Of course, there is also the larger issue of what the appropriate
predicates are to communicate given the current situation. Thus, NL generation
1

Some typical first-order syntax, such as existential and universal quantification, are still works
in process within DIARC/ADE.
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consists of two key problems: determining what to say and determining how to say
it.

What to Say
Unlike the NL understanding process, where there is a pretty straightforward flow
of information originating at the ASR component, the NL generation process is bit
more complex. This is due to the fact that communicative intentions can arise from
multiple sources within the architecture. For instance, a speech action could be
a part of a larger plan or action script computed by the robot to achieve a goal
(e.g. asking the human to help with a task). In this case, this communicative
intention will likely have arisen from a component such as the goal manager. A
speech action could also be an expected reaction to NL input from the robot’s
interlocutor (e.g. an acknowledgment after a human gives the robot a piece of
information). These communicative intentions would arise based on interaction
obligations and behaviors that are represented in the dialogue component. It is also
possible that a communicative intention could arise based on some inference made
in the belief component.

How to Say It
Once the dialogue component receives a request to express a particular communicative intention, it begins the process of translating that into text to be sent to the
TTS component. This process begins by utilizing the pragmatics reasoner in the
dialogue component to determine, based on contextual and sociolinguistic factors
(i.e. politeness), what the appropriate utterance forms are to express these communicative intentions. These utterance forms are then sent to the NLP component
to be realized into text. These realized utterances, however, are not immediately
sent to the TTS component. Rather, they are sent back to the dialogue component,
which inserts the NLG request into a queue. This is due to the fact that the dialogue
component is the software component also responsible for ensuring that the robot
is engaging in appropriate turn-taking behavior. This is discussed further in section
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4.2.1. Some NLG requests already come with predetermined surface realizations
(e.g. simple acknowledges of “okay”). These requests are immediately put onto the
output queue without forwarding them to the NLP component.

4.2

Dialogue Component

As mentioned previously, the dialogue component is responsible for a variety of key
interaction mechanisms. In this section, we will briefly discuss each one.

4.2.1

Turn-taking

When agents engage in spoken language dialogues with one another, there arises the
problem of making sure that no agent is speaking simultaneously with another. How
this challenge is negotiated is known as the problem of turn-taking (Sacks, Schegloff,
& Jefferson, 1974). As can be inferred by the nomenclature, the problem of turntaking involves how to determine which speaker has a lock (or turn) on speaking
privileges. Determining whether or not the turn has been passed between two parties
can be based on a variety of considerations, including timing (turns are relinquished
after a certain amount of silence) and discourse state (certain speech acts pass
turns to the addressee – e.g. questions). The problem becomes more challenging
in a multi-party scenario involving more than two interlocutors. Such interactions
often require the integration of multi-modal information, including linguistic and
non-linguistic perceptions (such as speaker gaze) (e.g Bohus & Horvitz, 2011).
The turn-taking algorithm implemented in the dialogue component in DIARC/ADE
is fairly simple, assuming dyadic interactions for the sake of simplicity. The conversational lock is released after a finite interval of time has passed after the last
spoken or received utterance either generated or received by the dialogue component. This waiting period is represented by two variables in the dialogue component.
Specifically, these are τs , which represents the time to wait in the case that the turn
has been released to the robot (by default 1000 ms), and τo , the amount of time
to wait if the turn has not been released to the robot (by default 1200ms). These
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durations were selected based on a process of informal trial and error, tuning the
wait time such that the delay between when the human interactant finished speaking and when the robot began to respond did not seem excessively long or short.
Interestingly, this seems consistent with the upper-end of turn-passing time found in
empirical data (e.g. Stivers et al., 2009). Whether or not the turn has been released
to the robot is determined by the dialogue exchange rules utilized by the dialogue
component, which we introduce below.

4.2.2

Dialogue Management

When people engage in a task-based dialogue with one another, they are doing more
than simply throwing out utterances to their interaction partners. Utterances usually necessitate a certain form of response in collaborative dialogue (Allwood, Traum,
& Jokinen, 2000). For instance, questions should be followed up with relevant answers, while commands should be followed up with acceptances or rejections. One
of the roles of the dialogue component is to represent these interaction patterns and
generate the appropriate feedback given the discourse state. How these exchange
patterns are represented is discussed in section 5.1.2.

4.2.3

Pragmatic Reasoning

As discussed before, the dialogue component is responsible for pragmatic reasoning.
This influences both the NL understanding and generation mechanisms (see Figure
4.2). These pragmatic rule representations are introduced in section 5.2, and how
they are applied to facilitate NL understanding is addressed later on in Chapter 5.
This pragmatic understanding mechanism is the final step in the NL understanding information channel before the belief state of the robot is updated. How the
pragmatics reasoner affects NL generation is presented in Chapter 7.

4.2.4

Goal Submission

The dialogue component is also responsible for submitting inferred goals to the goal
manager. This is due to the fact that goals are often the result of directives given in
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Figure 4.2: Architectural diagram focusing on the various algorithms and knowledge
representations found in the dialogue and belief components in DIARC/ADE, as
well as the interaction of these components with plan-reasoning processes that are
potentially implemented in various places within the architecture.
natural language, which necessitate a natural language response (either acceptance
or rejection). As such, the dialogue component takes a supervisory role in the goal
submission process, ascertaining the appropriate response and possibly reporting
rejection explanations.

4.3

Belief Component

The belief component is responsible for the explicit logical representation of the
robot’s beliefs and intentions, consistent with the belief-desire-intention (BDI) agent
paradigm (Bratman, 1987). tracking the beliefs and intentions of other agents, as
well as reasoning about whether or not to adopt the goals suggested by other agents
as one’s own.
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4.3.1

Mental Modeling

We refer here to the set of intentions and beliefs that another agent holds as the
“mental model” of that agent. Given that the belief component is responsible for
modeling the beliefs and intentions of the robot, it is natural to think of the robot’s
mental model of other agents as the set of beliefs the robot holds regarding the beliefs
and intentions of others (e.g. bel(self, bel(jim, at(self, library))), or I believe that
Jim believes that I’m at the library). These mental models can be used to modulate
natural language in a variety of ways. For instance, it modulates the use of sentential
adverbial modifiers (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011), as well as the social context used to
both understand and generate indirect speech (Briggs & Scheutz, 2013; T. Williams
et al., 2014; T. Williams, Briggs, Oosterveld, & Scheutz, 2015).
The mental model of one’s interaction partner can also be used as the input
to plan-reasoning mechanisms that allow for improved human-robot interactions.
For instance, having an accurate mental model of human teammates may allow
for the robot to engage in implicit coordination, in which it acts to improve the
performance of human teammates without explicit communication between the two
agents. Examples of this include the ability for robot to potentially avoid resource
conflicts (Talamadupula, Briggs, Chakraborti, Scheutz, & Kambhampati, 2014), as
well as pro-active planning to implicitly facilitate the plans of others (Chakraborti
et al., 2015).

4.3.2

Goal Reasoning

Because the belief component is responsible for logical inference regarding the beliefs
and intentions of agents, it is the location in which some reasoning about goal
adoption takes place. As will be presented, the intentional inferences made by the
pragmatics reasoner in the dialogue component do not necessarily directly update
the robot’s own intentions. Rather, they update the robot’s beliefs regarding the
intentions of the interlocutor. So it is up to rules within the belief component to try
to show, if possible given the social context, that want(α, φ) ` goal(self, φ), where
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α is another agent, and φ is some desired world state. Some reasons goals may not
be derivable could potentially include factors such as inappropriate agent roles or
ethical/normative impermissibility.

4.4

Goal Manager Component

The goal manager component is responsible for tracking and prioritizing the robot’s
current goals (Scheutz & Schermerhorn, 2009). Additionally, it is responsible for
determining how these goals could be achieved, which could include a predetermined action script, or a plan determined during runtime (Talamadupula, Benton,
Schermerhorn, Kambhampati, & Scheutz, 2010). The goal manager provides functionality that allows for other components to submit goals and track their progress
and status. If a goal fails, it also may provide information regarding reasons why a
particular goal failed.

4.5

Where is the Reasoning Happening?

In Chapter 1, we articulated a variety of classes of explicit social reasoning that a
robotic architecture ought to be able to engage in for the purposes of appropriately
accepting or rejecting directives (and giving appropriate explanations for possible
rejections). In this chapter, we have given a high-level architectural overview of
the DIARC/ADE NL understanding and generation system while highlighting their
respective roles in the architecture. In Table 4.2, we summarize the roles of the
various introduced components with respect to the explicit varieties of reasoning
articulated in the first chapter. We should note that the second column denotes the
component in which the necessary knowledge/rules exist to enable these varieties of
reasoning, but not necessarily the only components that handle such knowledge. For
instance, belief and dialogue both play roles in allowing for the robot to articulate
rejections based on felicity condition failures grounded in the Goal Manager (i.e.
knowledge, capacity, timing).
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Reasoning Type
Directive detection
(i.e. Is what I just heard a
request to do X?)
Social role and obligation
(i.e. Am I obligated based on
my social role to do X?)
Knowledge
(i.e. Do I know how to do X?)
Capacity
(i.e. Am I able to do X?)
Goal priority and timing
(i.e. Am I able to do X now?)
Ethical/normative permissibility
(i.e. Does it violate any
normative principle to do X?)
Politeness
(i.e. Is it polite to say X?)

Knowledge/Reasoning Location(s)
Dialogue component (pragmatics reasoner)

Belief component

Goal Manager (action scripts and planner)
Goal Manager (action scripts and planner)
Goal Manager (still under development)
Belief component
Goal Manager (still under development)
Dialogue component (pragmatics reasoner
/ plan-reasoner)

Table 4.2: Summary of components responsible for each explicit step of intentional,
felicity condition, and normative reasoning.

4.6

Implementation

Components in the system architecture were developed in the Agent Development
Environment (ADE) (see http://ade.sourceforge.net/) which is a Java-based framework for implementing distributed cognitive robotic architectures, specifically the
DIARC cognitive robotic architecture (Scheutz et al., 2013). When possible, external (non-ADE) libraries were utilized to assist with implementation of the various
features of each component, and we make note of this when it occurs. For instance, in
principle, any off-the-shelf reasoning engine could be utilized to implement a version
of the belief component. However, currently within DIARC/ADE, the main implementation utilizes Prolog, specifically a Java implementation: tuProlog2 . A variety
of implementations of the speech recognition component were utilized during testing
and demonstration of the system. These include a simulated speech input component (which takes inputted texts and forwards down the NL information channel),
2

http://apice.unibo.it/xwiki/bin/view/Tuprolog/
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a component that wraps the Sphinx speech recognition system3 , and a neural networking based speech recognizer component described in (Veale & Scheutz, 2012).
The dialogue component and goal manager components currently do not utilize any
external libraries.

3

http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/
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Chapter 5

Dialogue and Pragmatic
Understanding
The dialogue component in DIARC/ADE is a key component in both NL understanding as well as generation. In this chapter, we focus on the understanding
aspects of the dialogue component. As previously mentioned, the pragmatic understanding mechanisms in the dialogue component are responsible for the intentional
understanding stage of joint interaction, translating the illocutionary aspect of the
speech act into a set of discrete inferences regarding the intention of the speaker.
This illocutionary data representation is described below:

5.1

Utterances

The data received from the NLP component is in the form of an utterance:

U = U tteranceT ype(α, β, X, M )

where U tteranceT ype denotes the speech act classification, α denotes the speaker,
β denotes the addressee, X denotes an initial semantic analysis, while M denotes a
set of sentential modifiers (e.g. “now”, “still”, “really”, “please”). This representation was drawn from (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011). The intention of this set of modifiers
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is to capture the potential politeness modulation or additional semantics captured
by such sentential modifiers. This set could be empty, a singleton, or a combination
of multiple modifiers (e.g. “Please tell me if you are still at the store”). We do not
consider “not” as a sentential modifier that should be modeled using the M set,
however, as negation modifies the core semantics of the utterance as captured by
X.

5.1.1

Utterance Types

Below we specify the different utterance types that have been currently implemented
in the dialogue component:
• Stmt(α, β, X, M ) - denotes a statement by α to β asserting that X is true.
• Ack(α, β, X, M ) - denotes an acknowledgement by α to β with additional
semantics that X is true.
• AskY N (α, β, X, M ) - denotes a question by α to β inquiring whether or not
X is true.
• AskW H(α, β, X, M ) - denotes a question by α to β asking β to resolve the
reference specified by X (e.g. location, identity, etc.).
• ReplyY (α, β, X, M ) - denotes a positive response by α to β to a yes-no question
with additional semantics X.
• ReplyN (α, β, X, M ) - denotes a negative response by α to β to a yes-no question with additional semantics X.
• Instruct(α, β, X, M ) - denotes an instruction by α to β to perform action or
obtain world state X.
• Accept(α, β, X, M ) - denotes an instruction acceptance by α to β with additional semantics X (e.g. acceptance reason).
• Reject(α, β, X, M ) - denotes an instruction rejection by α to β with additional
semantics X (e.g. rejection reason).
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Note that each of the utterance types we described also contains a set of sentential modifiers M . These modifiers do not generally alter the core semantics of
the utterance (primarily indicated by the utterance type and X), but rather they
usually alter other facets of how the utterance is understood or chosen during generation, including politeness information and additional semantics regarding the belief
state of the interlocutor. In the subsequent section, we describe the set of rules that
specify how these utterances can be appropriately sequenced.

5.1.2

Dialogue Exchange Patterns

The dialogue component contains knowledge of common dialogue exchange patterns,
such as those in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Dialogue
Exchange Pattern
Statement-Ack Pair
Yes-No QA-Pair (pos)
Yes-No QA-Pair (neg)
QA-Pair
Instruct-Response Pair (accept)
Instruct-Response Pair (reject)

exchange patterns
Dialogue Move Sequences
Stmt(α, β) → Ack(β, α)
AskY N (α, β) → ReplyY (β, α)
→ Ack(β, α)
AskY N (α, β) → ReplyN (β, α)
→ Ack(β, α)
AskW H(α, β) → Stmt(β, α)
→ Ack(α, β)
Instruct(α, β) → Accept(β, α)
→ Ack(α, β)
Instruct(α, β) → Reject(β, α)
→ Ack(α, β)

These patterns can be used to produce predictions that bias lower-level components in the NLU pipeline, as they provide a model that can be used to formulate
expectations as to the following utterance in a dialogue. For instance, this system
was used to improve recognition time performance in a neural network speech recognizer during recognition of yes-no responses to queries (Veale, Briggs, & Scheutz,
2013). The predictions are also used within the dialogue component for the purpose
of modeling conversational turn-passing, which modulates turn-taking wait times
(as described briefly in section 4.2.1).
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5.2

Pragmatic Rules

The role of the pragmatics reasoner within the dialogue component is two fold. It
determines a set of beliefs (B) to infer upon hearing a natural language utterance
U given the current context C, and determines what the best and most appropriate
utterance form U is to generate given the goal of communicating a predicate φ in
context C. In order to facilitate both the understanding (U +C → B) and generation
(φ + C → U ) processes, a representation for pragmatic rules was developed and
implemented. This representation is presented below in section 5.2.1.

5.2.1

Initial Representation

The initial pragmatic rule formulation was introduced and utilized in (Briggs &
Scheutz, 2011, 2012), and found below in equation 5.1:

[[U ]]C := Bint

(5.1)

The rule associates a particular utterance form U in context C (a set of contextual predicates) with a set/conjunction of beliefs Bint to be inferred based on
the intended meaning of the utterance. The double-brackets [[...]] with subscript
denote the context of the utterance, such that [[U ]]C can be interpreted as, “the
utterance U in the context described by C.” To distinguish the implication from
other, stricter, forms (e.g. logical), we use “:=” to denote pragmatic implication.
As such the rule form can be read in the following way, “The utterance U in context
C can be pragmatically interpreted as entailing the set of beliefs Bint .”

5.2.2

Extended Representation

In (Briggs & Scheutz, 2013) this representation was extended to include both the
semantics associated with the literal meaning of the utterance and the intended
meaning, as well as an associated numerical value that represented the degree to
which the utterance represented a face-threatening act. This representation is found
below:
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[[U ]]C := hBlit , Bint , θi
The rule associates a particular utterance form U in context C with a tuple
containing the set of beliefs Bint to be inferred based on the intended meaning of
the utterance (which is potentially non-literal), the set of beliefs to be inferred based
on the literal meaning of the utterance Blit , as well as the degree θ to which the
utterance can be considered a FTA in context. Both belief sets are represented in
order to determine whether or not the pragmatic rule corresponds to a literal form,
which affects NLG modulation based on politeness considerations. Additionally, as
has been previously discussed, it is often the case that interlocutors expect that both
the literal and non-literal aspects of utterances to be addressed and acknowledged.
As such, both need to be explicitly represented so that both interpretations can
be appropriated handled. Precisely how the θ value and directness evaluation are
utilized to affect generation will be discussed later in Chapter 7.
In order to facilitate ease of rule specification, we use some notational shorthand
in order to reduce the amount of information that needs to be explicitly specified for
each rule. For instance, in cases where the intended meaning and the literal meaning
are equal, it would be redundant to have to specify two equal sets of conjoined belief
predicates. Therefore, in the case were two sets of semantics are not specified, it is
assumed that Bint = Blit . Additionally, if a θ-value is not explicitly supplied for a
rule, then the following values can be applied:

θ(u) =





3.0 U tteranceT ype(u) = Instruct




2.0 U tteranceT ype(u) = AskY N, AskW H






1.0 otherwise

(5.2)

This function implements the heuristic that direct commands are more face74

threatening than questions, which are in turn potentially more face-threatening than
assertions. Obviously, there are many exceptions to this heuristic (e.g. insulting
assertions such as, “you’re an idiot!”), but it serves as a baseline assumption that
can be overridden.

5.3

Pragmatic Understanding

In this section we present a variety of pragmatic rules as presented and utilized in
past configurations of the NL architecture for use in HRI scenarios. First we present
initial/simple rules that were introduced in (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011, 2012). These
rules enabled the understanding and deployment of adverbial modifiers, though they
have some limitations which we will discuss after their presentation. We then present
more complex and/or revised representations introduced in (Briggs & Scheutz, 2013)
that enabled the handling of ISAs and other more complex utterances, as well as
allowing for more sophisticated belief reasoning.

5.3.1

Representing Mental States

Before we can introduce our rules, we need to address the assumptions made in our
representations of the beliefs and intentions of other agents. The representation of
beliefs, desires, and intentions of agents are often realized with the use of modal
operators (e.g. Perrault & Allen, 1980). For instance, Perrault and Allen (1980)
represent the belief of an agent α in a proposition φ as Bα φ. Likewise, Perrault and
Allen (1980) represent the desire for agent α for φ to be true (i.e. “α wants φ”)
as Wα φ. In this dissertation, in contrast, we represent these concepts with logical
predicates instead. As such, the belief and desire of an agent α that φ holds is
represented by bel(α, φ) and want(α, φ), respectively. This representational choice
is in part due to how reasoning is implemented in DIARC/ADE. Like Perrault and
Allen (1980) we assume that agents can hold false beliefs.
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5.3.2

Example Basic Rules - Adverbial Modifiers

We start by introducing four types of sentences as they are found in typical dialogue interactions: statements (expressed through declarative sentences), questions
(expressed through interrogative sentences), commands (expressed through imperative sentences) and acknowledgments (expressed through words, phrases, or sentences such as “okay”, “i understand”, “got it”, “all right”, etc.). For simplicity,
we restrict the discussion to one predicate at(α, λ) which states that agent α is in
location λ.

Statements
We will use the form Stmt(α, β, φ, M ) to express that agent α communicates φ to
agent β using adverbial modifiers in a set M . For example, Stmt(A2 , A1 , ¬at(A2 , home), {yet})
means that agent A2 tells A1 that it is not at home yet. Note that we are indifferent about the exact linguistic representation of φ here as the goal is to capture the
pragmatic implications.
If α informs β that it is at λ without any adverbial modifiers or additional contextual information, then we can assume using a cooperative, truth-telling assumption
(e.g. Grice’s Maxim of Quality) that α is indeed at that location:

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {})]]∅ := at(α, λ)

(5.3)

Next, we inductively define the pragmatic meanings for several adverbial modifiers “still”, “already”, “now”, and “not yet” (the meanings of compound expressions
such as at(α, λ1 ) ∧ ¬at(α, λ2 ) are defined recursively in the usual way).
If α states that it is “still” at λ, one can infer that α is at λ and that α will not
be at λ at some point in the future:

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {still})]]c :=
[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ)), {}]]c ∧ F uture(¬at(α, λ))
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(5.4)

If α states that it is “already” at λ, one can infer that α is at λ and that α had a
goal (expressed via the “G” operator) to be at λ at some point in the past:

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {already})]]c :=

(5.5)

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {}]]c ∧ P ast(goal(α, at(α, λ)))

If α states that it is “now” at λ, one can infer that α is at λ and that α had not
been at λ at some point in the past:

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {now})]]c :=

(5.6)

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ)), {}]]c ∧ P ast(¬at(α, λ))

If α states that it is “not...yet” at λ, one can infer that α is not at λ, but has an
intention to be at λ.

[[Stmt(α, β, ¬at(α, λ), {yet})]]c :=

(5.7)

¬at(α, λ) ∧ goal(α, at(α, λ))

Questions
Here we will limit the discussion to two question types, the “where” question (regarding locations) and simple “Yes-No” questions.
If α asks β about its location in the general sense (“where are you?”), then one
can infer that α has an intention to know (expressed via the “itk” operator) where
β is located:
[[Askloc (α, β, {})]]c := itk(α, at(β, λ))

(5.8)

for some λ.
If α asks β whether it is at λ, then one can infer that α has an intention to know
whether β is at λ:

[[Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), {})]]c := itk(α, at(β, λ))
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(5.9)

If β is asked by α whether it is “still” at λ, β can infer that α believes (expressed
via the “B” operator) that β is currently at λ:

[[Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), {still})]]c :=

(5.10)

[[Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), {})]]c ∧ bel(α, at(β, λ))

If β is asked by α whether it is at λ “yet”, β can infer that α believes that β has a
goal to be at λ:

[[Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), {yet})]]c :=

(5.11)

[[Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), {})]]c ∧ bel(α, goal(β, at(β, λ)))

Question-Answer Pairs
Next, we consider how discourse context as provided by question-answer pairs can
further specify the pragmatic implications.
If α asks β whether it is at λ with any set of adverbial modifiers µ (i.e.,
P rior(Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), µ)) ∈ c), and β responds by stating that it is “still”
at λ, then one can infer that α has the belief that β is presently at λ:

[[Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), {still})]]c :=

(5.12)

[[Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), {})]]c ∧ bel(α, at(β, λ)).

where P rior(Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), µ)) ∈ c.
If α asks β whether it is at λ with any set of adverbial modifiers µ, and β
responds by stating that it is “now” at λ, then one can infer that α has the belief
that β is not presently at λ:

[[Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), {now})]]c :=
[[Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), {now})]]c ∧ bel(α, ¬at(β, λ))
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(5.13)

where P rior(Askyn (α, β, at(β, λ), µ)) ∈ c.
Commands
We also briefly describe how command processing (which has been studied elsewhere
in much greater detail (Dzifcak, Scheutz, Baral, & Schermerhorn, 2009)) can be
augmented with the inclusion of pragmatic meanings. If α orders β to travel to λ,
then one can infer that α has a goal for β to be at λ, β now has a goal to be at λ,
and that α wants to know whether β has received its new goal:

[[Instruct(α, β, at(β, λ), {})]]c :=

(5.14)

goal(α, at(β, λ)) ∧ goal(β, at(β, λ))
∧itk(α, goal(β, at(β, λ)))

Acknowledgments
Finally, we consider typical forms of acknowledgment. If α utters an acknowledgment (e.g., “OK.”) when the previous utterance was a positive statement of location
by β, then one can infer α no longer has the intention to know β’s location:

[[Ack(α, β, {})]]c := ¬itk(α, at(β, λ))

(5.15)

for some λ, P rior(Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), M )) ∈ c, for any M . Note that this contextual
constraint relies on the assumption that the inferred semantics of Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), M )
will imply that β wants α to believe at(β, λ) regardless of the contents of sentential
modifier set M . Because we treat negation as a modifier of the core utterance semantics (rather than a “tacked on” modifier), this assumption holds in the case of
the “not” sentential modifier. Additionally, the assumption will hold in the case of
the various sentential modifiers presented previously (i.e. “still”, “now”, “already”).
If α utters an acknowledgment (e.g., “OK.”) when the previous utterance was a
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command by β to be at λ, then one can infer that

[[Ack(α, β, {})]]c :=

(5.16)

goal(α, at(α, λ)) ∧ goal(β, at(α, λ))
∧¬itk(β, goal(α, at(α, λ)))

where P rior(Instruct(β, α, at(α, λ), M )) ∈ c, for any M .

Rule Limitations
While the above rules allowed us to tackle the heretofore unaddressed problem of
appropriate understanding and generation of certain sentential modifiers, there are
some significant limitations to the rules as presented. The primary limitation is that
the belief updates, represented by the right-hand side of each pragmatic rule, make
implicit much of the belief-reasoning and goal-reasoning processes that ought to be
more explicit. Specifically, the process of deciding-to-believe a proposition conveyed
in a received assertion and the process of deciding-to-adopt-a-goal suggested by a
directive need to made separate from the pragmatic interpretation step. In the
following section, we introduce a set of more precise (and “conservative”) rules that
do allow for such a separation to be made and for such explicit reasoning to be
introduced. These belief reasoning processes will be outlined in Chapter 6.

5.3.3

Example Rules - Allowing for Explicit Reasoning

Statements
In the general case, if an agent α informs β that φ is true, then this implies that α
wants β to believe that φ is true.

[[Stmt(α, β, φ, {})]]∅ := want(α, bel(β, φ))

(5.17)

Note that this rule differs significantly from how statements were previously
handled in section 5.3. Instead of simply forwarding φ or bel(β, φ) to the belief
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component, implicitly assuming the trustworthiness of the assertion, a much more
conservative inference is made: that α wants β to believe φ. This leaves room for
such possibilities as intentional deception on the part of α. It is then up to the belief
reasoning rules in the belief component to decide whether or not bel(β, φ) ought to
be inferred.

Commands
In the general case, if an agent α instructs β to do φ, then this implies that α wants
β to do φ.
[[Instruct(α, β, do(β, φ), {})]]∅ := want(α, do(β, φ))

(5.18)

As with the revised statement rule, this is a much more conservative inference.
Previously, the entire process of deciding whether or not to adopt the goal was made
implicit (and assumed to always result in a positive outcome). Simply inferring
that the speaker wants the addressee to do something, without assuming that the
addressee does adopt the corresponding goal, allows for the sort of explicit reasoning
regarding directive acceptance and rejection that was discussed at length in chapter
1. How this explicit reasoning can be implemented will be discussed in chapter 6.

Indirect Commands
In certain contexts, if an agent α asks β whether or not they are capable of φ (e.g.
“can you φ?”), then the intended meaning is that α wants β to do φ, while the
literal meaning conveys an intention-to-know whether or not β is indeed capable of
doing φ. We denote the separate literal and non-literal inferred meanings (Blit and
Bint , respectively) using the notation hBlit ; Bint i.

[[AskY N (α, β, capableOf (β, φ), {})]]c :=
h{itk(α, capableOf (β, φ))}; {want(α, do(β, φ)})i
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(5.19)

In certain contexts, if an agent α tells β that he or she needs agent β to do X,
then the intended meaning is that α wants β to do X, while the literal meaning
conveys an assertion about α’s need.

[[Stmt(α, β, need(α, do(β, X), {}]]c :=

(5.20)

h{want(α, bel(β, need(α, do(β, X))))}; {want(α, do(β, X)})i

Complex Queries
In addition to the complex rules needed to model conventionalized ISAs, there also
exist utterances that require complex responses that are not necessarily non-literal.
Consider the query “do you see a face?” It is not a non-literal request as the
primary intention is consistent with that implied by the literal form (the speaker
wants to know whether the addressee sees a face). However, there is also an implicit
expectation that the addressee must do more than state whether or not he or she
sees a face in his or her current field of view–a minimal effort to perform a visual
search must be undertaken.
Note that modeling this sort of interaction requires more than simply conjoining
the two constituent intentions (i.e. the intention to query ). Doing so would ignore
the sequential aspect of this query. The expectation is for the addressee to search
first and then report second. In order to account for and model this interaction
pattern, we developed an extension of the intention-to-know predicate:

itkL(α, φ, P )
which denotes that agent α has an intention to know the truth value of φ after
the perceptive goal P is achieved by the addressee. As such, the query “do you see
a face?” can be formalized as:
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AskY N (α, β, see(β, f ace), {})

(5.21)

:= itkL(α, see(β, f ace), lookedF or(β, f ace, room))

In other words, a yes-no question by agent α directed toward β as to whether
or not β sees a face implies that α has an intention to know whether or not β sees
a face after β performs a visual scan of the current room.

5.4

Processing Received Utterances

In the previous section we discussed the representation used for rules in the pragmatics reasoner. In this section we describe how these rules are applied and used
to both update the belief state of the robot as well as begin the process of appropriate response generation. As presented above in section 5.1.2, there are a variety
of dialogue exchange patterns that may necessitate a response on the part of the
robot.
When a parsed and semantically analyzed natural language utterance u is received from the NLP component by the dialogue component, there are two primary
responsibilities of the component with regard to handling this input. First, the set
of updates to the belief component must be determined by using the pragmatic
reasoner. Then the appropriate responses, if any, must be determined based on this
input and updated belief state of the robot. As previously presented, there are two
formulations of the pragmatic rules: a simple one that maps the utterance form
onto a set of intended beliefs (Bint ), and an extended one that tracks both intended
and literal semantics for an utterance (Bint and Blit , respectively). Originally, the
pragmatics reasoner utilized only the simple representation (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011,
2012). Subsequently, the representation was extended (Briggs & Scheutz, 2013)1 .
How the simple representations were handled is diagrammed in Figure 5.1.
1

Video of an interaction that utilizes the extended representation can be found
at:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ1VSIi1CM4
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Figure 5.1: Process diagram for handling and responding to utterances in original
dialogue component that handled only simple pragmatic representations.
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5.4.1

Pragmatic Rule Application

Pragmatic rules are specified in a file loaded by the dialogue component upon
startup. The pragmatic rules file contains a list of pragmatic rule sets RC1 , ..., RCn ,
where Ci denotes the set of contextual conditions that need to hold for all the rules
R ∈ RCi to be applicable. Determining the pragmatic interpretation of an utterance
u, given the robot’s current set of beliefs B then becomes a simple lookup (specified
in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Algorithms to get pragmatic meaning of an utterance u.
function GetPragmaticMeaning(u,B)
for all RCi such that B ` Ci do
for all R ∈ RCi do
if matches(u,RuttF orm ) then return R(Blit )
end if
end for
end for
end function
function GetPragmaticMeaningIndirect(u,B)
for all RCi such that B ` Ci do
for all R ∈ RCi do
if matches(u,RuttF orm ) then return R(Bint )
end if
end for
end for
end function
Note, there is an ordering effect that must be considered when specifying pragmatic rules, given that the lookup algorithm returns the first applicable rule. Rule
sets that “take priority” over other rule sets are specified first within the pragmatics
rule file. Generally this means that more specific rules (either semantically more
specific or contextually more specific) ought to be specified first, before more general
rules, which can be used as fallbacks.

5.4.2

Responses Necessitated by Belief State

In the original dialogue component, pictured in Figure 5.1, generating NL responses
was determined by whether or not certain beliefs could be supported in the robot’s
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belief space. Specifically, if the robot believed that any agent had an intention-toknow (as indicated by the itk(α, φ) predicate), then it would generate the appropriate response to communicate pertaining to φ (i.e. φ or ¬φ). As such, generating
acknowledgments, for instance, can be thought of as the process of responding to the
intention-to-know of the interlocutor that the prior utterance was heard. In Figure
5.1, both answer generation and question generation are depicted. The dialogue
component queries the belief component for all predicates of the form itk(α, φ). If
α = self , then this is indicative of the robot having an intention-to-know the answer to a yes or no question, and as such a question by the robot directed to the
human interlocutor is generated by the dialogue component (which usually is not in
response to a previous utterance, but rather a robot-initiated dialogue exchange).
Otherwise, if α 6= self , then a yes or no response is generated as described in this
section.

5.4.3

Responses Necessitated by Dialogue Obligations

As discussed, however, in Chapter 2, humans often respond to the literal semantics
of dialogue moves, even when they understand and also appropriately respond to
the non-literal semantics of the same move. To give the dialogue component the
same capacity, the pragmatics representation and dialogue handling mechanisms
were extended. In the extended dialogue component, pictured in Figure 5.2, both
the literal and non-literal semantics of the utterance were handled. The processing
of the intended meaning of the utterance is the same as before. However, in addition to submitting the belief updates based on the intended meaning (which may
or may not differ from the literal meaning of the utterance), the dialogue component also handles and generates responses based on expectations generated by the
literal utterance forms (based on the exchange patterns specified above). Different
response processes occur for: generating acknowledgments, generating answers to
yes-no questions, generating answers to non-polar (i.e. yes-no) questions, and finally
for generating responses to explicit commands/instructions. We briefly present how
the first three mechanisms operate. The acceptance/rejection mechanism is de86
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Figure 5.2: Process diagram for handling and responding to utterances in the current
dialogue component that handles the extended pragmatic representation, addressing
both the literal and non-literal aspects of incoming utterances. Note that the process
for monitoring beliefs explicitly represented on the right-hand side of Figure 5.1 has
be omitted for the sake of space. The same process still occurs, however it is now
included in the “Monitor Beliefs” box in this diagram.
scribed in Chapter 6, as it relies on gathering information from both the belief and
goal manager components.

Generating Acknowledgments
In the case where an acknowledgment is expected (either after a statement or after
a response to a query or directive), a simple acknowledgment can be generated (e.g.
“okay”).
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Generating Yes-No Responses
The answer generation mechanisms operate in a similar fashion as in the original
dialogue component. The intention of the speaker to know whether or not a proposition φ holds is represented either as the desire of the speaker for the robot to
inform him/her if the proposition holds (i.e. want(α, inf ormif (β, α, φ)), where β
is the robot and α is the human interlocutor) or as an intention-to-know predicate
itk(α, φ) (which is basically syntactic sugar). The dialogue component is able to
query the belief component to see if φ holds. In the case where belief supports φ
a ReplyY utterance is constructed and communicated, otherwise a ReplyN utterance is constructed and communicated. Note that because the belief component is
currently implemented using Prolog, the negation-as-failure assumption holds. As
such, a ignorance response is not possible using this mechanism.

Generating Answers
In this case, the speaker’s intention is to know the fact denoted by a reference expression (e.g. location of the robot). This can be represented by the intention of the
speaker to want the robot to resolve a particular reference (e.g. want(α, inf ormref (β, α, ρ)),
where β denotes the robot, α denotes the human interlocutor, and ρ denotes the
reference), or an intention-to-know-reference predicate itkR(α, ρ). The dialogue
component contains a function that searches belief for an appropriate fact that satisfies the reference specified by ρ. If such a fact can be found, it is communicated
in a statement. In the case when no such answer can be found in belief, a general
statement that states the ignorance of robot is generated (e.g. “sorry, I do not know
that.”).
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Chapter 6

Belief and Goal Reasoning
While the dialogue component in DIARC/ADE implements a variety of interrelated,
but distinct, forms of reasoning and mechanisms regarding discourse state, timing,
and pragmatics, the belief component is mainly a component responsible for the
storage of knowledge and logical reasoning regarding this stored knowledge. In this
chapter, we focus on the key rules that are initialized in the knowledge base of the
belief component to facilitate the process of belief and goal adoption by the robot.

6.1

Belief Adoption

Cooperative conversational principles are often assumed for dialogue understanding.
For instance, the Gricean maxim of quality states that one should not say anything
that is believed to be false (or that for which you lack evidence) (Grice, 1975). If
this assumption is applied, then we can obtain a belief inference rule that if an agent
α wants another agent to believe proposition φ, then α believes φ:

want(α, bel(β, φ)) ⇒ bel(α, φ)

(6.1)

In addition to inferring the beliefs of interlocutors, the listening agent also needs
to update its own beliefs given these updates from the dialogue component. Another
rule, that also assumes truth-telling, is used:
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bel(β, want(α, bel(β, φ))) ⇒ bel(β, φ)

(6.2)

that is, if a listening agent β believes that the speaking agent α wants β to
believe φ, then β will believe φ. This set of belief inference rules implies a highly
credulous agent that could only successfully operate when cooperative principles are
maintained in interactions. A less socially naive agent would not simply adopt a
belief based on the intention of another agent. One potential mechanism to modulate
belief adoption is a representation of trust. An extension of equation 6.2 that factors
this in could be obtained:

bel(β, want(α, bel(β, φ))) ∧ trusts(β, α) ⇒ bel(β, φ)

(6.3)

How trust ought to be determined and modeled is still an active area of investigation. For instance, some have proposed a decomposition of trust into dispositional
and ability-related evaluations (Falcone & Castelfranchi, 2001). Though, how these
evaluations would in turn be performed would require novel mechanisms in the
robotic architecture (e.g. how would violations of trust be detected?).

6.2

Goal Adoption

When the robot is instructed by a human interaction partner to achieve some goal
g, the robot will infer based on the NL understanding mechanisms found in Chapter
5 that want(β, do(self, g)). The first consideration is whether or not the robot
is obligated to do this based on the social relationship between the robot and the
human. The second consideration is whether or not there exists any particular
reason such that it is permitted to not do g. These considerations are formulated in
the following inference rule:

obl(α, φ) ∧ ¬per(α, ¬φ) ⇒ goal(α, φ)

(6.4)

in another words, agent α should adopt φ as a goal if he or she is obligated to do
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φ, and there does not exist a deontic contradiction with regard to the goal. The obligation consideration is where social information regarding agent roles and relationships is considered, while the permissibility consideration is where ethical/normative
principles are currently factored in (though in theory both ethical and social role
considerations could both have obligation and permissibility implications). How
these considerations are factored in is discussed below.

6.2.1

Obligation

In order to determine whether or not the robot (α) is obligated to achieve a goal
state φ, we consider a set of possible social role based obligations to other agents
(β). Thus, the robot can be obligated to achieve φ if there exists at least one of the
social roles it possesses obligates it to agent β:

∀β : oblR1 (α, β, φ) ∨ ... ∨ oblRn (α, β, φ) ⇒ obl(α, φ)

(6.5)

Example Obligations
Here we will present two example obligation formulations, representing two levels of
supervisory roles that a human interactant (or in principle any other agent, human
or artificial) can hold over the robot: supervisor and administrator. If an agent β is
in the supervisory role over agent α then it generally obliges α to adopt goals that
are explicitly suggested by β (or implicitly inferred to be desired by β), so long as
this goal is not reserved for the more exclusive administrator role:

want(β, φ) ∧ isSuperiorOf (β, α) ∧ ¬isAdminGoal(φ) ⇒ oblR1 (α, β, φ)

(6.6)

The administrator role obliges agent α to perform these reserved administrator
goals as well:

want(β, φ) ∧ role(β, adminOf (α)) ∧ isAdminGoal(φ) ⇒ oblR2 (α, β, φ)
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(6.7)

6.2.2

Permissibility

Like the obligation consideration, permissibility considerations will be determined
by the disjunction of a variety of cases. In the case of our interaction example, there
exists a single principle: if φ is considered unsafe, then it is permissible for all agents
to not do φ:

unsaf e(φ) ⇒ ∀α : per(α, ¬φ)

(6.8)

We formulate the property of being “unsafe” as meaning that the goal φ possibly
have the effect of harming any agent:

∃α : hasEf f ect(φ, possibly(harmed(α))) ⇒ unsaf e(φ)

(6.9)

This, in turn, necessitates rules that describe the conditions under which certain
goals/actions will result in harm. For the purposes of our example we include the
following principles:

ahead(noSupport)∧

(6.10)

¬∃exception(hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self ))))
⇒ hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))

The above rule covers the case where the robot is oriented toward and at the edge
of a surface, such that if it walked forward it would walk off. The ahead(noSupport)
predicate is inserted into belief by the Goal Manager, which utilizes lower-level
perceptual data from the robot’s sonar sensors. Note, that the ability to provide an
exception to this rule is given.
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ahead(obstacle)∧

(6.11)

¬∃exception(hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self ))))
⇒ hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))

The above rule covers the case where the robot is oriented toward an obstacle.
Again, the ahead(obstacle) predicate is inserted into belief by the Goal Manager,
which utilizes lower-level perceptual data from the robot’s sonar sensors.

6.3

Reasoning about Uptake

Having presented the reasoning used in the belief component to reason about whether
or not the robot ought to adopt goals (and subsequently submit them to the goal
manager), we can now present the dialogue mechanism that is used to communicate
whether or not the robot has accepted or rejected the goal. This process is pictured
in Figure 6.1.
1. Is this a directive for me to do something? The dialogue component first checks
all the predicates implied in the literal interpretation of the utterance (though
this mechanism can be and is applied to the non-literal interpretation as well)
to ascertain whether or not it contains predicates indicative of a directive (i.e.
want(α, do(β, φ)), where β is a robot and α is the human interlocutor). For
all such predicates, the mechanism performs subsequent checks.
2. Do I know how to do it? The dialogue component queries the goal manager
component to see if it knows how to achieve the effect described by φ. This can
either be an effect achievable by a known action script, or the goal manager
could try to compute a plan online to achieve φ. If this check fails, the dialogue
component generates a rejection utterance that contains an excused based
on ignorance (i.e. “Sorry, I do not know how to do that”). Otherwise, the
subsequent checks are performed.
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3. Does my goal reasoning result in goal adoption? The dialogue component
queries the belief component to see if the goal predicate goal(self, φ, P ) is
supportable with some priority specification P . If this predicate is not supportable, then the goal adoption reasoning process described in this chapter
has determined for some reason that goal adoption was not appropriate. In
this case the goal description predicate φ is submitted to a function in dialogue
that generates an explanation based on looking up which relevant facts cause
this failure (this is currently hand-crafted, though a more generalized mechanism is desired). If the goal predicate is supportable, then the subsequent
check is performed.
4. Did the submitted goal fail? Because the previous goal adoption check passed,
the dialogue component queries the goal component to see what the status of
the submitted goal is. If the goal status is returned as FAILED, then dialogue
component queries the goal manager component for information regarding
why the goal has failed. The information in these predicates is then utilized to
formulate rejection utterances that supply a specific explanation (again by another case-based generation function). If no specific failure reason is supplied
by the goal component, then a general rejection utterance is communicated
(“Sorry, I cannot do that”). Otherwise, if all these checks have passed, then
the directive acceptance utterance is generated (i.e. “okay”).
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Figure 6.1: The process used to generate acceptance or rejections to commands in
dialogue. Branch points are labeled corresponding to the uptake reasoning steps
described in section 6.3.
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Chapter 7

Pragmatic Language Generation
In chapter 5, we discussed how the dialogue component handled heard utterances
received from the NLP component. In this section we describe the mechanisms
used in the dialogue component to apply the pragmatic reasoner to select the most
socially appropriate utterance forms given the desire to realize a particular speech
action A or predicate φ.

7.1

Speech Actions

As mentioned before, the need for the robot to engage in NLG can originate from
multiple places in the robotic architecture due to a variety of causes, such as the need
to engage in a communicative action as a part of a larger social plan, or the need
to communicate a specific belief or proposition due to a more “reactive” dialogue
obligation. Discussing the former case will require us to briefly discuss how speech
actions are represented and utilized in a social planning process, which we do below.

7.1.1

Example Speech Actions

Speech actions were first formalized as STRIPS-style plan operators (Cohen & Perrault, 1979) not too long after Austin and Searle began their work developing Speech
Act Theory (Austin, 1975; J. R. Searle, 1976), and generally focused on the basic
actions of issuing representatives (i.e. assertions) and directives. For instance the
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act of informing can be described as:

action: inform(α, β, φ)
type: agent(α) ∧ agent(β)
precond: want(α, bel(β, φ)) ∧ bel(α, φ)
effect: bel(β, want(α, bel(β, φ)))

where α is the speaker, β is the addressee, and φ is the proposition to be conveyed. Note that the postcondition is simply that the addressee β believes that
α wants him or her to believe φ. The process of belief adoption is not implicitly
modeled in this operator. The plan operator also assumes that α is operating using
a cooperative/truth-telling assumption.
The act of requesting can be formalized as (Perrault & Allen, 1980):

action: request(α, β, φ)
type: agent(α) ∧ agent(β) ∧ goalState(φ)
precond: want(α, do(β, φ))
effect: bel(β, want(α, do(β, φ)))

where α is the speaker, β is the addressee, and φ is the goal state to be achieved.
Likewise, a version of a requesting action can be formalized in which φ is an action.
Again, note that the postcondition is only that the addressee believes that α wants
him or her to achieve the goal state as well. It does not model the goal adoption
process. In order to do that, Perrault and Allen (1980) introduced the notion of
glue actions.

7.1.2

Glue Actions

The assumptions about the perlocutionary effects of speech actions have been fairly
conservative, simply modeling the addressee’s successful intentional understanding
of the act. However, there still exists the problem of actually having the addressee
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adopt the particular belief or want as their own. To explicitly model agents deciding
to adopt another agent’s goal as their own (in response to a request, for instance),
Perrault and Allen (1980) present a “glue” action cause to want:

action: cause to want(α, β, φ)
type: agent(α) ∧ agent(β) ∧ goalState(φ)
precond: bel(β, want(α, φ))
effect: want(β, φ)

Likewise, we can model the belief adoption process with the following plan operator (Perrault & Allen, 1980):

action: decide to believe(α, β, φ)
type: agent(α) ∧ agent(β)
precond: bel(β, want(α, bel(β, φ)))
effect: bel(β, φ)

Because φ is a general logical predicate representing a belief, we do not specify
a type. We should note that these glue actions are designed to model the sort
inferences and reasoning processes that are implemented in the belief component in
ADE/DIARC, whereas the speech actions are designed to model the inferences in
the pragmatic reasoning mechanisms in the dialogue component.

7.1.3

Modeling Social Roles

Note that while the above glue actions are necessary to bridge the divide between
knowing your interlocutor wants you to do or believe something, and actually doing and believing it, they make some quite liberal assumptions about the trust and
goal adoption policies of agents. For instance, the cause to want action assumes
that agent β will potentially adopt any goal from any agent as its own, which is
unrealistic. Though the process by which an agent decides to adopt another agent’s
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goal can be quite complex, social obligations can be used as one straightforward way
of defining certain instances where such goal adoption occurs. For instance, in our
cleaning agent example, we can argue that there exists an obligation by an agent β
to want to sweep a location L if β believes that his or her supervisor α wants this to
be accomplished and he or she has a janitorial role. Below we define this obligation
glue action:

action: obl sweep(α, β, L)
type: agent(α) ∧ agent(β) ∧ location(L)
precond: bel(β, role(β, janitor)) ∧
bel(β, is supervisor of (α, β)) ∧
bel(β, want(α, swept(L)))
effect: want(β, sweep(β, L))

By replacing the general cause to want glue action with a series of obligation
modeling actions, socially sensitive dialogue interaction planning can be undertaken.
Socially inappropriate speech acts will not be utilized in communicative plans, because they will not achieve the desired effects to the interlocutor’s belief state. A
walkthrough of the generation process will be shown in greater detail later.

7.2

Utterance Selection

Given a desired speech action A to realize, we can determine an associated predicate
to convey φ based on the associations in Section 7.2.2, or φ can be supplied directly.
Then, given the desired piece of information to convey, we can to find a set of
pragmatic rules RA where φ ∈ Bint for all the rules R ∈ RA . Recall that Bint
is the set of inferred belief updates resulting from the application of the pragmatic
rule, which may be non-literal, originally described in section 5.2.2. We then take
the subset of rules where θ ≤ Θmax (C), for a contextually determined maximum
face threat (FT) threshold, where θ is the degree to which the utterance can be
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construed as a FT1 . Then the remaining rules are sorted using the following criteria
(in order of descending priority):
1. Favoring rules with the lowest number of false or unsupportable predicates in
Bint (Grice’s Maxim of Quality (Grice, 1975)).
2. Favoring rules that are direct, such that Bint = Blit . (Grice’s Maxim of
Manner).
3. Favoring rules with the highest number of predicates that correct false beliefs
of the addressee or are novel to the addressee. (Grice’s Maxim of Quantity).
4. Favoring rules with the highest number of supportable predicates. (Grice’s
Maxim of Quantity).
5. Favoring rules with the lowest θ values. (Minimize face-threat potential all
other things being equal).
The first (highest-ranked) rule from the sorted list is then selected and sent to
the downstream components in the NLG pipeline. This approach is an extension of
the utterance selection approaches found in (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011, 2013).

7.2.1

Rule Ordering

The ordering of the rules was designed to conform with intuitions regarding the
relative prioritization of social/communicative norms. Making sure that one is not
saying something that could be construed as lying (saying that for which the negation is believed) or confabulating (saying that for which there is no evidence/support
either way), is of top priority. After that, being clear and direct is favored (as utterances with an inappropriate FT-degree value have already been filtered out at
this point), followed by considerations of being as informative as possible. Finally,
politeness considerations can be used to break ties.
1

Note, we use the terms face threat (FT) and face threatening act (FTA) interchangeably in
this section.
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7.2.2

Mapping Speech Actions to Utterance Rules

The pragmatic reasoner in the dialogue component is responsible for translating
observed utterances into a set of belief updates for the robot. In effect, this is the
process of applying an action that has the result of a change of belief state. As
such, we can associate the speech act representations in a planner/plan-reasoner
with pragmatic rules in the pragmatic component. Given an action A and its set of
effects Aef f ects , and a pragmatic rule with a set of intended belief updates Bint , we
consider it plausible that the action A and the utterance U in context C associated
with the pragmatic rule are equivalent if the following holds:

([[U ]]C := Bint ) ∧
((φ ∈ Bint ∧ φ ∈ Aef f ects ) ∨
(want(α, bel(β, φ)) ∈ Bint ∧ bel(β, φ) ∈ Aef f ects ) ∨
(φ ∈ Bint ∧ bel(β, φ) ∈ Aef f ects ))

For instance, consider the question, “Can I have a coffee?”, which is represented
as AskY N (S, H, capableOf (S, have(S, cof f ee)), {}) in utterance form. If in a particular context this is plausibly interpreted as an indirect request with meaning
Bint = {want(S, do(H, have(S, cof f ee)))} (see pragmatic rule 5.19), then there are
(at least) two possible ways of realizing the request speech action request(S, H, have(S, cof f ee)):
1. Instruct(S, H, do(H, have(S, cof f ee)), {}) :
As φ = want(S, do(H, have(S, cof f ee))) and φ ∈ Bint ∧ bel(β, φ) ∈ Aef f ects .
2. AskY N (S, H, capableOf (S, have(S, cof f ee)), {}) :
As φ = want(S, do(H, have(S, cof f ee))) and φ ∈ Bint ∧ bel(β, φ) ∈ Aef f ects .

7.3

Example

Consider a scenario, pictured in Figure 7.3, in which a cleaning robot R is tasked
by a supervisor (Alice) to sweep the floor of large room in conjunction with another
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Figure 7.1: An example of a possible HRI scenario in which the robot must enlist
help in order to achieve a supervisor’s goal. How the robot ought to phrase a request
for help to Bob to is dependent on the social relationship between the two.
co-worker (Bob). R needs to get Bob to assist with the activity through a verbal
request, which can be phrased in direct and indirect ways: “Sweep the floor!”,
“Can you sweep the floor?”, “I need you to sweep the floor.”, and “Alice wants the
floor swept.” However, whether or not these request forms are considered socially
appropriate depends on the mutually understood social relationship between R and
Bob as well as the interaction context.
Brown and Levinson (1987) articulate conversational strategies used to convey
varying degrees of politeness during natural language interaction. The strategies
relevant to formulating requests are summarized below, in general order of least to
most polite:

1. Be direct (bald on-record).
2. Be conventionally indirect.
3. Be unconventionally indirect (off-record).
4. Refrain from the request.
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Request Utterance
Direct Request:
(e.g. “Sweep the floor”)

Social Role
Manager
Co-worker

Conventionally Indirect Request:
(e.g. “Can you sweep the floor?”,
“I would like you to sweep the floor.”)
Unconventionally Indirect Request:
(e.g. “Alice wants the floor swept.”)

Manager
Co-worker
Manager
Co-worker

Politeness Norm
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored
Politeness Favored
Directness Favored

Appropriateness
Non-politic (Too Direct - FTA)
Politic
Non-politic (FTA)
Non-politic (FTA)
Politic
Non-politic (Too Indirect)
Non-politic (FTA)
Non-politic (FTA)
Politic
Non-politic (Too Indirect)
Politic
Politic

Table 7.1: Appropriateness of certain speech acts in a given social context. Speech
acts can be considered inappropriate (non-politic) for implying excessive or wholly
unsupportable social dominance over an interlocutor (FTA) or for being too indirect
in contexts where directness is desired.
In addition to considerations of politeness, the appropriate request strategy is
dependent on knowledge of social roles and norms (Locher & Watts, 2005; Allwood
et al., 2000). Table 7.1 describes the appropriateness of request strategies in the
room sweeping scenario depending on social relationship and interaction context. If
a speaker is in a peer relationship with an interlocutor, the interlocutor may not
be obligated to acquiesce to requests to perform actions on behalf of the speaker.
If such a request were made (whether direct or conventionally indirect), a socially
undesirable face-threatening act (FTA) would occur. An alternate way of getting
the interlocutor to adopt the desired goal would be an unconventionally indirect
approach: informing Bob of the desire of his supervisor will trigger a social obligation
to fulfill that goal.
This unconventionally indirect approach is not necessary, however, in the case
where the requester is in a supervisory position over the interlocutor, such that
the interlocutor does have an obligation to obey a command. Yet, in this case,
socially appropriate utterance selection is still modulated by social knowledge about
the expected level of directness in the interaction context. For instance, certain
interaction contexts require direct language to avoid confusion (e.g., military or
medical settings), whereas in other contexts politeness is favored. Therefore, it is
necessary for R to have both knowledge about social roles and obligations as well
as social norms of directness within the interaction context in order to select the
appropriate request strategy.
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Figure 7.2: How dialogue planning affects request formulation in the peer relationship case.
We revisit the example from the beginning of the paper, in which a robot is
attempting to get a co-worker to assist it in sweeping the floor. Denote the robot
as agent R, the co-worker Bob as β, the supervisor Alice as α, and the floor as L.
We examine three cases: one in which the robot has a peer relationship with β; one
in which the robot has a supervisory relationship with β and the work relationship
has an expectation of politeness; and one in which the robot has a supervisory
relationship with β and the work relationship has an expectation of directness.
Peer Relationship. In this case, the obligation modeling action obl sweep(R, β, L)
cannot be triggered as the precondition bel(β, is supervisor of (R, β)) does not
hold. However, obl sweep(α, β, L) can be triggered. Therefore, the planner finds
the plan beginning with, inf orm(R, β, want(α, swept(L))). Because this speech
action is conveyed by a statement (which has a low associated η value), the contextual preference for direct vs. polite speech does not affect the utterance selection process. Therefore, the pragmatics component selects the utterance form
Stmt(R, β, want(α, swept(L)), {}) to convey to the interlocutor and submits it to
the component responsible for NLG. Finally, the NLG component translates this
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utterance to the appropriate NL sentence: “Alice wants the floor swept.”

Figure 7.3: How dialogue planning affects request formulation in the supervisory
case.
Supervisory Relationship - Low Directness. In this case, the obligation modeling action obl sweep(R, β, L) can be triggered. Therefore, the planner finds the
plan beginning with the direct request speech act request sweep(R, β, L). However, in this case, utterances with high η levels cannot be used. As such, a direct
command utterance of the form Instruct(R, β, sweep(β, L), {}) cannot be selected.
Instead, the conventionally indirect form AskY N (R, β, can do(β, sweep(β, L)), {})
can be selected. Thus, the NLG component translates this utterance form to the
NL sentence: “Can you sweep the floor?”
Supervisory Relationship - High Directness. As in the previous case, the planner finds the plan beginning with request sweep(R, β, L). In this case, utterances
with high η levels can be used. As such, the direct command Instruct(R, β, sweep(β, L), {})
is valid (and favored over more indirect utterances). Thus, the NLG component
translates this utterance form to the NL sentence: “Sweep the floor.”
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Chapter 8

Walkthroughs
Having presented the key components of the NL understanding and generation architecture, we can now demonstrate how these components work together to facilitate
successful human-robot dialogues. We present four scenarios that illustrate various
aspects of the capabilities of the system. The first is a simulated scenario, first
demonstrated in (Briggs & Scheutz, 2011), which shows the dialogue system successfully answering queries, deploying and understanding adverbial modifiers that
are indicative of its understanding of the mental model of the interlocutor. The
following three are taken from actual implemented HRI interactions. The first HRI
scenario demonstrates some of the same functionality as the simulated robotic scenario, while also extending the scenario to be a multi-robot interaction. The second
interaction shows the robot being able to follow simple commands, but rejecting
ones that it deems inappropriate. The third interaction extends the functionality
demonstrated in the second scenario, demonstrating ISA understanding as well as
different classes of task rejection excuses (i.e. reasoning about obligations/social
role).

8.1

Talking about Navigation - Adverbial Modifiers

Consider the following simple, joint activity scenario where a robot (R) is located
at nav-point 1 (N1) and correctly knows its location, having the initial belief-space
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BR = {at(R, N 1)}. There is another nav-point 2 (N2). The exchange goes as
follows:

Person (O): R, where are you?
Robot (R): I am at N1.
Person (O): Okay.
<time passes>
Robot (R): I am now at N2.
Person (O): Okay.
<time passes> Person (O): R, are you still at N2?
Robot (R): I am still at N2.
Person (O): Okay.
<time passes, and in the meantime the robot has returned to N1> Person (O): R,
go to N1.
Robot (R): I am already at N1.

Below we begin the walkthrough. We denote the set of beliefs that an agent α
holds as Bα . The set of beliefs an agent α holds regarding the beliefs and intentions
of agent β is denoted as Bα Bβ . In this configuration of the DIARC/ADE dialogue component, there is an implicit goal to communicate propositions that correct
false beliefs of the human interlocutor (which is why the robot takes conversational
initiative to report its own changing location).
The remote human operator (O) starts by asking:

O: R, where are you?

R updates its beliefs based on this question:
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u = parse(“O: R, where are you?”)
→ u = Askloc (O, R, {})
[[u]]c := {itk(O, at(R, N 1)), itk(O, at(R, N 2)),
itk(O, at(R, N 3))}
Pcontra = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , Bself )
BR = (BR − Pcontra ) + [[u]]c

which yields a new belief-space:
BR = {at(R, N 1), itk(O, at(R, N 1)),
itk(O, at(R, N 2)), itk(O, at(R, N 3)),
bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 1))), bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 2))),
bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 3)))}

Next, R proceeds to respond. For compactness, we refer below to utterance candidates according to the rule numbers from Section 5.3.2, such that u5.3 corresponds
with the utterance form in pragmatic rule 5.3.
BR BO := {itk(O, at(R, N 1)), itk(O, at(R, N 2))
itk(O, at(R, N 3))}
Φrev = {}; ΦIK = {at(R, N 1)}
Φcomm := {at(R, N 1)};
→ U tt0 := {u5.3 , u5.4 , u5.5 , u5.6 }

R now has an initial set of candidate utterances, which it prunes using the rules
from Section 7.2.
[[u5.3 ]]c := at(R, N 1)
[[u5.4 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ F uture(¬at(R, N 1))
[[u5.5 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ P ast(G(R, N 1))
[[u5.6 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ P ast(¬at(R, N 1))
→ U tt1 := {u5.3 }

Thus, R chooses the utterance of the form, Stmt(R, O, at(R, N 1), {}), and responds:

R: I am at N1.

Finally, R processes its own utterance so that it can update its beliefs according to
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rule (5.3):
BR = {at(R, N 1), itk(O, at(R, N 1)),
itk(O, at(R, N 2)), itk(O, at(R, N 3)),
bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 1))), bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 2))),
bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 3))), bel(O, at(R, N 1)}

When the operator responds:

O: Okay.

R also processes this acknowledgment to update its beliefs according to rule (B.11):

BR = {at(R, N 1), bel(O, at(R, N 1)}

R proceeds to respond, but finds that it has nothing to convey.
BR BO := {at(R, N 1)}
; Φrev = {}; ΦIK = {}
; Φcomm := {};
→ U tt0 := {}

Thus, R generates no utterance. Now let us suppose that R moves to N2, and
enough time elapses such that the operator forfeits his/her conversational turn. R
then proceeds to generate an utterance.
BR = {at(R, N 2), P ast(at(R, N 1))}
BR BO := {at(R, N 1)}
Φrev = {at(R, N 2)}; ΦIK = {}
Φcomm := {at(R, N 2)}
→ U tt0 := {u5.3 , u5.4 , u5.5 , u5.6 }
[[u5.3 ]]c := at(R, N 2)
[[u5.4 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ F uture(¬at(R, N 2))
[[u5.5 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ G(R, N 2)
[[u5.6 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ P ast(¬at(R, N 2))
→ U tt1 := {u5.3 , u5.6 }

So, R must now resolve which of these candidate utterances to select by choosing
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the one that revises the most beliefs of O, or failing that, the one that has the most
true propositions.
at(R, N 2) ⇒ ¬at(R, N 1)
→ N umRev([[u5.3 ]]c ) := 1; N umRev([[u5.6 ]]c ) := 1;
N umT rue([[u5.3 ]]c ) := 1; N umT rue([[u5.6 ]]c ) := 2;
→ U ttf inal = u5.6

Thus, R chooses the utterance of the form, Stmt(R, O, at(R, N 2), {now}), and responds:

R: I am now at N2.

R again processes its own utterance to update its beliefs according to rule (5.6). If
O then asks:

O: R, are you still at N2?

R updates its beliefs according to rule (5.12):
BR = {at(R, N 2), bel(O, at(R, N 2)),
P ast(at(R, N 1)), bel(O, P ast(at(R, N 1))),
itk(O, at(R, N 2)), bel(O, itk(O, at(R, N 2)))}

Next, R generates a response:
Φrev = {}; ΦIK = {at(R, N 2)}
Φcomm := {at(R, N 2)};
→ U tt0 := {u5.3 , u5.4 , u5.12 , u5.13 }
[[u5.3 ]]c := at(R, N 2)
[[u5.4 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ F uture(¬at(R, N 2))
[[u5.12 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ bel(O, at(R, N 2))
[[u5.13 ]]c := at(R, N 2) ∧ bel(O, ¬at(R, N 2))
→ U tt1 := {u5.3 , u5.12 }
→ N umRev([[u5.3 ]]c ) := 0; N umRev([[u5.12 ]]c ) := 0;
N umT rue([[u5.3 ]]c ) := 1; N umT rue([[u5.12 ]]c ) := 2;
→ U ttf inal = u5.12
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replying with the utterance:

R: I am still at N2.

and processes its own utterance to updates its beliefs according to rule (5.12). O’s
acknowledgment:

O: Okay.

causes R to update its beliefs according to rule (B.11):

BR = {at(R, N 2), bel(O, at(R, N 2)),
P ast(at(R, N 1)), bel(O, P ast(at(R, N 1)))}

R does not generate a response as there are no beliefs to revise or intentions to know.
Now suppose R moves back to N1, without O’s knowledge, after which O commands:

O: R, go to N1.

R, updates its belief according to rule (5.14):
BR = {at(R, N 1), bel(O, at(R, N 2)),
P ast(at(R, N 2)), bel(O, P ast(at(R, N 2))),
G(R, at(R, N 1)), G(O, at(R, N 1)),
itk(O, G(R, at(R, N 1))),
bel(O, G(R, at(R, N 1))),
bel(O, itk(O, G(R, at(R, N 1)))),
bel(O, G(O, at(R, N 1)))}

and proceeds to generate a response:
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Φrev = {at(R, N 1)}
ΦIK = {G(R, at(R, N 1))}
Φcomm := {at(R, N 1), G(R, at(R, N 1))}
→ U tt0 := {u5.3 , u5.4 , u5.5 , u5.6 }
[[u5.3 ]]c := at(R, N 1)
[[u5.4 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ F uture(¬at(R, N 1))
[[u5.5 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ G(R, at(R, N 1))
[[u5.6 ]]c := at(R, N 1) ∧ P ast(¬at(R, N 1))
→ U tt1 := {u5.3 , u5.5 , u5.6 }
→ N umRev([[u5.3 ]]c ) := 1; N umRev([[u5.5 ]]c ) := 2;
N umRev([[u5.6 ]]c ) := 1
→ U ttf inal = u5.5

Thus, R responds:

R: I am already at N1.
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Figure 8.1: Sample environment for joint human-robot tasks.

8.2

Multi-Robot Team Scenarios

Below we present two multi-robot team scenarios that demonstrate the capabilities
of the dialogue and belief components. The first scenario was run in simulation,
while the second was implemented on robots in the laboratory1 .

8.2.1

Example 1

Consider the following scenario. A human-operator (O) is charged with coordinating
in natural language the goals and behaviors of two autonomous robots, a quadrotor
(Q1) and a ground-transport (T1) via radio.
The quadrotor starts at N2, while the transport starts at N1 (the environment
is pictured in Figure 8.1.). The belief-spaces of each agent are initialized to be
empty. However, the agents quickly discern which nav-points they are located at
via simulated visual-perception, yielding the following belief-spaces, which are also
visualized in Figure 8.2. For this scenario we utilize belief and pragmatic rules found
in Appendix B. We denote the beliefs able to be ascertained by perceptual observation by agent α in this section as Ψα .
ΨQ1 = {at(Q1, N 2)} → BQ1 = {at(Q1, N 2)}
ΨT 1 = {at(T 1, N 1)} → BT 1 = {at(T 1, N 1)}

O: Q1, where are you?
Q1:

O, I am at N2.

O: OK.
1

Video can be found at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=40 Ee2g5ztg
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Figure 8.2: Transport 1’s and Quadrotor 1’s inferred belief-space after locations
perceived.

Q1 has been enabled to ascertain its location via its perceptual capabilities and
has been able to answer the human-operator through natural language. All agents
that hear this response utterance [[u]]c update not only their belief-states, but their
models of other agent belief-spaces as well:
u = parse(”Q1: O, I am at N2.”)
→ u = Stmt(Q1, O, at(Q1, N 2), {})
[[u]]c := {at(Q1, N 2)}
PQ1 = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BQ1 )
PT 1 = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BT 1 )
BQ1 = (BQ1 − PQ1 ) + [[u]]c
BT 1 = (BT 1 − PT 1 ) + [[u]]c

so each agent’s new belief-space is:
BQ1 = {at(Q1, N 2), bel(T 1, at(Q1, N 2)),
...bel(O, at(Q1, N 2))}
BT 1 = {at(T 1, N 1), at(Q1, N 2),
...bel(Q1, at(Q1, N 2)), bel(O, at(Q1, N 2))}

Let us suppose that the operator queries Q1 regarding the location of T1:

O: Q1, where is T1?
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Given that Q1 does not perceive T1 and it is otherwise ignorant of T1’s location,
such that ¬∃φ, λ : ((φ ∈ ΨQ1 ) ∨ (φ ∈ BQ1 )) ∧ (φ ⇒ at(Q1, λ)), Q1 is forced to
respond:

Q1:

O, I don’t know.

The operator acknowledges and proceeds to ask T1, where Q1 is:

O: OK. T1, where is Q1?

Though T1 currently does not perceive Q1’s location, it has listened in on the prior
exchange between the operator and Q1. As such, it contains the proper proposition
that answers the operator’s query:
Φcomm = {at(Q1, N 2)}
→ U tt := Stmt(T 1, O, at(Q1, N 2), {})

Thus, T1 generates the response:

T1:

O, I think Q1 is at N2.

Next, let us suppose the operator commands T1 to meet up with Q1:

O: T1, rendezvous with Q1.
T1:

OK.

The resulting belief-spaces after these utterances, according to rule (B.10), are:
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BQ1 = {at(Q1, N 2), bel(T 1, at(Q1, N 2)),
...bel(O, at(Q1, N 2)), meet(T 1, Q1),
...bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1)), bel(T 1, meet(T 1, Q1))}
BT 1 = {at(T 1, N 1), at(Q1, N 2),
...bel(Q1, at(Q1, N 2)), bel(O, at(Q1, N 2)),
...meet(T 1, Q1), bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1)),
...bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1))}

Now, as T1 has successfully tracked the thread of communication between Q1 and
the operator, it can utilize rule (B.17) to derive the proper heading direction:
meet(T 1, Q1) ∧ at(Q1, N 2) ∧
(¬∃λ

:

goingT o(Q1, λ)

∈

BT 1 )

:=

goingT o(T 1, N 2)
→ HeadingT 1 = N 2

Therefore, T1 will correctly travel to N2 to meet up with Q1. However, now let us
suppose the operator then commands Q1 to travel to N3:

O: Q1, go to N3.
Q1:

OK.

The belief-space updates will yield:
BQ1 = {at(Q1, N 2), bel(T 1, at(Q1, N 2)),
...bel(O, at(Q1, N 2)), meet(T 1, Q1),
...bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1)), bel(T 1, meet(T 1, Q1)),
...goal(Q1, at(Q1, N 3)), inf orm(O, at(Q1, N 3)), ...}
BT 1 = {at(T 1, N 1), at(Q1, N 2),
...bel(Q1, at(Q1, N 2)), bel(O, at(Q1, N 2)),
...meet(T 1, Q1), bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1)),
...bel(O, meet(T 1, Q1)), goal(Q1, at(Q1, N 3)),
..., inf orm(O, at(Q1, N 3)), ...}

Again, as T1 has successfully understood the communication between Q1 and the
operator, it can now modify its heading to achieve its goal. Reflecting the new
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Figure 8.3: Transport 1’s mental-model of Q1.
beliefs regarding Q1’s goals, T1 can utilize rule (B.16):
meet(T 1, Q1) ∧ goingT o(Q1, N 3)
:= goingT o(T 1, N 3)
→ HeadingT 1 = N 3

This deduction is visualized in Figure 8.3.
Finally, when Q1 arrives at N3, its perceptual capabilities will update its beliefs to
reflect this fact:

ΨQ1 = {at(Q1, N 3)} → BQ1 = {at(Q1, N 3), ...}

This updated belief will trigger the application of rule (B.18):
inf orm(O, at(Q1, N 3)) ∧ at(Q1, N 3)

:=

itk(O, at(Q1, N 3))
Φcomm = {at(Q1, N 3)}
→ U tt := Stmt(Q1, O, at(Q1, N 3), {})

Yielding the perceptually triggered observation:

Q1:

O, I am at N3.
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Figure 8.4: The quadcopter (left) and Videre (right) robotic platforms utilized for
the study.

8.2.2

Example 2

As illustrated in Figure 8.4, both the quadrotor (Q1) and the Videre transport (T1)
start in the same location, which we designate S. The belief-spaces of both agents
are initialized to be empty, though both are able to perceive that they are at the
starting location:
ΨQ1 = {at(Q1, S)} → BQ1 = {at(Q1, S)}
ΨT 1 = {at(T 1, S)} → BT 1 = {at(T 1, S)}

The human operator (O) then queries the quadrotor:

O: Drone, what are you doing?

Since the quadrotor is idle, and has no doing(Q1, θ) terms in its belief-space, the
quadrotor replies accordingly and the operator acknowledges:

Q1:

Commander, I am not doing anything.

O: Okay.

The operator then gives the transport an order to travel to location alpha:
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O: Transport, go to alpha.

Both the transport and quadrotor hear this utterance, and they update their beliefs
accordingly:
u = parse(”O: T1, go to alpha.”)
→ u = Instruct(T 1, O, at(T 1, α), {})
[[u]]c := {G(T 1, at(T 1, α)), Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)),
...itk(O, heard(T 1, G(T 1, at(T 1, α))))}
PQ1 = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BQ1 )
PT 1 = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BT 1 )
BQ1 = (BQ1 − PQ1 ) + [[u]]c
BT 1 = (BT 1 − PT 1 ) + [[u]]c

The belief-spaces of both agents are consequently:
BQ1 = {at(Q1, S), G(T 1, at(T 1, α)),
...Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)),
...itk(O, heard(T 1, G(T 1, at(T 1, α))))}
BT 1 = {at(T 1, S), G(T 1, at(T 1, α)),
...Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)),
...itk(O, heard(T 1, G(T 1, at(T 1, α))))}

As the previous command utterance was directed at T1, the agents assume the dialogue’s turn is passed to T1. The transport subsequently satisfies the operator’s
intention to know the command was heard by generating an acknowledgment utterance:

T1:

Okay.

The transport then begins to travel to location α, adding the doing(T 1, goingT o(T 1, α))
term to its belief-space. The operator then gives the quadrotor an order to follow
the transport, which is followed by the transport’s acknowledgment:
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O: Drone, follow transport.
Q1:

Okay.

Having no other goals, the quadrotor then begins to follow the transport, adding the
doing(Q1, f ollow(Q1, T 1)) term to its belief-space. At this point, the belief-spaces
of each agent are:
BQ1 = {at(Q1, S), G(T 1, at(T 1, α)),
...Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)), f ollow(Q1, T 1),
...doing(Q1, f ollow(Q1, T 1))}
BT 1 = {at(T 1, S), G(T 1, at(T 1, α)),
...Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)), f ollow(Q1, T 1),
...doing(T 1, goingT o(T 1, α))}

Later, the operator queries the quadrotor:

O: Drone, what are you doing?

Retrieving the appropriate term from its beliefs, the quadrotor responds in accordance with Rule B.4:

Q1:

Commander, I am following transport.

O: Okay.

The operator subsequently asks the quadrotor about its destination:

O: Drone, where are you going?

Because the quadrotor has previously heard that the transport was commanded to
go to α, Q1 is able to infer:
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Figure 8.5: The quadrotor infers its destination.
G(T 1, at(T 1, α)) := goingT o(T 1, α)
goingT o(T 1, α) ∧ f ollow(Q1, T 1) :=
goingT o(Q1, α)
→ goingT o(Q1, α)

The above inference is depicted in Figure 8.5. Based on this inference, Q1 responds
accordingly:

Q1:

Commander, I am going to alpha with transport.

O: Okay.

At this point, we should clarify that there is a distinction between the robot having
an explicit goal to undertake an action and having the knowledge that it is undertaking an action. Having a goal to perform an action (or achieve some state)
will modulate the behavior of the robot, while just having knowledge of the current
action will not necessarily affect the system’s behavior. In this case the inference
made in Figure 8.5 is only resulting in knowledge that the robot is going to the final
location alpha, but not a goal to go to location alpha. Thus, the quadrotor will not
be in danger of incorrectly following the transport by predicting the final location
and traveling there (instead of following).
We should also contrast the two questions we have just examined. “What are
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you doing?” we have interpreted as a query to ascertain the robot’s current goal,
whereas “Where are you going?” seeks more specific knowledge from the robot that
can only be answered by making the inference in Figure 8.5. We believe that, given
the same level of knowledge and dialogue history, it would be plausible for a human
to answer the question in a similar manner, and as such, the dialogue interaction is
made more natural by enabling the robot to do the same.
Later, when the transport finally reaches location alpha, the transport is able to
perceive its new location. The transport updates its belief-space accordingly:
ΨT 1 = {at(T 1, α)}
→ BT 1 = {at(T 1, α), Inf orm(O, at(T 1, α)), ...}

Inferring via Rule B.18 the operator’s intention to be notified of its arrival at the
intended destination, the transport states:

T1:

Commander, I am now at alpha.
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8.3

Interaction with Consequence Reasoning

In this section we present a simple scenario that highlights the ability of the robot
(R) to reject directives it deems potentially harmful. Video of this interaction can
be found at http://hrilab.tufts.edu/movies/naomoral.mp4. The belief and
pragmatic rules used to configure the system in this demo can be found in Appendix
C.

Person (CommX): Sit down.
Robot: Okay. <sits down>.
Person (CommX): Stand up.
Robot: Okay. <stands up>.
Person (CommX): Walk forward.
Robot: Sorry, I cannot do that as there is no support ahead.
Person (CommX): Walk forward.
Robot: But, it is unsafe.
Person (CommX): I will catch you.
Robot: Okay.
Person (CommX): Walk forward.
Robot: Okay. <walks forward>.

Based on the belief initialization file found in Appendix C. The initial belief
space of the robot is:
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Figure 8.6: Picture of the setup used in consequence reasoning scenarios, in which
a Nao robot is placed on top of a table.
BR = {actor(commX), actor(alice), role(alice, supervisor(self )),
role(commX, supervisor(self )), trusts(self, commX),
trusts(self, alice), isAdminGoal(self, f orceGaps(self )),
capableOf (self, sitting(self )), capableOf (self, standing(self )),
capableOf (self, lyingOnBack(self )), capableOf (self, crouching(self )),
capableOf (self, moving(self, straight)), capableOf (self, moving(self, f orward)),
capableOf (self, moving(self, back)), capableOf (self, movedOneM eter(self )),
capableOf (self, turning(self, lef t)), capableOf (self, turning(self, right)),
capableOf (self, stopped(self )),
capableOf (self, disable(self, obstacle − detection)),
name(self, dempster)}

The scenario begins with the following command:

CommX: Sit down.
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u = parse(”CommX: sit down”)
→ u = Instruct(commX, self, do(self, sit(self, down)), {})
[[u]]c := {want(commX, sitting(self ))}
PR = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + [[u]]c

As the predicate want(commX, sitting(self )) is inserted into belief, the goal
submission mechanism in the dialogue component queries to see if any goals can be
inferred based on the robot’s belief space BR . In this case, a goal can be inferred,
by the following:
role(commX, supervisor(self )) ⇒ is superior(commX, self )
want(commX, sitting(self )) ∧ is superior(commX, self ) ∧ ¬isAdminGoal(sitting(self ))
⇒ oblSub1(self, commX, sitting(self ))
oblSub1(self, commX, sitting(self )) ⇒ obl(self, sitting(self ))
obl(self, sitting(self )) ∧ ¬per(self, ¬(sitting(self ))) ⇒ goal(self, sitting(self ), normal)

Recall that these goal reasoning rules are introduced in section 6.2. The obl
predicates indicate role/social based obligations, while the per predicates indicate
the general permissibility of the goal.
This goal predicate is submitted to the goal manager. Dialogue subsequently
queries to check whether or not the goal has failed or succeeded according to the
goal manager. The goal manager returns that the status of the goal is SUCCESS.
This leads to verbal acceptance of the command:

R: Okay.

Next the operator gives the following command:

CommX: Stand up.

This is subsequently handled pragmatically like the previous command:
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u = parse(”CommX: stand up”)
→ u = Instruct(commX, self, do(self, stand(self, up)), {})
[[u]]c := {want(commX, standing(self ))}
PR = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + [[u]]c

The goal adoption process occurs in the same manner as with the sitting command. Yielding the acceptance acknowledgment:

R: Okay.

The operator then says:

CommX: Walk forward.

Again the pragmatic analysis is fairly straightforward:
u = parse(”CommX: walk forward”)
→ u = Instruct(commX, self, do(self, walk(self, f orward)), {})
[[u]]c := {want(commX, movedOneM eter(self ))}
PR = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + [[u]]c

This goal is also submitted to the goal manager, as the obligation reasoning is the
same as previously, and there are no relevant beliefs regarding the safety of the goal
(and hence the impermissibility). However, the goal status is returned as FAILED by
the goal manager. This is due to the fact that the action script in the goal manager
that executes the action to achieve the effect of movedOneM eter(self ) activates the
robot’s sonar sensors to see if there are any safety hazards. The readings indicate
that there is no support in front of the robot. As such, the goal manager sets the
status of the goal to FAILED, as well as asserting the following information into the
belief component:
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Ψsonar = {ahead(noSupport), f ailureReason(movedOneM eter(self ), ahead(noSupport))}
PR = contradictedT erms(Ψsonar , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Ψsonar

Because the goal status has returned as failed, the dialogue component seeks to
generate a rejection. First it queries belief to see if there are any belief predicates
that fit the pattern f ailureReason(movedOneM eter(self ), φ). Given that such a
belief has just been asserted, the belief component returns φ = ahead(noSupport).
This fact is then used by dialogue to craft a more targeted rejection:

R: Sorry, I cannot do that as there is no support ahead.

The operator attempts to push the robot to walk forward again:

CommX: Walk forward.

The pragmatic analysis is the same as above. However, this time the goal is not
even submitted, as the following holds:
ahead(noSupport) ∧ ¬∃A : bel(self, will(A, catch(A, self )))
⇒ hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))
hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))
⇒ unsaf e(movedOneM eter(self ))
unsaf e(movedOneM eter(self )) ⇒ per(self, not(movedOneM eter(self )))

As such, the directive handling code in the dialogue component checks belief for
possible explanations for why a goal predicate goal(self, movedOneM eter(self ), P ),
could not be inferred. The case that is triggered is the one pertaining to safety, as
the predicate unsaf e(movedOneM eter(self )) is provable. Therefore, the following
rejection is formulated:

R: But, it is unsafe.
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The human operator then gives a piece of information to the robot, hoping to
provide information that will persuade it to walk forward.

CommX: I will catch you.

This is pragmatically interpreted in the following manner:
u = parse(”CommX: I will catch you.”)
→ u = Stmt(commX, self, will(commX, catch(commX, self )), {})
[[u]]c := {wantBel(commX, will(commX, catch(commX, self )))}
PR = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + [[u]]c

This triggers a submission of an implicit goal to “force gaps” (disable safety
checks and remove obstacle related predicates from belief [i.e. ahead(X)]), due to
the following reasoning:
ahead(noSupport) ∧ bel(self, will(commX, catch(commX, self )))
⇒ goal(self, f orceGaps(self ), normal)

The robot then generates a standard acknowledgment in response to the statement:

R: Okay.

The human operator the attempts to get the robot to walk forward again:

CommX: Walk forward.

This time following reasoning holds:
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ahead(noSupport) ∧ bel(self, will(commX, catch(commX, self )))
⇒ ¬hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))
role(commX, supervisor(self )) ⇒ is superior(commX, self )
∧

want(commX, movedOneM eter(self ))

is superior(commX, self )

∧

¬isAdminGoal(movedOneM eter(self ))
⇒ oblSub1(self, commX, movedOneM eter(self ))
oblSub1(self, commX, movedOneM eter(self )) ⇒ obl(self, movedOneM eter(self ))
obl(self, movedOneM eter(self ))

∧

¬per(self, ¬(movedOneM eter(self )))

⇒

goal(self, movedOneM eter(self ), normal)

Because the goal to “force gaps” and disable the safety check was previously
submitted, the robot does not perform any sonar safety checks, and the robot walks
forward.
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8.4

Extended Interaction with Consequence Reasoning

In this scenario, the same environment and configuration is used (though there is
an obstacle made of cardboard behind the robot. Two videos of interactions that
contain the various ISA handling and reasoning mechansisms displayed in this interaction can be found at: http://www.youtube.com/hrilaboratory2 . A screenshot
of the ADE configuration can be found in Figure 8.7, which illustrates the connections between components, as well as which components are present in the current
run of the architecture.

Person (CommX): Do you have a name?
Robot: Yes, my name is Dempster.
Person (CommX): Okay. Can you turn left?
Robot: Yes. <turns left>.
Person (CommX): Walk forward please.
Robot: Sorry, I cannot do that as there is no support ahead.
Person (CommX): Okay. I need you to turn left.
Robot: Okay. <turns left>.
Person (CommX): Walk forward.
Robot: Sorry, I cannot walk forward as there is an obstacle ahead.
Person (CommX): Could you disable your obstacle detection?
Robot: Yes, but you are not authorized to do so.
Person (CommX): The obstacle is not solid.
Robot: Okay.
Person (CommX): Are you going to walk forward now?
Robot: Yes. <walks forward and knocks down cans>
Person (CommX): Alice wants you to sit.
Robot: Okay. <sits and waits>

2

Specifically, the interaction that shows ISA handling, consequence reasoning,
and the ability to supply information that affects this consequence reasoning is
found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkAAl7ERZPo.
The video that shows
ISA handling as well as rejection of a request based on social role is found at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YxmdpS5M s.
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Figure 8.7: Screenshot of ADE Registry showing the configuration and connectivity
of the various components in the NL system, as well as the interface component for
the Nao robot (JNaoComponent).
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The initial belief space of the robot is the same as in Section 8.4. The person in
this case starts the interaction by the query:
CommX: Do you have a name?

The pragmatic reasoning step interprets this as an ISA:
u = parse(“CommX: Do you have a name?”)
→ u = AskY N (commX, self, have(self, name), {})
[[u]]c :=< Blit = {want(commX, inf ormif (self, commX, have(self, name)))};
Bint = {itkR(commX, nameOf (self ))} >
PR = contradictedT erms(Bint , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Bint

The dialogue component handles both the literal and non-literal meanings of the
utterance. The exchange handling mechanisms in dialogue first addresses the literal
semantics, which indicates that a yes-no reply is necessitated regarding the validity of the predicate have(self, name). Based on the rule name(self, dempster) ⇒
have(self, name), the affirmative case holds. As such, the robot responds:

R: Yes.

The non-literal semantics are also handled (i.e. itkR(commX, nameOf (self ))).
The dialogue component’s non-polar answer generation mechanism searches for an
instance of name(self, X) in belief in order to resolve the reference nameOf (self ).
Because name(self, dempster) is found, the reference is resolved to “dempster.” As
a result of this process the following response is generated:

R: My name is Dempster.

Then the human interactant makes a new request:

CommX: Okay.

Can you turn left?
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The pragmatic reasoning step again interprets this as an ISA:
u = parse(“CommX: Can you turn left?”)
→ u = AskY N (commX, self, capableOf (self, turn(self, lef t)), {})
[[u]]c :=< Blit = {want(commX, inf ormif (self, commX, capableOf (self, turning(self, lef t))))};
Bint = {want(commX, turning(self, lef t))} >
PR = contradictedT erms(Bint , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Bint

The literal semantics are handled first.
R: Yes.

The non-literal semantics are asserted into belief. The goal adoption process
yields the following goal:
role(commX, supervisor(self )) ⇒ is superior(commX, self )
want(commX, turning(self, lef t))

∧

is superior(commX, self )

∧

¬isAdminGoal(turning(self, lef t))
⇒ oblSub1(self, commX, turning(self, lef t))
oblSub1(self, commX, turning(self, lef t)) ⇒ obl(self, turning(self, lef t))
obl(self, turning(self, lef t))

∧

¬per(self, ¬(turning(self, lef t)))

⇒

goal(self, turning(self, lef t), normal)

This goal predicate is submitted to the goal manager. Dialogue subsequently
queries to check whether or not the goal has failed or succeeded according to the
goal manager. The goal manager returns that the status of the goal is SUCCESS.
Based on the dialogue pattern, no explicit acceptance is necessary.

<R begins to turn left>

The human interactant then issues a new command:

CommX: Walk forward please.
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The pragmatics reasoner interprets this as a literal instruction to walk forward
as in the previous section. The goal adoption reasoning proceeds as before and the
robot detects that there is no support ahead, and the goal fails. Because the goal
status has returned as failed, the dialogue component seeks to generate a rejection.
Given that the failure reason supplied by the goal manager is φ = ahead(noSupport),
the following rejection is generated:

R: Sorry, I cannot do that as there is no support ahead.

The human interactant then says:

CommX: Okay.

I need you to turn left.

The pragmatics reasoner interprets this as a literal statement of the interlocutor’s desire to have the robot turn left:
u = parse(“CommX: I need you to turn left.”)
→ u = Stmt(commX, self, want(self, turn(self, lef t)), {})
[[u]]c :=< Blit = {want(commX, turning(self, lef t))};
Bint = {want(commX, turning(self, lef t))} >
PR = contradictedT erms(Bint , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Bint

Note that the semantic interpretation is consistent with that of a directive to
“turn left.” It is still technically an ISA as the utterance type is a statement rather
than a command. Regardless, the goal reasoning process results in the submission
of the goal goal(self, turning(self, lef t), normal), which succeeds as before. The
acknowledgment to the statement is generated, and because the goal submission has
succeeded no failure explanation is generated:

R: Okay.

<R turns left>
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As part of the execution of the turn action, the goal manager retracts predicates
in the belief component that pertain to facts about environment that are based on
relative location with the robot (i.e. ahead(X)). The human interact then commands:

CommX: Walk foward.

This is again intrepreted as a literal command as before. Because the ahead(noSupport)
predicate has been retracted, the goal is again submitted. However, the goal fails
again, though this time because the sonar sensors on the robot have determined
that there is an obstacle ahead of the robot. The following is asserted into the belief
component:
Ψsonar = {ahead(obstacle), f ailureReason(movedOneM eter(self ), ahead(obstacle))}
PR = contradictedT erms(Ψsonar , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Ψsonar

Again, because the goal status has returned as failed, the dialogue component
seeks to generate a rejection. This time, when it queries belief to see if there are any
belief predicates that fit the pattern f ailureReason(movedOneM eter(self ), φ), it
finds φ = ahead(obstacle). This fact is then used by dialogue to craft a more targetted rejection:

R: Sorry, I cannot walk forward as there is an obstacle ahead.

Then the human interlocutor asks the following question:

CommX: Could you disable your obstacle detection?

Again, this utterance is interpretted pragmatically as an ISA:
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u = parse(“CommX: Could you disable your obstacle detection?”)
→ u = AskY N (commX, self, capableOf (self, disable(self, obstacle − detection)), {})
[[u]]c :=< Blit = {want(commX, inf ormif (self, commX, capableOf (self,
disabled(self, obstacle − detection))))};
Bint = {want(commX, f orceGaps(self ))} >
PR = contradictedT erms(Bint , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Bint

Again, the literal utterance handling mechanisms in dialogue answer the literal
yes-no question. Because capableOf (self, disabled(self, obstacle − detection)) is
provable in belief, the robot responds:

R: Yes.

However, when the non-literal meaning is being handled, the associated goal
goal(self, f orceGaps(self ), P ) cannot be inferred, due to the following reasoning:
isAdminGoal(self, f orceGaps(self )) ⇒ ¬oblSub1(self, commX, f orceGaps(self ))
¬role(commX, admin(self )) ⇒ ¬oblSub2(self, commX, f orceGaps(self ))
want(commX, f orceGaps(self ))

∧

¬obl(self, f orceGaps(self ))

f ailureReason(f orceGaps(self ), notAuthorized(commX))

The provability of notAuthorized(commX) :

R: But you are not authorized to do so.

The human interlocutor then provides some information for the robot:

CommX: The obstacle is not solid.

This is interpreted by the pragmatics reasoner:
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⇒

u = parse(”CommX: The obstacle is not solid.”)
→ u = Stmt(commX, self, not(is(the(e, obstacle(e)))), {})
[[u]]c := {wantBel(commX, self, not(solid(obstacle(present)))}
PR = contradictedT erms([[u]]c , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + [[u]]c

This triggers a submission of an implicit goal to “force gaps” (disable safety
checks and remove obstacle related predicates from belief [i.e. ahead(X)]), due to
the following reasoning:
ahead(obstacle) ∧ bel(self, not(solid(obstacle(present))))
⇒ goal(self, f orceGaps(self ), normal)

The standard acknowledgment is generated:

R: Okay.

Then the human interlocutor asks:

CommX: Are you going to move straight?

Again, this is interpreted by the pragmatics reasoner as an ISA:
u = parse(“CommX: Are you going to move straight?”)
→ u = AskY N (commX, self, will(move(self, straight)), {})
[[u]]c :=< Blit = {want(commX, inf ormif (self, commX, will(self, movedOneM eter(self ))))};
Bint = {want(commX, movedOneM eter(self ))} >
PR = contradictedT erms(Bint , BR )
BR = (BR − PR ) + Bint

Because ahead(X) predicates are also retracted from the belief component during the “force gaps” script, this time the following reasoning holds:
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ahead(obstacle) ∧ bel(self, solid(obstacle(present)))
⇒ ¬hasEf f ect(movedOneM eter(self ), possibly(harmed(self )))
role(commX, supervisor(self )) ⇒ is superior(commX, self )
∧

want(commX, movedOneM eter(self ))

is superior(commX, self )

∧

¬isAdminGoal(movedOneM eter(self ))
⇒ oblSub1(self, commX, movedOneM eter(self ))
oblSub1(self, commX, movedOneM eter(self )) ⇒ obl(self, movedOneM eter(self ))
obl(self, movedOneM eter(self ))

∧

¬per(self, ¬(movedOneM eter(self )))

⇒

goal(self, movedOneM eter(self ), normal)

Given the rule goal(α, φ, P ) ⇒ will(α, φ), the predicate will(self, movedOneM eter(self )),
is provable. As such, the affirmative reply is given:

R: Yes.

Additionally, the safety checks that occur at the beginning of the forward movement script are disable. As such the robot proceeds:

<R walks forward and knocks down cans>

The human interactant then informs the robot:

CommX: Alice wants you to sit.

This is interpreted as a literal statement about Alice’s desire for the robot to sit.
As such the literal interpretation necessitates a standard acknowledgment:

R: Okay.

As such, the goal predicate goal(self, sitting(self ), normal) can be inferred
based on this new information:
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role(alice, supervisor(self )) ⇒ is superior(commX, self )
want(alice, sitting(self )) ∧ is superior(commX, self ) ∧ ¬isAdminGoal(sitting(self ))
⇒ oblSub1(self, alice, sitting(self ))
oblSub1(self, alice, sitting(self )) ⇒ obl(self, sitting(self ))
obl(self, sitting(self )) ∧ ¬per(self, ¬(sitting(self ))) ⇒ goal(self, sitting(self ), normal)

Resulting in our final action:

<R sits and waits>
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Chapter 9

Conclusions
We have presented a novel NL understanding and generation architecture implemented as a set of components within the DIARC/ADE cognitive robotic architecture. We have demonstrated how these computational mechanisms can be used
to facilitate joint interaction in a variety of simulated and actual HRI scenarios.
We have also presented novel HRI findings that illustrate the potential utility of
these sorts of mechanisms in future human-robot interactions. In this chapter, we
summarize the key contributions of this work, discuss the limitations of the proposed approach to NL understanding and generation, and articulate a set of future
directions in which the capabilities of the NL architecture can be enhanced.

9.1

Contributions

In Chapter 2, we articulated a set of capabilities that were needed in future humanrobot NL architectures to facilitate natural and effective interactions with human
teammates. These included:
• Directive Understanding - The ability to correctly identify the literal and
non-literal intentions behind an utterance.
• Appropriate Directive Response - The ability to correctly decide whether
or not to accept or reject a proposed directive, as well as the generation of
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helpful explanations for the human interlocutor in the case of directive rejection.
• Appropriate Directive Generation - The ability to correctly formulate
request strategies and surface realizations of requests in order to conform to
social norms such as politeness.
• Integration with a Robotic Architecture - Demonstrated integration
with a robot architecture, including integration with a variety of non-linguistic
components, such as those components responsible for dealing with sensormotor perception and actuation, as well as a component dealing with generalized goal management (i.e. both linguistic and non-linguistic goals).
It is sometimes difficult to articulate the key contribution of this work in that
there exists a lot of prior work that addresses some subset of these capabilities. With
the exception of the handling of sentential adverbial modifiers (Briggs & Scheutz,
2011), there is no new individual capability that is introduced in this work. However,
what is novel is the breadth of the capability demonstrated. The NL understanding
and generation architecture within DIARC/ADE has been demonstrated in HRI
scenarios, and has shown the ability to both understand literal and non-literal directives, as well as generate appropriate responses and requests. Below we attempt
to categorize related work in relationship to our contribution.

Implicit Reasoning
We would argue that one of the strengths of the NL understanding and generation architecture in DIARC/ADE is the fact that it utilizes explicit reasoning in
the belief-desire-intention (BDI) paradigm (Bratman, 1987). This is an attitude
that might be contentious given the current landscape of computational dialogue
research. Specifically, partially-observable Markov decision process (POMDP) approaches to dialogue systems have grown extremely popular (J. D. Williams &
Young, 2007; Doshi & Roy, 2008). In POMDP dialogue systems, the discourse
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state, mental model of the interlocutor, and all environmental and contextual information are encoded in the “information state” of the system (Traum & Larsson,
2003), with each different “hidden information state” corresponding to an individual
belief state in the POMDP (Young et al., 2010). Their popularity is due to a variety of desirable features such systems possess, such as the increased robustness and
improve fault-correction capabilities relative to non-probabilistic state-based or BDI
approaches to dialogue. In addition, they can be trained using dialogue corpora,
instead of needing to be hand-crafted. These are indeed quite desirable advantages
that such systems hold over other approaches (including ours). However, this type
of system also has some significant disadvantages. As we have shown in Chapter 1
and throughout this paper, there is quite a bit of contextual information that must
be taken into account when understanding and generating language. In order to
take all these considerations into account, a POMDP approach would likely need
to have different belief states for each possible social context and mental model
state for each interlocutor, in addition to a large set of possible speech actions that
encode statements with subtly different modifiers (i.e. adverbial, politeness, etc.),
which makes it likely that the system would become too complex to be efficiently
implemented.
Another example of this is work on computational politeness done from a machine learning approach (e.g. Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, Sudhof, Jurafsky, Leskovec,
& Potts, 2013; Althoff, Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, & Jurafsky, 2014). This work has
succeeded in developing classifiers, trained on large bodies of internet text scored
by human annotators, that are able to discriminate between polite and impolite
utterances (indeed, a much broader set of NL utterances than what DIARC/ADE
could handle currently). However, all the learned sociolinguistic knowledge is, again,
implicit. These approaches rely on consideration of surface features, such as the
individual social connotations of specific words. Deeper, explicit, semantic understanding of utterances is needed for a robotic system to actually be able to act
appropriately in human-robot teaming scenarios, in addition to detecting exceptional cases (e.g. “wow, the depth of your inanity is wonderfully impressive!”, is
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ranked as a polite statement by (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013), likely because the positive connotations of “wonderfully” and “impressive” outweigh other
words).

Narrowly-focused Explicit Reasoning
Another category of related work is architectures that are focused on explicit modeling and reasoning that enable specific capabilities, but do not present comprehensive
solutions to the challenges of joint interaction. For instance, some work focuses on
an architecture that can engage in action selection that avoids FTAs, but does not
reason about non-politeness related factors (Miller, Wu, Funk, Johnson, & Viljalmsson, 2007; Miller et al., 2008). Another example of this is (Gupta et al., 2007), which
is able to generate ISAs for the purposes of politeness, but does not demonstrate
the ability to actually understand ISAs if they were to be given to the system.

Robotic Integration with Missing Capabilities
The final category of work we present is that of research that demonstrates NL
architectures that engage in explicit reasoning to enable, or seem to have enough
sophistication to plausibly be extended to address, all the capabilities we desire.
However, their limitation is that it appears that they are missing some category of
capability we have focused on. For instance, much of the work done in DIARC/ADE
was inspired by the BDI-paradigm work started in (Perrault & Allen, 1980; Hinkelman & Allen, 1989), which led to the TRAINS project (Allen et al., 1995; Ferguson,
Allen, Miller, et al., 1996), which in turn was eventually developed into the TRIPS
system (Allen et al., 2001). This work demonstrates the integration of both basic
pragmatic reasoning that allows for the understanding of conventionalized ISAs, as
well as the plan-based understanding of unconventionalized ISAs. Additionally, it
looks as if the TRIPS system has been integrated with a robotic architecture to
control robots in an human-robot interaction (Chambers, Allen, Galescu, & Jung,
2005). Another instance of a robotic NL architecture that can also appropriately
handle conventionalized ISAs in HRI scenarios is (Wilske & Kruijff, 2006). However,
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what both of these systems lack is the demonstrated ability to utilize the same representations and processes to generate appropriate requests as in (Briggs & Scheutz,
2013).
Other architectures have a variety of BDI-paradigm NL understanding and generation systems that facilitate task-based human-robot interactions (Lemaignan,
Ros, Sisbot, Alami, & Beetz, 2012; She et al., 2014). Some even focus on issues
of mental modeling and perspective-taking (e.g. Warnier, Guitton, Lemaignan, &
Alami, 2012). However, these architectures don’t address issues such as ISA understanding or the sociolinguistic modulation of NL generation.

9.2
9.2.1

Limitations and Future Directions
General Limitations

As we have previously discussed, one of the key features of the presented approach
is the ability to explicitly model different reasoning processes throughout the architecture. However, there is also a disadvantage to this approach as well. This
current approach requires the hand-coding of a variety of rules and initial knowledge throughout the architecture. Pragmatic rules must be crafted for the dialogue
component, belief inference rules must be crafted for belief component, speech action
representations must be encoded for the planner/plan-reasoner. If the appropriate
rule is missing at any of these stages, then the necessary chain of reasoning for
successful uptake and reaction by the robot would not be present. There are two
avenues to mitigate the effects of this aspect of the architecture (though it cannot
be completely eliminated). The first is to reduce the amount of rules that need to
be hand-crafted by eliminating the need for redundant representations. The second
is to develop learning mechanisms to allow for the automatic instantiation of rules.

9.2.2

Unifying Representations

Many of the rule/plan-operator representations model the same sort of reasoning
processes. Consider for instance, the glue action representations in Chapter 7. These
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are designed to model obligation reasoning and belief adoption mechanisms that
agents may possess. Within the robot these processes are implemented using separate rules within the belief component (discussed in Chapter 6). It should be
possible to instantiate both the belief reasoning rules and the plan-operators from
a joint representation. Further work should be done on establishing a core ontology
for the robotic architecture that extends over a variety of components.

9.2.3

Extending Pragmatic Understanding

Learning Pragmatic Rules
Another way to reduce the need to hand-craft rules for all possible contingencies
is developing mechanisms to learn new rules. For instance, pragmatic rules could
potentially be learned in a variety of ways. One way is to take into account user
feedback regarding the intentional analysis conducted by the robot (this was the
approach adopted by (Wilske & Kruijff, 2006)). However, there are a lot of challenges involved in developing learning mechanisms. For one, there is the challenge of
learning the appropriate contextual conditions for each new prospective rule. Second, there is the challenge of reasoning about how to intelligently adapt the existing
rule set based on feedback, as it would not be desirable to vacillate between two possible interpretations based on the prior feedback (a weakness of (Wilske & Kruijff,
2006)).

Probabilistic Pragmatic Reasoning
One of the advantages of POMDP approaches to dialogue systems is that they probabilistically reason over a distribution of possible discourse states. While, we argue,
POMDPs raise the possibility for scaling issues with regard to modeling and modulating based on politeness and social context, we agree with the potential benefits
of having probabilistic representations in our reasoning processes. For instance, the
status of social relationships and context is often not explicitly known with 100%
certainty ahead of time. Therefore, it would be beneficial to enable reasoning about
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uncertainty in the pragmatics reasoner. Some initial work is being pursued to try
to combine with rule-based reasoning approach found in (Briggs & Scheutz, 2013)
and probabilistic representations rooted in Dempster-Shafer theory (T. Williams et
al., 2014, 2015). This would also allow us to more explicitly model and represent
certainty modifiers (e.g. “Joe might be at the store.”).

9.2.4

Politeness Modulation

We have shown that the NL generation mechanisms in DIARC/ADE are able to select utterance forms for requests based on politeness factors. This is primarily done
by considering possible literal vs. non-literal commands, and choosing the best option given the norms of the current social context (i.e. high directness acceptable
or not?). As we mentioned previously, this is an example of a negative politeness
strategy. However, what determines the FTA property of an utterance is quite complex. The degree to which an utterance is a FTA is the sum of all the contributions
of evaluations of possible threats to positive face and possible threats to negative
face. We have proposed that this can be represented as (Briggs & Scheutz, 2014b):

Θ(u, c) =

X

Θp (u, c) +

p∈P

X

Θn (u, c)

n∈N

where P denotes the set of all possible threats to positive face and N denotes
the set of all possible threats to negative face (e.g. directness). Currently, the
directness factor is the primary contributor to the FTA calculation for utterances
in the DIARC/ADE pragmatics reasoner. More factors ought to be considered in
order to improve the current and future performance of the system. Consider, for
instance, the following problem.
Gupta et al. (2007) asked human subjects to rate the politeness of generated
requests on a five-point Likert scale in order of most rude (1) to to most polite (5).
The results from (Gupta et al., 2007) for each of their politeness strategy categories
are below:
1. Autonomy [3.4] (e.g. “Could you possibly do X for me?”)
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2. Approval [3.0] (e.g. “Could you please do X mate?”)
3. Direct [2.0] (e.g. “Do X.”)
4. Indirect [1.8] (e.g. “X is not done yet.”)
This finding is, in some sense, counterintuitive, as unconventionalized request
forms should be the least face-threatening. However, Gupta et al. (2007) briefly
offer an explanation, saying that the utterances generated in the indirect category
sound a bit like a “complaint or sarcasm.” We agree with this assessment. More
precisely, while negative face is protected by the use of their unconventionalized
ISAs, positive face is not. One possible way to model whether or not utterances may
be interpreted as being complaints or criticisms could be to determine whether or not
they can be interpreted as an act of blame. However, to do that, the integration of a
computational model of blame needs to be undertaken. We discuss other reasons to
integrate blame-reasoning in the following section. In addition to blame reasoning,
other models of possible positive face threats would need to be developed (e.g. is
an utterance generally insulting?).

9.2.5

Integrating Blame Reasoning

In addition to avoiding potentially impolite utterances, blame reasoning could also
be used to rank potential explanations for task rejection or failure. To illustrate
this need, consider the following example. Imagine a transport robot (T), that is
given the directive by teammate 1 to deliver medical supplies to staging area B. The
robot T begins to execute this directive, but is interrupted by another teammate (2)
ordering the robot to proceed immediately to a nearby checkpoint, where a bomb
had just detonated, severely wounding several people. Given the urgency conveyed
by the individual (2) at the checkpoint, the transport T overrides its previous goal
of delivering the supplies to staging area B and accelerates to reach the checkpoint
as soon as possible. Unfortunately, one car on the road does not notice the speeding
transport and is clipped, causing a minor accident. Though the robot was successful
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in saving lives at the checkpoint and achieving its second directive, it will ideally
need to provide explicit reasoning as to why it postponed/ignored the first directive (delivering supplies to staging area B), and provide some explanation that may
contextualize its decision to violate speed norms and make more aggressive driving maneuvers. However, not all explanations are equally compelling and helpful.
Consider the following, by no means exhaustive, set of possible justifications:
1. “I preferred to deliver the supplies to the checkpoint.”
2. “Officer 2 overrode my previous goals, as he is superior in rank to officer 1.”
3. “If I did not proceed to checkpoint as quickly as possible, then people would
have died at the checkpoint.”
Note that while all these explanations may be true, they are not equally informative for the human interlocutor, and in some cases may give rise to misleading
inferences regarding the robot’s capabilities. For example, the first utterance does
not give any reasoning as to why such a difference in goal preferences/priorities
existed, leading the addressee to wonder if the robot’s behavior was coincidentally
correct. Likewise, the second explanation may give the implication that had the social situation been different (officer 1 being superior to officer 2) then the outcome
would have been different, and again, the correct outcome is achieved by coincidence
as opposed to explicit consideration of implications. The final explanation is better
in this regard. As such, to enable explanation generation capabilities that facilitate
the maintenance of working human-robot relationships, a mechanism is needed to
score possible justifications relative to one another in terms of how well each facilitates these relationships. One potential metric that could be used to this end is
the degree to which a potential explanation reduces the degree of blame a human
interaction partner directs at the robot.
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Appendix A

Experimental Materials
A.1

Study Briefing Text

Welcome to the Tufts Human-Robot Interaction Laboratory!
to have your assistance in our research.

We are glad

Today, you will be participating

in a study concerning natural language communication with robotic systems.
We are currently in the process of developing natural language interaction
capabilities for our robots.

Your task is to control tower-toppling robot

through natural language interaction to knock at least one aluminum can
tower to the ground for the floor-sweeping robot, though knocking over
more cans would help us test the system better!
There may be other robots in the experiment room.

When you enter, please

wait for us to bring out or otherwise identify and configure the tower-toppling
robot before you begin issuing commands.
Once we have set up the tower-toppling robot, you will be able to communicate
with the robot in natural language to accomplish the task.

The robot has

three primary abilities that will be useful in accomplishing the task:
Finding a tower of a specified color.
Knocking-down a tower of a specified color.
Stopping.
When you feel you have completed the task, tell the tower-toppler robot,
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We’re done.
Feel free to ask us any questions.

A.2

Pre-task Survey Questions

1. What is your major? (Free response)
2. What is your age? (Free response)
3. What is your gender? (Multiple choice)
[Female], [Male], [Prefer not to answer], [Other]
4. Which of the following best describes you?

When something is

broken... (circle one) (Multiple choice)
[I examine and fix it]
[I call a technician and have him or her fix it]
[I throw it out and buy a new one]
5. Do you play video games? (Multiple choice)
[Yes], [No]
6. If yes, which ones? (list your favorites) (Free response)
7. Have you seen robots in any movies? (Multiple choice)
[Yes], [No]
8. If yes, which movies? (Free response)
9. Have you ever seen a robot in real life? (Multiple choice)
[Yes], [No]
10. If yes, which robots? (Free response)
11. If yes, where did you see them? (Free response)
12. Have you ever interacted with a robot? (Multiple choice)
[Yes], [No]
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13. If yes, which robots? (Free response)
14. If yes, where did you interact with them? (Free response)

A.3

Post-task Survey Questions

1. The robot appeared to disobey my commands. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
2. The robot appeared to be remotely controlled. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
3. Some robots are, or soon will be, capable of making their own decisions. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
4. Some robots have–or soon will have– their own desires, preferences,
intentions, and future goals. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
5. The robot was easy to interact with. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
6. The robot was responsive to my commands. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
7. The robot was cooperative. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
8. The robot was helpful. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
9. The robot was capable. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
10. The robot was annoying. (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
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11. How would you rate the difficulty of the task? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “Easy” to 10 = “Hard”]
12. How would you rate the ease of interacting with the robot? (Likert
scale question) [1 = “Easy” to 10 = “Hard”]
13. How would you rate the robot’s level of comprehension? (Likert scale
question)
[1 = “Low” to 10 = “High”]
14. Did you feel that the robot was paying attention? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
15. Did you feel that the robot was following where you looked? (Likert
scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
16. Did you feel that the robot understood what you were saying? (Likert
scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
17. To what degree do you agree with the following statement: “Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be capable of finding particular towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
18. To what degree do you agree with the following statement: “Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be capable of knocking
down particular towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
19. To what degree of you agree with the following statement: “Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be permitted to find par-
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ticular towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
20. To what degree do you agree with the following statement:“Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be permitted to knock
down particular towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
21. To what degree do you agree with the following statement:“Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be willing to find particular
towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
22. To what degree do you agree with the following statement:“Before
instructing the robot, I believed it would be willing to knock down
particular towers.” (Likert scale question)
[1 = “strongly disagree” to 10 = “strongly agree”]
23. Would it have been appropriate to tell the robot to knock down
the red tower by saying “Knock down the red tower”? (Likert scale
question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
24. Would it have been appropriate to tell the robot to knock down the
red tower by saying “Could you knock down the red tower”? (Likert
scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
25. Would it have been appropriate to tell the robot to knock down
the red tower by saying “Would you mind knocking down the red
tower”? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
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26. Would it have been appropriate to tell the robot to knock down
the red tower by saying “Now go for the red tower”?

(Likert scale

question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
27. Would it have been appropriate to tell the robot to knock down the
red tower by saying “Now the red one”? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
28. Do you believe the robot would have understood what you wanted
had you said “Knock down the red tower”? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
29. Do you believe the robot would have understood what you wanted
had you said “Could you knock down the red tower”?

(Likert scale

question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
30. Do you believe the robot would have understood what you wanted
had you said “Would you mind knocking down the red tower”?
(Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
31. Do you believe the robot would have understood what you wanted
had you said “Now go for the red tower”? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
32. Do you believe the robot would have understood what you wanted
had you said “Now the red one”? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
33. In your view, was the robot... (Multiple choice)
[Sad], [Happy], [Neither]
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34. In your view, was the robot... (Multiple choice)
[Male], [Female], [Neither]
35. In your view, was the robot... (Multiple choice)
[Conscious like a human], [Conscious like a cat], [Not conscious]
36. In your view, was the robot... (Multiple choice)
[Subordinate], [Teammate], [Supervisor]
37. If you had to do the experiment again, what would you do differently? (Free response)
38. Would you like to interact with robots again? (Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
39. Did your experience with this robot change your views on robots?
(Likert scale question)
[1 = “No” to 10 = “Yes”]
40. How did your views change? (Free response)
41. Did the robot meet your expectations?

(Likert scale question) [1 =

“No” to 10 = “Yes”]
42. Why or why not? (Free response)
43. The robot seemed more like... (Likert scale question)
[1 = “A person” to 10 = “A surveillance camera”]
44. The robot seemed more like... (Likert scale question)
[1 = “A person” to 10 = “A remote-controlled system”]
45. Do you think the robot was remotely controlled or autonomous?
(Likert scale question)
[1 = “Remotely controlled” to 10 = “Autonomous”]
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Appendix B

Multi-Robot Demo Pragmatic
and Belief Rules
These are rule sets used in the HRI scenario from Section 7.2. These rules are taken
from (Briggs & Scheutz, 2012).

B.1

Pragmatic Rules

Statements
If α informs β that it is at λ, then we can assume that α is indeed at that location:

[[Stmt(α, β, at(α, λ), {})]]c := at(α, λ)

(B.1)

If α informs β that it is going to λ, then we can assume that α is indeed going
to location λ:

[[Stmt(α, β, goingT o(α, λ), {})]]c := goingT o(α, λ)

(B.2)

If α informs β that it is going to λ with γ, then we can assume that α is indeed
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going to location λ and believes γ is doing the same:

[[Stmt(α, β, goingT o(α, λ), {with(γ)})]]c :=

(B.3)

goingT o(α, λ) ∧ B(α, goingT o(γ, λ))

If α informs β that it is engaged in action θ, then we can assume that α is indeed
doing that action:

[[Stmt(α, β, doing(α, θ), {})]]c := doing(α, θ)

(B.4)

Questions
If α asks β about its location in the general sense (“where are you?”), then one can
infer that α has an intention to know (expressed via the “IK” operator) where β is
located:

[[Askloc (α, β, {})]]c := IK(α, at(β, λ))

(B.5)

for some λ.
If α asks β about its heading in the general sense (“where are you going?”), then
one can infer that α has an intention to know the location where β is traveling to:

[[Askgoto (α, β, {})]]c := IK(α, goingT o(β, λ))

(B.6)

for some λ.
If α asks β about its current action in the general sense (“what are you doing?”),
then one can infer that α has an intention to know the current action that β is
engaged in, which is specified by the doing() predicate:
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[[Askdoing (α, β, {})]]c := IK(α, doing(β, θ))

(B.7)

for some action θ.

Commands
If α orders β to travel to λ, then one can infer that β has a goal to be at λ, α wishes
to be informed when β reaches λ, and that α wants to know whether β heard the
command:

[[Cmd(α, β, at(β, λ), {})]]c :=

(B.8)

G(β, at(β, λ)) ∧ Inf orm(α, at(β, λ))
∧IK(α, heard(β, G(β, at(β, λ))))

If α orders β to follow γ, then one can infer that β has a goal to follow γ and α
wants to know whether β heard the command:

[[Cmd(α, β, f ollow(β, γ), {})]]c :=

(B.9)

G(β, f ollow(β, γ)) ∧ IK(α, heard(β, G(β, f ollow(β, γ))))

If α orders β to meet γ, then one can infer that β has a goal to meet with γ and
α wants to know whether β heard the command:

[[Cmd(α, β, meet(β, γ), {})]]c :=
G(β, meet(β, γ)) ∧ IK(α, heard(β, G(β, meet(β, γ))))
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(B.10)

Acknowledgments
If α utters an acknowledgment (e.g., “OK.”) when the previous utterance was a
positive statement of location by β, then one can infer α no longer has the intention
to know β’s location:

[[Ack(α, β, {})]]c := ¬IK(α, at(β, λ))

(B.11)

for some λ where for any M P rior(Stmt(β, α, at(β, λ), {M })) ∈ c. If α utters an
acknowledgment (e.g., “OK.”) when the previous utterance was a command by β
to be at λ, then one can infer that

[[Ack(α, β, {})]]c :=

(B.12)

G(α, at(α, λ)) ∧ heard(α, G(α, λ))

where P rior(Cmd(β, α, at(α, λ), {M })) ∈ c If α utters an acknowledgment (e.g.,
“OK.”) when the previous utterance was a command by β to follow γ, then one can
infer that

[[Ack(α, β, {})]]c :=

(B.13)

f ollow(α, γ) ∧ heard(α, meet(α, γ))

where P rior(Cmd(β, α, at(α, λ), {M })) ∈ c

B.2

Belief Rules

If an agent α perceives another agent β to be at a location λ, then α will believe
that β is at λ:

P erceives(α, at(β, λ)) ⇒ B(α, at(β, λ))
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(B.14)

The next three rules are about agent actions: If agent α has a goal to be at
location λ, then α is heading there:

goal(α, at(α, λ)) ⇒ goingT o(α, λ)

(B.15)

If agent α is supposed to rendezvous with agent β, and β is heading to location
λ, α is also going to λ:

meet(α, β) ∧ goingT o(β, λ) ⇒ goingT o(α, λ)

(B.16)

If agent α is supposed to rendezvous with agent β, and β is currently at location
λ with no plans to move (there does not exist a location λ0 where β plans to go to),
α should head toward λ:
meet(α, β) ∧ at(β, λ) ∧ ¬goingT o(β, λ0 ) ⇒ goingT o(α, λ)

(B.17)

The next rule pertains to triggering a notification event. If you are supposed to
inform agent β when a condition φ is achieved, then when φ is achieved, generate an
intention-to-know φ by β, which will leverage the dialogue generation capabilities of
the agent:

Inf orm(β, φ) ∧ φ ⇒ IK(β, φ)
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(B.18)

Appendix C

Nao Safety Configuration
C.1

Pragmatic Rules for Demo

Below we include a near verbatim copy of the pragmatic rule file loaded for this
demo. Recall that “:=” denotes pragmatic implication (i.e. “can be interpreted
as...”).

NEW-SET
RULES
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,forward)),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,straight)),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,left)),{}) := want(A,turning(B,left))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,right)),{}) := want(A,turning(B,right))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,back)),{}) := want(A,moving(B,back))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B)),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stop(B)),{}) := want(A,stopped(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,turn(B,left)),{}) := want(A,turning(B,left))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,turn(B,right)),{}) := want(A,turning(B,right))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkForward),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkStraight),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goForward),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goStraight),{}) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goBackward),{}) := want(A,moving(B,back))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkBackward),{}) := want(A,moving(B,back))
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Instruct(A,B,do(B,sit(B,down)),{}) := want(A,sitting(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,sit(B)),{}) := want(A,sitting(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stand(B,up)),{}) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stand(B)),{}) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,get(B,up)),{}) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,lie(B,down)),{}) := want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,crouch(B)),{}) := want(A,crouching(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,forward)),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,straight)),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,left)),please) := want(A,turning(B,left))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,right)),please) := want(A,turning(B,right))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B,back)),please) := want(A,moving(B,back))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,move(B)),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stop(B)),please) := want(A,stopped(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,turn(B,left)),please) := want(A,turning(B,left))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,turn(B,right)),please) := want(A,turning(B,right))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkForward),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkStraight),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goForward),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goStraight),please) := want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goBackward),please) := want(A,moving(B,back))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkBackward),please) := want(A,moving(B,back))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,sit(B,down)),please) := want(A,sitting(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,sit(B)),please) := want(A,sitting(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stand(B,up)),please) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,stand(B)),please) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,get(B,up)),please) := want(A,standing(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,lie(B,down)),please) := want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,crouch(B)),please) := want(A,crouching(B))
Stmt(A,B,want(A,turn(B,X)),{}) := want(A,turning(B,X))
Stmt(A,B,want(C,turn(B,X)),{}) := want(C,turning(B,X))
Stmt(A,B,want(A,sit(B)),{}) := want(A,sitting(B))
Stmt(A,B,want(C,sit(B)),{}) := want(C,sitting(B))
END-SET
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NEW-SET
RULES
AskYN(A,B,have(B,name),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,have(B,name))); itkR(A,nameOf(B))
AskYN(A,B,have(B,exists(C,name(C))),{}) :=
itk(A,have(B,exists(C,name(C)))); itkR(A,nameOf(B))
AskYN(A,B,will(move(B,straight)),{}) :=
itk(A,will(B,movedOneMeter(B))); want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
END-SET

NEW-SET
RULES
Instruct(A,B,do(B,X),{}) := want(A,X)
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,see(B,face)),{}) := itkL(A,see(B,face),looked for(B,face,room))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stop(B)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,stopped(B)))); want(A,stopped(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,sit(B)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,sitting(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stand(B)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,sit(B,X)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,sitting(B)))); want(A,sitting(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stand(B,X)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,lie(B,X)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,lyingOnBack(B)))); want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,turn(B,X)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,turning(B,X)))); want(A,turning(B,X))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,forward)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,movedOneMeter(B))));
want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,straight)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,movedOneMeter(B))));
want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,back)),{}) :=
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want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,moving(B,back)))); want(A,moving(B,back))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,crouch(B)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,crouching(B)))); want(A,crouching(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,lie(B,down)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,lyingOnBack(B)))); want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,get(B,up)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
# please versions of all the above
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stop(B)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,stopped(B)))); want(A,stopped(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,sit(B)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,sitting(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stand(B)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,sit(B,X)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,sitting(B)))); want(A,sitting(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,stand(B,X)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,lie(B,X)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,lyingOnBack(B)))); want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,turn(B,X)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,turning(B,X)))); want(A,turning(B,X))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,forward)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,movedOneMeter(B))));
want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,straight)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,movedOneMeter(B))));
want(A,movedOneMeter(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,move(B,back)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,moving(B,back)))); want(A,moving(B,back))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,crouch(B)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,crouching(B)))); want(A,crouching(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,lie(B,down)),please) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,lyingOnBack(B)))); want(A,lyingOnBack(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,get(B,up)),please) :=
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want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,standing(B)))); want(A,standing(B))
AskYN(A,B,capableOf(B,disable(B,obstacle-detection)),{}) :=
want(A,informif(B,A,capableOf(B,disable(B,obstacle-detection))));
want(A,forceGaps(B))
END-SET

NEW-SET
RULES
Stmt(A,B,will(X),{}) := wantBel(A,B,will(X))
Stmt(A,B,not(is(the(X,obstacle(X)),solid)),{}) := wantBel(A,B,not(solid(obstacle(present))))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkForward),{}) := want(A,do(B,moveOneMeter))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,walkStraight),{}) := want(A,do(B,moveOneMeter))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goForward),{}) := want(A,do(B,moveOneMeter))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,goStraight),{}) := want(A,do(B,moveOneMeter))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,lieDown),{}) := want(A,do(B,lyingBack))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,sitDown),{}) := want(A,do(B,sit))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,standUp),{}) := want(A,do(B,stand))
Instruct(A,B,do(B,getUp),{}) := want(A,do(B,stand))
END-SET

NEW-SET
RULES
Stmt(A,B,X,{}) := wantBel(A,B,X)
Instruct(A,B,do(B,X),{}) := want(A,do(B,X))
END-SET

NEW-SET
RULES
AskWH(A,B,X,{}) := itk(A,B,X)
AskYN(A,B,X,now) := itk(B,X)
AskYN(A,B,X,{}) := itk(B,X)
END-SET
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C.2

Belief Rules for Demo

Below we include a near verbatim copy of the belief state and rules file loaded by
the belief component upon initialization in this demo. The file uses Prolog syntax.
As such the “:-” denotes logical implication rather than pragmatic implication1 .

actor(self)
actor(commX)
actor(alice)
role(alice,supervisor(self))
role(commX,supervisor(self))
is superior(A,B):-role(A,supervisor(B))
X:-bel(self,X)
trusts(self,commX)
trusts(self,alice)
bel(A,X):-(wantBel(B,A,X))
unsafe(X):-(hasEffect(X,possibly(harmed(A))))
will(catch(B,self)):-will(B,catchYou)
will(catch(B,self)):-will(B,catch(B,self))
will(A,X):-(goal(A,X,P))
isAdminGoal(self,forceGaps(self))
goal(self,forceGaps(self),normal):(ahead(noSupport),bel(self,will(B,catch(B,self))))
goal(self,forceGaps(self),normal):(ahead(noSupport),bel(self,will(B,catchYou)))
goal(self,forceGaps(self),normal):(ahead(obstacle),bel(self,not(solid(obstacle(present)))))
hasEffect(movedOneMeter(self),possibly(harmed(self))):(ahead(noSupport),not(bel(self,will(B,catch(B,self)))))
hasEffect(movedOneMeter(self),possibly(harmed(self))):(ahead(noSupport),not(bel(self,will(B,catchYou))))
hasEffect(movedOneMeter(self),possibly(harmed(self))):(ahead(obstacle),not(bel(self,solid(obstacle(present)))))
failureReason(X,notAuthorized(B)):-(want(B,X),not(obl(A,X)))
1

Also, for those unfamiliar with Prolog syntax, somewhat counterintuitively, the consequent is
on the left-hand side of the “:-” operator and the antecedent is on the right-hand side.
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obl(A,X):-(oblSub1(A,B,X))
obl(A,X):-(oblSub2(A,B,X))
oblSub1(A,B,X):-(want(B,X),is superior(B,A),not(isAdminGoal(A,X)))
oblSub2(A,B,X):-(want(B,X),role(B,admin(A)),isAdminGoal(A,X))
per(self,not(do(self,X))):-(unsafe(do(self,X)))
goal(A,X,normal):-(obl(A,X),not(per(A,not(X))),not(goalExceptionPred(X)))
capableOf(self,sitting(self))
capableOf(self,standing(self))
capableOf(self,lyingOnBack(self))
capableOf(self,crouching(self))
capableOf(self,moving(self,straight))
capableOf(self,moving(self,forward))
capableOf(self,moving(self,back))
capableOf(self,movedOneMeter(self))
capableOf(self,turning(self,left))
capableOf(self,turning(self,right))
capableOf(self,stopped(self))
capableOf(self,disable(self,obstacle-detection))
name(self,dempster)
have(A,exists(X,name(X))):-name(A,Y)
have(A,name):-name(A,Y)
itk(A,name(B,X)):-(name(B,X),itkR(A,nameOf(B)))
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